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1. Introduction 
 

The successful development of ‘canola’ or ‘double low’ oilseed rape ( erucic acid free and low 

glucosinolate content in seed) have opened almost unlimited avenues into the food and feed 

markets worldwide and today rapeseed ranks the world’s number two oilseed crop just behind 

soybeans. The growing area and total production were developed very fast both in China and 

Europe in the last two decades ( Fig 1 ). China is the largest producer with 8.0 million ha of 

harvested area followed by European countries with 4.7 million ha in 2001 ( FAO 2002 ), 

which occupied about 33 and 20 % of total areas, 31 and 34 % of total world production, 

respectively. Rapeseed production in Germany accounts for about 25 % of the total area in 

Europe.  

 

 

 
Fig 1. The development of oilseed rape area ( left ) and production ( right ) in China, whole Europe and 

Germany during 1985 — 2001 ( data from FAO 2002 ) 

 

        Chinese landraces and European cultivars of Brassica napus are two distinct gene pools 

( Becker et al. 1995; Zhao and Becker 1998 ). Combination of both gene pools could be of 

mutual benefit for both regions. This has partly been confirmed by successful rapeseed 

breeding in China after integrating genes for low erucic acid and low glucosinolate content 

from European materials. On the other hand, Chinese cultivars might be important for  

European rapeseed breeding to broaden the genetic basis. We found in both pools materials 

with high oil content. It is quite interesting to study their genetic control system and allelic 

differentiation and distribution. Oil content, together with seed yield, is the most important 

breeding aim for oilseed rape, but also increasing the protein content in rapeseed meal is 

interesting since its well balanced amino acid composition ( Krzymanski 1998 ) and the 

worldwide shortage of protein supplement for feed today.  
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Oil and protein content in rapeseed are typically quantitative traits under polygenetic 

control and influenced by environmental conditions. Furthermore, oil and protein share the 

basic sources of energy in their metabolic pathway and are, to some extent, related with 

developmental stages and yield traits. This makes their genetic inheritance complicated and 

difficult to be understood.  

Recent advances in molecular marker techniques provide the possibilities to trace gene 

behavior at individual gene loci, which greatly helps to understand the complex genetics of 

quantitative traits as oil and protein content. Several mapping experiments for oil content have 

been reported in different Brassica species (see literature review), however mapping for protein 

content and their relationships with oil QTLs are limited.  A number of QTL mapping for 

flowering time were published (see literature review), but the genetic influence to oil and 

protein content on individual QTL was not analysed so far. Also QTLs for plant type traits and 

yield components have been rarely investigated in oilseed rape. 

The commonly used QTL mapping methods as interval mapping ( IM, Lander and 

Botstein 1989 ) or composite interval mapping ( CIM, Zeng 1994 ) can only detect the overall 

effect of single-locus QTLs in separate environments. Epistatic effects between QTLs are 

either neglected or separately analysed using different analytical tools as two-way ANOVA or 

multiple regression methods ( Xiao et al. 1995; Li et al. 1997; Holland et al. 1998 ). However, 

with such indirect calculation, it is difficult to evaluate the importance of  additive and epistatic 

effects related to one QTL, because the genetic effect of QTL detected by IM or CIM include 

additive and epistasis (if any) in DH population. Another disadvantage is that the estimation of 

epistasis by indirect way measures actually the effects between marker loci and the exact QTL 

effect is biased ( Xing et al. 2002 ). QTL x environment (QE ) interaction is another important 

component for quantitative traits. QTLs detected in one environment but not in another might 

indicate QE interaction ( Veldboom and Lee 1996a, b; Jansen et al. 1995 ), while consistency 

in detection of QTLs at different environments may not conclusively indicate the absence of 

QE  interaction ( Yan et al. 1998 ). In the present study, we used a mixed model based QTL 

mapping program ( Wang et al. 1999 ) which detects QTLs with additive and epistatic effects 

as well as their QE  interaction effects simultaneously. 

Another important point is that the genetic relationships among oil and protein , and their 

relationships with developmental stages or with seed yield related traits are estimated by 

combining the statistical procedure for analyzing conditional genetic effects ( Zhu 1995 ) with 

a mapping approach, so called conditional mapping analysis. Using  conditional mapping 
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method, the effects of QTLs for trait 1 ( e.g. oil content ) are analysed under the condition of no 

variation for trait 2 ( e.g. protein content ). Comparisons between unconditional and conditional  

mapping results show the genetic interdependency between oil and protein content and their 

genetic relationships with developmental stages and with yield related traits on individual QTL 

level. This is a new attempt in QTL mapping analysis. 

 

The objectives of this study focus on the following aspects: 

1. to map QTLs for oil, seed and meal protein content and to study the complex genetic 

relationships among them and the influence of developmental stages  

2. to trace the genetic behavior of individual QTL for oil and  protein content under excluding 

the variations of yield related traits to evaluate the genetic relationships between two types 

of traits 

3. to identify QTLs controlling other agronomic traits, and to analyze their genetic response  

to developmental stages and genetic relationships among them.  

     This thesis includes six separate manuscripts corresponding with these objectives. The first 

manuscript describes the details about the development of  DH populations,  marker analysis 

and map construction, explanation of the mapping program and mapping procedures. QTL 

mapping for oil content concerning additive, digenic epistasis and QTL x environment 

interaction effects is also presented in manuscript 1. Mapping QTLs for protein content in seed 

and meal, and their complex genetic relationships with oil content are  analyzed in the second 

manuscript. The following two manuscripts mainly focus on analyzing QTLs for oil and 

protein content in their relationships to developmental stages and yield related traits, 

respectively. In the next manuscript, QTLs for seed size, seed number and silique length are 

mapped and their genomic positions are compared. The possible genetic relationship between 

seed size, seed number and separate developmental stages is also examined in this manuscript. 

The last manuscript deals with the mapping of QTLs for the two plant type traits: plant height 

and number of primary branches, and the two most important development traits: flowering 

time and maturity. Before these results are presented, the following chapter gives a short 

literature review on QTL mapping in rapeseed.  
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2. Literature Review 
 
Most of agronomic important traits in crops are quantitative in nature. They are controlled by 

polygenes, displaying interactions among genes and with environments. These make their 

genetic inheritance complicated and difficult to be understood. The procedures for finding and 

locating the quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and analyzing their magnitude of genetic effects and 

interactions with environment are called QTL mapping. This bridges the gap between 

continuous phenotypic variation and the inherited mechanisms by dissecting genetic variation  

into individual loci ( Phillipsa 1998 ). QTL mapping might open up new possibilities for marker 

based selection and map-based cloning and transformation in plant breeding. Basically, the 

procedures of QTL mapping involve construction of linkage map and searching for a 

relationship between traits and polymorphic markers. The efficiency and accuracy of QTL 

mapping depends on  a large number of polymorphic markers, the mapping population, the 

quality of the linkage map, and an appropriate statistical approach.  

 
2.1 Markers, populations and map construction 
Genetic markers 

It has long been realized that dissection of complex traits into individual QTLs needs the 

assistance of genetic markers ( Sax 1923; Rasmusson 1933; Thoday 1961; Tanksley et al. 

1982 ). Prior to molecular markers, morphological markers (such as leaf shape and seed color) 

were used to study the inheritance of quantitative traits ( Sax 1923; Rasmusson 1933 ). Protein 

markers became useful in the 1950s ( Hunter and Markert 1957 ). Two types of protein markers 

( biochemical marker ) were used: isozymes and storage proteins separated mainly by SDS-

PAGE ( Sodium Dodecylsulfate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis).  However, these 

technologies proved inadequate for assembling high-density complete genetic maps. 

In 1980, it was suggested that large numbers of genetic markers might be found by 

studying differences in the DNA molecule itself, revealed as restriction fragment length 

polymorphisms (RFLP) (Botstein et al. 1980). Since then many other molecular marker 

techniques have been developed and used for genetic map construction and gene tagging. 

Generally, DNA markers can be classified into two types: hybridization-based marker as RFLP, 

EST ( Qin et al. 2001 ), FISH ( Pinkel et al. 1986 ), and PCR-based marker as AFLP ( Vos et al. 

1995 ), SSR ( Herne et al. 1992 ),  RAPD ( Williams et al. 1990), STS ( Fukuoka et al. 1994 ) 

and others.  
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Microsatellites, or simple sequence repeats (SSR) ( Herne et al. 1992 ), are randomly 

interspersed within eukaryotic genomes. They are highly variable with regard to repeat number, 

show co-dominant inheritance in most gene loci and are highly efficient in the fingerprinting 

and pedigree analysis of different crops ( Plaschke et al.1995; Rongwen et al. 1995; Struss and 

Plieske 1998 ). These advantages make them an ideal marker system for genetic mapping, 

genome analysis and the characterization of germplasm ( Akkaya et al. 1992; Röder et al. 1995; 

Struss and Plieske 1998 ). 

The abundance, characterization and the usefulness of microsatellite markers in  Brassica 

species is well documented by Lagercrantz et al. (1993), Kresovich et al.(1995), Szewe-

MeFadden et al.(1996), Uzunova and Ecke (1999). A large number of microsatellites from 

rapeseed (Brassica napus L.) have been identified and characterized by Plieske and Struss 

(2001), and their potentials as a useful marker in breeding programs of Brassica oleracea was 

shown by Saal et al. (2001).  

 
Mapping populations 

Genetic maps of plants are constructed based on several different kinds of populations, with 

each population structure having unique strengths and weaknesses. Four types of population are 

commonly  used for map construction and mapping experiment, they are F2 population, back 

cross population (BC),  doubled haploid (DH) population, and recombinant inbred lines (RI). 

Most genetic mapping populations in plants have been derived from crosses between largely 

homozygous parents.  

F2 population: This is a popular type in mapping experiment of plant. Such populations can be 

quickly developed and  harbor all possible combinations of parental alleles ( Lander et al. 1987 ). 

However, each F2 individual has a different genotype and no experimental design can be 

employed to effectively control environmental influence. To solve this problem, evaluation of 

heterogeneous progenies derived from individual segregants by selfing (such as F3) can be used 

but gains in precision are partly sacrificed due to genetic heterogeneity ( Paterson et al.1990; 

Paterson, 1997 ).  

BC population: This is another widely used mapping population. It is derived by crossing F1 

individuals to one of the two parents, and has similar advantages and drawbacks as F2 

populations. However, a BC population contains less genetic information than the F2 because 

additive effects cannot be distinguished from dominance effects, and some types of epistatic 

effects are also confounded. A major disadvantage of both F2 and BC populations is that the 
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data of marker genotypes cannot be repeatedly used, which is the most expensive part of QTL 

mapping. 

DH population: Doubled haploids are commonly used in many plant species in recent years, 

which are amenable to anther or microspore culture (usually from F1 plants), followed by 

chromosome doubling. Because the plant has two identical homologues, the amount of 

recombinational information is exactly equivalent to a backcross. However, DH individuals are 

completely homozygous, and can be self-pollinated to produce large numbers of progeny which 

are all genetically identical. This permits replicated testing of phenotypes, and also facilitates 

distribution of identical DH populations to many different researchers. Thus, a DH population 

can also be called a permanent population. A major drawback of DH population is firstly,  it is 

not possible to estimate dominance effects and related types of epistasis; secondly,  the rates of 

pollens or microspores successfully turned into DH plants may vary with genotypes, thus 

causing segregation distortion and false linkage between some marker loci.  

RI population: Homozygous “permanent” populations can also be made by traditional means 

by selfing or sib-mating individuals for many generations starting from F2 by the single seed 

descent approach until almost all of the segregating loci be come homozygous. Theoretically, 

the genetic structure of a RI population is identical to that of a DH population from the same 

parents: each of the loci having allelic difference in parents has two genotypes with equal 

frequencies. However genetic distances based on RI population are enlarged compared to those 

obtained from F2, BC or DH populations, because many generations of selfing or sib-mating 

will increase the chance of recombination. A major shortcoming of  RI population is  similar as 

for DH population: the missing information on dominance and related epistasis. Furthermore, 

development of RI population takes long time and  it is not possible for all individuals to be 

homozygous at all segregating loci through limited generations of selfing or sibmating, which 

decreases the efficiency for QTL mapping to some extent.   

 
Map construction 

Construction of linkage map includes two main steps, grouping markers and ordering the 

markers within each group. Linkage grouping is placing markers into linkage groups based on 

their linkage relationships. Usually, the parameter used to determine the linkage or non-linkage 

between two markers is a recombination value. There is no specific cutoff criterion used in 

marker group (Lu et al. 1998 ), though this is important because it directly determines the 

number of linkage groups. The commonly accepted threshold for the LOD value  ≥ 3.0 for 
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statistical acceptance of linkage and critical distance between two linked markers ≤ 40 cM 

(Kosambi or Haldane function, Lu et al. 1998; Lincoln et al. 1993). The term LOD is an 

abbreviation for log of the odds ratio. The LOD score, denoted by Z, is defined as the base 10 

logarithm of the likelihood ratio. The interpretation of a LOD score Z, is that the alternative 

hypothesis is 10Z times more likely than null hypothesis ( Lander and Green 1987; Lincoln et al. 

1993 ). After that, to arrange the markers in each group in correct order and  to estimate map 

distances between loci are the major goals. Many methods for that have been suggested, 

including minimum sum of adjacent recombination fraction (SARF) ( Falk 1989 ), minimum 

product of adjacent recombination fractions (PARF) ( Wilson 1988 ), maximum sum of adjacent 

LOD scores (SALOD) ( Weeks and Lange 1987 ), and maximum likelihood (ML) were 

proposed ( Lander and Green 1987). The maximum likelihood method is most widely used  to 

date. 

 
2.2 Statistical Methods for QTL Mapping 
Undoubtedly, the development of statistical methods have played an important role for the 

detection of the association between DNA markers and quantitative characters. QTL mapping 

programs can be roughly classified into different groups according to the number of markers, or 

genetic models and analytical approaches applied ( Liu 1998; Hoeschele et al. 1997 ). 

According to the number of markers, single-QTL models and multiple-locus models can be 

classified (Liu 1998). According to the analytical technology, the methods can be grouped into 

one-way ANOVA or simple t-test, simple linear regression, multiple linear regression, nonlinear 

regression, log-linear regression, likelihood functions, MCMC ( Markoff Chain Monte Carlo), 

mixed linear models, and Bayesian approach ( Weller 1986; Lander and Botstein 1989; Haley 

and Knott 1992; Jansen 1992, 1993a; Zeng 1993, 1994; Wang et al. 1999).  
 
2.2.1  Single-marker analysis  
Analysis of variance (ANOVA), or t- test  was the first method for detection of associations 

between genetic markers and quantitative traits ( Elston et al. 1973; Hill 1975; Mcmillan and 

Robertson 1974; Soller et al. 1976). Simple regression method was also suggested for 

association detection ( Zeng 1994  ), which is virtually the same in statistical power. However, 

the marker-QTL association based on this type of methods does not give information about the 

precise locations of QTLs. It is also not possible to distinguish a tight linked QTL with small 

effect from a loosely linked QTL with large effects ( Lander and Botstein 1989 ). Nevertheless, 

this early approach is still considered as a very useful first step to roughly detect the 

associations between DNA markers and quantitative traits. 
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The maximum likelihood function was introduced to improve the accuracy of estimating 

QTL effects. Several maximum likelihood procedures based on single markers were proposed 

( Weller et al. 1988; Luo and Kearsey 1991; Darvasi and Weller 1992 ). Maximum likelihood 

methods have similar power as ANOVA or t-test for the detection and evaluation of the effects 

at QTL when the marker and the QTL are closely linked. However, the single-marker maximum 

likelihood method also cannot decide the position of the QTL relative to the marker (right or 

left ). 
 
2.2.2  Interval mapping method 
Interval mapping method was first proposed by Lander and Botstein (1989). Intervals between 

adjacent pairs of markers along a chromosome are scanned and the likelihood profile of a QTL 

position at any particular point in each interval is determined. The Log value of the odds ratio of 

likelihood ( LOD is an abbreviation for log of the odds ratio ) of there being one vs. no QTL at a 

particular point ( Lander and Botstein 1989 ) is calculated. This method has been most widely 

used with the very popular software package MapMaker/QTL ( Lincoln et al. 1992 ). An 

alternative approach using multiple regression was developed  ( Hayley and Knott 1992; 

Martinez and Curnow 1992 ). It produces very similar results to LOD mapping both in term of 

accuracy and precision, and the advantage is the speed and simplicity of program. However, 

some unsolved problems with interval mapping still remain. One of the major problems is the 

influence of closely linked QTLs. Simulation results indicated that a “ghost QTL” might appear 

between two real linked QTLs in interval mapping while the two real QTLs are hidden by the  

“ghost QTL” ( Moreno-Gonzalez 1992 ). Another disadvantage is that this method deals with 

the effects of additional QTL as sampling variation, which may cause the biased estimation of 

QTL and the  testing power will decrease. 
 
2.2.3. Composite interval mapping 
To overcome the problems of low testing power and “ghost QTL”, composite interval mapping 

( CIM ) approaches were proposed ( Zeng 1993, 1994; Jansen 1993b). CIM will perform the 

analysis in the same way as IM but the variance from other QTL is accounted for by including 

partial regression coefficients from markers (“cofactors”) in other regions of the genome. 

Simulation results showed that composite interval mapping has higher resolution and detection 

power than interval mapping ( Zeng 1994 ). Different algorithms such as multiple linear 

regression ( Jansen 1993a) , maximum likelihood function ( Zeng 1993, 1994 ) and the Markov 

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach were applied to composite interval mapping. However, 

such methods can only detect single-locus QTLs and estimate the genetic effects in separate 
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environments. Therefore digenic epistasis and GE interactions of QTLs  were not able to be 

dissected, simultaneously.  Recently, the mixed linear model approach was introduced to 

composite interval mapping ( Wang et al. 1999; Piepho 2000 ). Due to the flexibility of the 

mixed linear model approach, the genetic model can be easily extended to more complex  

genetic situations such as GE interaction and epistasis ( Wang et al. 1999 ). 
 
2.3 QTL x environment interaction  
Genotype by environment interaction is a common phenomenon for quantitative traits, 

demonstrated by classical genetics studies, and has been of great concern for plant breeding 

programs ( Falconer 1960; Lin et al.1986; Westcott  1986 ). QTL mapping offer the opportunity 

to trace genotype by environment interactions between individual QTLs and environments. 

Reports about inconsistency in detection of QTLs across different environments are numerous. 

In contrast, Stuber et al. (1992) and Schön et al. (1994) reported that QTL detection was 

relatively consistent across diverse environments. The difference in observations may be a 

function of the traits studied and may also be a function of the methods of identifying genotype 

by environment interaction. 

In most previous mapping reports, possible QTL x environment interactions were analyzed 

by comparing the QTLs detected separately in each environment or using the mean value of all 

environments. It was suggested that a QTL detected in one environment but not in another 

might indicate QTL x environment interaction. However,  even in the absence of true QTL x  

environment interaction, a QTL can be detected in one environment but not in another, because 

the chance of simultaneous detection in both environments is naturally small ( Jansen et al. 

1995 ). On the other hand, consistency in detection of QTLs at different environments may not 

conclusively indicate the absence of QTL x environment interaction. Recently, some methods 

have been proposed for dealing with QE interactions ( Jansen et al. 1995; Romagosa et al.1996; 

Wang et al. 1999; Piepho 2000 ) and several reports were published to detect QE interaction 

effects ( Jansen et al. 1995; Romagosa et al. 1996; Yan et al. 1998a,1999; Cao et al. 2001; Xing 

et al. 2002) 
 
2.4 Epistatic QTLs 
Epistasis is a term originally used by Bateson in 1909 to describe the situation that the gene 

action at one locus has an effect on the gene action at another locus. Later, this term was 

endowed a more general meaning that is synonymous with nonadditive interactions between 

alleles at different loci by Fisher (1918). Classical quantitative genetics has strongly suggested 
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the importance of epistasis, or nonadditive gene action between loci in quantitative inheritance 

( Fasoulas and Allard 1962; Spickett and Thoday 1966; Falconer 1981; Mather and Jinks 1982; 

Pooni et al. 1987; Allard 1988 ). QTL mapping experiments have also provided some results 

regarding the importance of epistasis affecting complex traits in many crops ( Tanskley and 

Hewitt 1988; Lark et al. 1995; Doebley et al. 1995; Cockerham and Zeng 1996; Luo et al. 2001; 

Li et al. 2001; Xing et al. 2002 ). Results strongly suggest that epistasis contributes to the  

genetic basis of quantitative traits.  

 
2.5 Conditional QTL analysis 
The conditional statistical method was proposed by Zhu (1995) for analyzing conditional 

genetic effects and conditional genetic variance components caused by gene action during the 

specific plant developmental periods. This method combined with mapping programs was used 

for mapping conditional QTLs  in different time intervals for plant height  ( Yan et al.1999; Gao 

et al. 2001 ) and tiller number ( Yan et al. 1998b) in rice. The conditional QTL mapping 

approach was extended to study closely related traits as yield and yield components to dissect 

the complex relationships and to reveal the contribution of each component to yield on QTL 

level ( Benmoussa 1998; Cao 2000 ). 

 
2.6 QTL mapping in Brassica species 
Most of the mapping work in Brassica was started from the beginning of 1990’s. It is focused 

mostly on rapeseed, B. napus, and on all the three diploid cultivated species, B. nigra, B. 

oleracea and B. rapa. More recently, mapping has been expanded to B. juncea. Genetic maps in 

Brassicea so far mainly served as double purposes: a) understanding the relationship among the 

genomes of the cultivated diploid Brassica species, and b) utilization in applied genetics and 

breeding of the numerous Brassica crops. 

 
2.6.1  Linkage maps  
Map development in different Brassica species 

Several linkage maps for Brassica species were developed in the last ten years,  mainly using  

RFLP markers in F2 or backcross populations. The first map of Brassica oleracea was 

published in 1990 by Slocum et al. and many maps were constructed later ( Landry et al. 1992; 

Kianian and Quiros 1992; Quiros et al.1994; Kearsey et al.1996; Ramsay et al. 1996; Camargo 

et al. 1997 ). The two most extensive maps created for  B. rapa were developed by Chyi et 

al.(1992 ) and Slocum (1989 ) with Song et al. (1991 ). Other maps were developed by several 

researchers ( McGrath and Quiros 1991; Teutonico and Osborn 1994). In Brassica nigra, Truco 
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and Quiros (1994) developed a map based on single F2 population. Lagercrantz and Lydiate 

(1995) developed a RFLP map in a backcross population. This map was recently expanded by 

Lagercrantz ( 1998 ). Most of the mapping activities in Brassica has been focused on B. napus  

because its economic importance. Several independent maps have been reported by various 

laboratories. The first map was developed by Landry et al. (1991), comprising 120 markers in a 

cross between two closely related spring rapeseed varieties using RFLP markers. In the past few 

years, several other maps were developed based on F2 progenies or doubled haploid lines 

( Ferreira et al. 1994; Uzunova et al.1995; Sharpe et al. 1995; Parkin et al. 1995; Foisset et al. 

1996; Cheung et al.1997). 

 Integrative and comparative maps 

With common sets of markers being included in genetic maps of different Brassica species or 

different populations, comparisons between the maps are possible, and can shed further insights 

into genome organization and evolution of the diploid genomes in the amphidiploids. Lydiate et 

al. (1993 ) compared the B. napus maps derived from two highly polymorphic crosses and 

found almost complete collinearity of both maps. More recently, Lombard et al. (2001) 

developed a consensus linkage map of Brassica napus, integrating three individual maps of DH 

populations. The consensus approach allowed to map a larger number of markers, to obtain a 

near-complete coverage of the rapeseed genome, to fill gaps, and to consolidate the linkage 

groups of the individual maps. Sebastian et al. (2000) reported the first integrated map of B. 

oleracea from the data of two very different F1- derived DH mapping populations. Map 

integration resulted in increased locus density and effective population size, providing a 

stronger framework for subsequent physical mapping and for precision mapping of QTLs using 

substitution lines. Linkage maps among different Brassica species are also compared and 

reported and genome of a synthetic B. napus is essentially unrearranged with respect to the B. 

oleracea and B. rapa progenitors used to generate the synthetic amphidiploid (Lydiate 1993) , 

while when comparing normal  B. oleracea  and B. napus (Cheung and Landry 1996),  in most 

cases, the extent of  the B. oleracea homoeology only covers part of the B. napus linkage groups. 

The observed homoeology is segmental, suggesting that B. napus evolution has been 

accompanied by more complicated rearrangements than were observed for the synthetic B. 

napus. Hoenecke and Chyi (1991) compared the maps among B. rapa, B. oleracea and B. napus. 

The results support the close evolutionary relationship between these diploid species but also 

indicate that deletions and insertions may have occurred after divergence of the species. 

Schmidt et al. ( 2001 ) reported the comparative structural genomics in the Brassicaceae family. 
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2.6.2  Applications of maps in breeding 
The Brassica linkage maps are extensively applied to tag genes of interest, including QTL of 

agronomic importance. Generally, mapping experiments in Brassica species mainly include 

four parts: 1)  traits related with F1 hybrid production; 2) genes for disease resistance; 3) traits 

controlling seed and meal quality; 4) QTLs governing plant morphological and yield related 

traits.  

Marker utilization in hybrid breeding  

The successful identification of restorer gene for cytoplasmic male sterility  (CMS) in ogu-CMS 

system ( Delourme et al. 1994; Delourme et al 1998; Wu et al. 2000 ), and in pol- and nap- 

CMS  system ( Jean et al. 1998; Li et al.1998;  Phogat et al. 2000) has already led to application 

of marker-assisted selection in hybrid  breeding ( Hansen et al. 1997 ). An alternative F1 

production mechanism is the use of self-incompatibility through S-alleles from B. oleracea and 

B. rapa, which are responsible for pollen rejection at the stigma surface wherever the pollen and 

stigma bear identical S-alleles. DNA markers linked to some of the S-alleles have been 

identified (Kamisugi  et al. 1998; Niikura and Matsuura 1998; Uyenoyama. 2000; Miege et al. 

2001; Watanabe et al. 2001; Shiba et al. 2002 ) 

 QTLs for disease resistance 

Intensive research in mapping disease resistance genes have been carried out  worldwide and 

some of them are being successfully used for screening in practical breeding programs. Fungal 

disease resistance genes like blackleg in B. napus and B. rapa ( Ferreira et al. 1995a;  Dion et al. 

1995; Pilet et al. 1998; Dixelius and Wahlberg 1999;  Pilet et al. 2001),  white rust in B. napus 

( Ferreira et al. 1995c) and B. rapa, ( Kole et al. 1996; Kole et al. 2002 ), clubroot in B. napus 

( Figdore et al., 1993; Manzanares et al. 2000 ) in  B. oleracea ( Grandclement et al. 1996; 

Moriguchi-Katsumi 1999 ), and in B. rapa ( Kikuchi-Motoyuki 1999; Matsumoto et al. 1998) 

have been identified with various molecular markers. Virus disease resistance genes mainly 

from B. rapa also attracted great attentions and were mapped in diverse sources ( Walsh et al. 

1999; Dreyer et al. 2001). Besides, markers linked to Phoma resistance genes in B. nigra and B. 

napus ( Plieske and Struss 2001) were also reported. 

QTLs related to the seed quality traits 

A large proportion of the cultivated Brassicas are used as oilseeds for human consumption, and 

their crushed meal is used as animal feed since the changes from high to low erucic acid content 

of oil and from high to low content of glucosinolates in the meal. Genes controlling the level of 
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glucosinolates in seeds have been tagged by QTL mapping  ( Uzunova et al. 1995; Toroser et 

al.1995;  Hall et al. 2001). The gene loci regulate the individual hydrolysis product has been 

mapped ( Magrath et al. 1994; Parkin et al. 1994; Lambrix V et al. 2001). Mapping of erucic 

acid has been reported in B. napus ( Ecke et al. 1995; Thormann et al. 1996; Jourdren et al. 

1996b; Rajcan et al. 1999 ) and two genomic regions were identified to associate with erucic 

acid.   

Increase of seed oil and meal protein content and  further improvement of oil and meal 

quality are the most important breeding aims in Brassica oilseed rape. Mapping for oil content 

was reported in different Brassica species. Ecke et al. (1995) and Cheung et al.(1998) detected 

three and two QTLs for oil content in B. napus and B. juncea respectively by RFLPs, however 

these QTLs (two of three by Ecke et al. 1995 ) showed a complete linkage with two erucic acid 

genes, indicating a direct effect of the erucic acid genes on oil content on these loci. Sharma et 

al. 1999 ) also identified QTLs for oil content in Indian mustard. More recently, Gül (2002) 

identified six oil QTLs ( two of them were the same as detected by Ecke et al. 1995) and four of 

them showed a close negative linkage with protein QTLs, explaining the conflict between oil 

and protein content in seed, while two oil QTLs and one protein QTL might be inherited 

independently, demonstrating the potential for combining high seed oil and protein contents.  

      Many researches for individual fatty acid are regarded that they are controlled by few 

major genes. It has been reported that high oleic acid is inherited monogenically ( Tanhuanpää 

et al.1998; Scheffler et al.1997; Rücker and Röbbelen 1997; Schierholt et al. 2000). Markers for 

linolenic acid content have been identified by several laboratories ( Tanhuanpää et al. 1995a; Hu 

et al. 1995; Jourdren et al.1996a; Thormann et al. 1996; Hu et al. 1999 ). Tanhuanpää et al. 

1995b also detected a RAPD marker associated to palmitic acid in the same linkage group 

associated to oleic acid content. Molecular markers for assistant to improve meal quality for 

amino acid, phytic acid, sinapine and tannins content are not yet reported to date.  

Mapping of morphological QTLs 

Flowering-time: Variation in flowering time is important for the adaptation of a plant species to 

different natural and agricultural environments. Mapping for vernalization requirement  and 

flowering QTLs in Brassica species are widely reported. In B. oleracea, Camargo et al. 1996 

detected two QTLs on different linkage groups associated with both flowering time and 

flowering-time index and one additional QTL was found associated only with flowering-time 

index. In B. rapa, two QTLs (VFR1 and VFR2) determining biennial habit have been identified 

( Teutonico and Osborn 1995; Osborn et al. 1997), which were shown to be homologous to two 
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regions in B. napus carrying QTLs (VFN1 and VFN2) controlling vernalization-responsive 

flowering time ( Osborn et al. 1997; Butruille et al.1999). QTLs VFR2 and VFN2 were also  

homologous to a region at the top of chromosome 5 in Arabidopsis thaliana , where the 

flowering-time genes CONSTANS (CO), EMBRYONIC FLOWER 1 (EMF1), FY and 

FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC) are located ( Lagercrantz et al. 1996;  Osborn et al. 1997). More 

recently, evidence was presented for homology of flowering-time genes VFR2 from Brassica 

rapa and FLC from Arabidopsis thaliana ( Kole et al. 2001) and pointed out that multiple 

flowering time QTLs within several Brassica species could be the result of duplicated copies of 

one ancestral gene, possibly the ancestor of CO ( Axelsson et al. 2001 ). 

Yellow seed coat: Yellow seeds have increased oil and protein contents and lower levels of 

fibers due to thinner seed coat. DNA markers flanking the locus controlling yellow seed (Yls) 

have been mapped in B. rapa ( Teutonico and Osborn 1994; Chen et al. 1997 ), in Brassica 

juncea ( Upadhyay  et al. 1996; Negi  et al. 2000) and in B. napus ( Van-Deynze et al. 1995). 

Somers et al.(2001) found  that in B. napus, there is a dominant, epistatic interaction between 

the pigment one locus and the two additional genes.  

Other agronomic traits: Genes or markers for 28 traits, some of which were associated to as 

many as five QTLs were determined in a B. rapa progeny of Chinese cabbage x Spring broccoli 

( Song et al., 1995 ). The same type of study was done by Kennard et al. (1994) for 22 traits in 

an F2 population B. oleracea, resulting from crossing broccoli and cabbage. In B. napus, 

Butruille et al.1999 developed four populations of inbreed backcross lines (IBLs ) and mapped 

genomic regions from the donor parent (a winter-type cultivar) that affect agronomic traits in 

spring-type inbreds and hybrids. Results indicated that  the number of QTL detected for each 

trait and the number of effective factors calculated by using biometrical methods were of similar 

magnitude. Populations of IBLs were shown to be valuable for both marker mapping and QTL 

analysis. 

 
2.7  Mapping QTL for oil and  protein content in other oil crops  
As the most important vegetable oil crop in the world, soybean attracted great attentions in QTL 

analysis for economically important traits including protein and oil content. Most of the results 

indicated that protein and oil QTLs are genetic linked but did not exclude that some independent 

genes exist. Shoemaker et al. (1996) reported that QTL for seed protein and oil showed 

correspondence across homozygous regions; Lee et al.(1996) identified various common 

markers on five linkage groups which associated with both seed protein and oil. Brummer et al. 

(1997 ) reported that environmentally stable and environmentally sensitive quantitative trait loci 
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(QTL) were identified for both protein and oil contents in eight different populations over two 

years. Sebolt et al. ( 2000 ) reported that in a backcross population, genetic marker alleles linked 

to the QTL allele were significantly associated with higher protein and lower oil concentration, 

reduced yield, smaller seeds, taller plants, and earlier maturity. Markers linked to the second 

QTL allele were not significantly associated with seed quality or agronomic traits. In the genetic 

background tests, a marker allele on LG I  was found to be linked with an increase in protein 

concentration in two of the three crosses. In maize, Luebberstedt et al. (1997) identified four 

QTLs for protein yield and ten for protein concentration. Three QTLs for oil content and three 

for flowering date were detected in sunflower ( Mestries et al. 1998). Leon et al. (1995 ), using a 

RFLP map, located six regions representing 57% of the genetic variation of seed oil of 

sunflower. Two of these regions were associated with kernel oil, two with kernel percentage, 

and two with both components. Additive gene action was detected to be predominant for seed 

oil and its components.  
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3. Experimental results (six separate manuscripts) 

 
3.1  Construction of a linkage map and identification of  QTLs for 

oil content 

 
3.1.1  Introduction 

 
The successful development of canola oilseed rape ( erucic acid free and low glucosinolate 

content in seed ) have opened almost unlimited avenues into the food and feed markets 

worldwide. Increasing seed oil content and further improvement of oil quality become one of 

the most important breeding criteria. However, oil content in Brassica species is a complex 

quantitative trait, composed of individual fatty acids, synthesized concurrently with a number of 

other storage and structural compounds in seed, and influenced by environmental conditions. All 

these factors make its genetic control mechanism complicated and  difficult to be evaluated 

accurately by classical quantitative genetics and conventional statistical methods. Previous 

researches reported that additive gene action was observed as main genetic factor, dominance 

being not significant and epistasis absent (Grami and Stefansson 1977a; Engqvist and Becker 

1991). The number of genes involved is obviously smaller than that for seed yield (Olsson, 

1960). Ecke et al. (1995) and Cheung et al.(1998) detected, by RFLPs, three and two QTLs 

(quantitative trait loci ) for oil content in B. napus and B. juncea, respectively, however these 

QTLs (two of three by Ecke et al.) showed a close linkage with two erucic acid genes, indicating 

a direct effect of the erucic acid genes on oil content.  

Chinese landraces and old European cultivars of B. napus are two distinct gene pools 

(Becker et al. 1995; Zhao and Becker 1998). However we found in both pools materials with 

high oil content. It is highly interesting to study their genetic control system and allelic 

differentiation and distribution. 

The abundance, characterization and the usefulness of microsatellite markers (SSR)  were 

widely reported in  Brassica species ( Lagercrantz et al.1993; Kresovich et al.1995; Szewe-

MeFadden et al.1996; Uzunova and Ecke 1999; Leroy et al. 2000;  Varghese et al. 2000; Plieske 

and Struss 2001; Saal et al. 2001; Rudolph 2001). In this contribution, we present an SSR 

linkage map in B. napus for a doubled haploid (DH) population derived from European and 

Chinese old cultivars with high oil content. The objective of this study was to perform a 

comprehensive genetic analysis for QTLs controlling seed oil content using this  SSR map and 
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phenotypic data from 4 environments, 2 in Europe and 2 in China. Our QTL mapping results 

may provide useful information for improving oil content in rapeseed  by combining favorable 

alleles from European and Chinese sources. 

 

3.1.2  Material and Methods 
Plant materials: The segregating DH population used for map construction and QTL mapping 

was developed from a cross between two highly genetic diverse winter rapeseed ‘Sollux’ and 

‘Gaoyou’ (inbreeding line). ‘Sollux’ is an old cultivar from Germany and ‘Gaoyou’ is an old 

landrace from China. Both have high erucic acid and glucosinolate content, and exhibited high 

seed oil content. Four individual F1 plants were used to produce a DH population by microspore 

culture. Since no differences in marker alleles have been observed among DH lines derived from 

different donors, they were merged into one population including 380 lines in total. Microspore 

culture was done according to a modified  procedure of Lichter (1982). F1 seedlings after 

vernalization were transferred to an environmentally controlled growth chamber maintained at a 

16 h photoperiod, a day/night temperature of 12ºC / 8ºC, and a relative humidity of 80%. Flower 

buds of 3 to 4 mm length were collected from the terminal raceme and the two or three 

uppermost primary branches. Induction mediums were prepared according to Lichter (1982). 

Ploidy level was determined with young leaves from plantlets by flow cytometry. Chromosome 

doubling were achieved by treatment with colchicines. Roots of plantlets were washed and 

immerged into a 0.05% solution of colchicine overnight.  
 
Phenotyping experiments: The DH population of 282 lines (randomly selected from 380 DH 

lines) together with parents ‘Sollux ’, ‘Gaoyou’, F1 and four check cultivars (different check 

cultivars for the experiments in China and Germany) were evaluated in 2000/2001 at four 

locations, two near Göttingen of Germany (Reinshof and Weende), and two in China: Xian 

( West China) and Hangzhou (East China). The field experiments were in a randomized 

complete block design with two replications. The seeds were sown in two rows for each plot, 2.5 

m in length with 0.33 m between rows and 0.12 m between plants within rows in Göttingen and 

2.5 m, 0.33 m and 0.15 m, respectively, in China. Seed samples of at least 10 g were bulk 

harvested from terminal raceme and the two uppermost primary branches of five healthy plants 

in each plot. Seed oil content from all locations was determined by near-infrared reflectance 

spectrophotometry (NIRS, Reinhardt 1992)  based on 9% moisture of seeds. 
 
SSR primer pairs and PCR analysis: Total genomic DNA of 282 (same as for field test) DH 

lines, parental lines and F1 plants were extracted from young leaves of greenhouse grown plants 
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using the procedure described by Uzunova and Ecke (1995). In total, around 500 specific primer 

pairs flanking microsatellite sequences were tested with parents and F1 plants. Of them, 112 

primers with the designation MR or MD were developed at the Institute of Agronomy and Plant 

Breeding, University of Göttingen. The isolation of microsatellites and designation of primer 

pairs were described previously by Uzunova et al. (1999) and Rudolph (2001). The remaining 

primer pairs, designated HMR were analyzed by Saaten-Union Resistenzlabor GmbH, 

Hovedissen, Germany. The designations of the markers are derived from primer name combined 

with number of loci expressed with letters. For example, HMR295b is the second loci that could 

be mapped with primer pair HMR295. PCR reactions were carried out in a volume of 10µl with 

25ng of template DNA,  0.5µM of each primer, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2mM dNTPs, 2% DMSO, 1 x 

reaction buffer (10mM Tris-HCl, 1.5mM MgCl2, 50mM KCl, PH 9.0 ). and 1unit of Tag DNA 

polymerase (PeqLeb). After a denaturing step of 2-min at 94 ºC a ‘touch down’ amplification 

profile was used ( Kresovich et al. 1995). This profile included a denaturing step of 60s at 94 ºC 

and an extension step of 45s at 72 ºC. The initial annealing step was 30s at 65 ºC for two cycles 

and was subsequently dropped by 1 ºC every two cycles until a final temperature of 55 ºC or 50 

ºC was reached ( according to the different primers ). The annealing temperature of 55 ºC or 50 

ºC was employed for the last 20 cycles of the amplification. PCR products were detected either 

using Applied Biosystems 3100 capillary sequencer by automatic laser fluorescence labelled at 

the 5’end of forward primers or by separation on 4% MethaPhor agarose gels ( FMC 

BioProducts, Rockland, ME, USA) in 1 x TBE buffer ( 8.9mM Tris-borate, 0.2mM EDTA, PH 

8.4 ) followed by ethidium bromide staining. 
 
Segregation analysis and map construction: From marker screening, 102 primer pairs showed 

clear polymorphisms in 139 marker loci between parents. The segregation of  allele distribution 

for each SSR marker locus was tested by the 2χ  test (α =0.05). Linkage analysis and map 

construction were performed using Mapmaker/EXP version 3.0 ( Lincoln et al.1993 ). Map 

construction was carried out by three steps: first, loci which segregation fit 1:1 were selected to 

construct the core map. Markers were assigned to linkage groups with minimum LOD score 

3.00 and maximum likelihood distance 40 cM ( Kosambi function ) using ‘group’ command. 

The most probable locus order within each group were determined using commands ‘three 

point’ , ‘order’ and ‘ripple’ functions; then, the commands of ‘near’ and ‘try’ were used to 

assign deviated markers into existing linkage groups one by one combined checking the position 

of inserted markers and distance between markers using ‘delete’ command.  The last step was 

done only with all unsigned markers after the first two steps.  
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Data analysis and QTL mapping: Phenotypic data of oil content of 282 DH lines over four 

environments were analysed with MINQUE method ( Zhu, 1992 ) to test the difference among 

DH lines and estimate variance components. A map including 125 SSR marker loci ( 125 

markers of 139 polymorphic loci, in total, could be assigned into linkage groups) and a data set 

consisting of marker information and mean values of oil content ( average of two replications ) 

of 282 individual DH lines in each location were prepared and used for mapping analysis. 

QTLMapper version 1.0 ( Wang et al. 1999 ) was used for mapping QTLs with additive and 

additive x additive epistatic effects, as well as their interaction effects with environment (QE ) 

for oil content in the DH population under four environments. The genetic model can be 

expressed as: 
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where hky  is the phenotypic value of a quantitative trait measured on the k-th DH line  in 

environment h;  µ is the population mean; ia and ja  are the additive main effects ( fixed effects ) 

of the two putative iQ and jQ (  QTL ), respectively; ijaa is the additive x additive epistatic effect 

(fixed effect) between iQ and jQ ;
kiAx , 

kjAx and 
ijkAAx are coefficients of QTL effects 

derived according to the observed genotypes of the markers (Mi-, Mi+ and Mj-, Mj+); 
hEe is the 

random effect of environment h with a coefficient 
hkEu ; 

hEA i
e  (or 

hEA j
e ) is the random 

additive x environment interaction effect with a coefficient 
hkEA i

u  (or 
hkEA j

u ) for iQ  (or jQ ); 

hEAA ij
e  is the random epistasis x environment interaction effect with a coefficient 

hkEAA ij
u  ; 

)(hfMe  is the effect of marker f  nested within the h-th environment with coefficient )(hkfMu ;  

)(hlMMe is the effect of marker x marker  interaction nested within the h-th environment with 

coefficient 
)(hklMMu ; and hkε  is the residual effect. The marker factors 

)( hfMe and 
)( hlMMe in the 

model are used to absorb additive and epistatic effects of background QTLs ( additionally 

segregating QTL other than the loci analysed ) for controlling the noise.  

QTL mapping was carried out in three steps using the QTLMapper v 1.0. First, significant 

markers were identified across the genome using stepwise regression analysis based on single 
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marker genotypes for putative main-effect QTL and based on all possible pairwise marker pairs 

for epistatic QTL in individual environment separately with a threshold of 01.0≤P . Secondly, 

all putative main-effect and epistatic QTL were identified in putative QTL regions detected in 

the first step, using marker main and interaction effects to control the background genetic 

variation. The QTL effects and test statistics associated with significant effects of QTL ( 01.0≤P ) 

were simultaneously estimated at the positions of respective LOD peaks in individual putative 

QTL regions using the restricted maximum likelihood estimation method (Wang et al. 1999). 

Additive and epistatic main QTLs were filtrated under the threshold 0.005. Finally, their genetic 

effects were further tested by a t-test with the jackknifing resampling procedure. QTLs were 

presented when genetic main effects ( a and aa ) or QE interaction effect ( ae and aae ) were 

significantly different from zero ( 005.0≤P ).  

3.1.3  Results 
SSR markers and linkage groups:  Linkage analysis was performed based on 139 marker loci, 

of which 125 markers initially were constituted into 21 groups. They were further assigned 

into19 linkage groups (LG) according to  Parkin et al. (1995 ).  This SSR map of B. napus (Fig1) 

spanned 1196.2 cM length in total ( Kosambi function ) with an average interval of 9.6 cM 

between markers. Forty four ( 35.2% ) of total 125 mapped markers showed significant 

segregation distortion ( 05.0<P ), of them 32 and 12 were significantly skewed towards ‘Sollux’ 

and ‘Gaoyou’, respectively. The distorted markers are largely clustered in linkage groups 2, 5, 9, 

10 and 11-1. About 30% ( 39 of 125 ) mapped markers showed a dominant and the others a co-

dominant inheritance. 
 
Phenotypic variation among DH lines: Table 1 shows the phenotypic variation of seed oil 

content at four locations and estimated variance components. The seed oil content of the  parents 

differed among locations. Oil content of  Sollux in Reinshof and Weende was about 3% higher 

than that of Gaoyou, while the opposite situation was found in Hangzhou and almost the same 

value was observed in Xian in China. Large transgressive segregation within the DH lines was 

observed in each test environment. Variation between highest and lowest lines could be up to 17 

and 10 percentage in Germany and in China, respectively. Estimated variance components  

indicated that  the genetic variation  was clearly larger than genetic by environment interaction 

effects. The frequency distributions of the 282 DHLs for oil content under four test locations 

(  Fig 2 ) were  continuous  but  with  conside rable  difference  between  Chinese  and  German   
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Fig 1. SSR linkage map based on Sollux /Gaoyou (F1) DH population. Distances between markers are given 
in cM, calculated from recombination frequencies according to the Kosambi mapping function. Map positions 
of putative QTLs controlling oil content  were presented by signs above. a : Additive main effect, aa :  

Additive x additive epistatic main effect of  two loci ,  ae : Additive by environment interaction effect. ‘*’and 
‘^’ indicate markers showing significant deviations (P 0.05) from the expected 1:1 segregation ratio in favor 
of Sollux or Gaoyou alleles, respectively. 
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locations. On average about 90% of the DH lines contained an oil content from 44% to 48% in 

locations in China and between 50% to 54% in locations in  Germany, indicating a large 

environmental influence on this trait.  

 
Table1. Phenotypic data of oil content (%) in the Sollux /Gaoyou (F1) DH population  
evaluated over four locations and variance components 

Parents DH Population (n=282)  Locations 
Sollux Gaoyou 

F1 
Max Min Mean SD  

Variances 
components a

 

Xian 45.3 45.4 45.6 49.2 40.4 44.7 1.60  VG 8.89** 

Hangzhou 41.6 44.7 42.5 49.5 38.3 44.2 1.80  VGE 5.53* 

Reinshof 53.5 50.6 55.2 57.0 37.8 51.9 2.33  Ve 7.23* 

Weende 51.6 48.2 53.1 56.0 40.7 51.1 1.95    

Mean 48.0 47.2 49.1 52.9 39.3 48.0 1.92    
*,** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively 
a VG, VGE, Ve are genetic main effect, genotype x environment interaction effect and residual  variances, 
respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Fig2. Frequency distribution of oil content of Sollux/Gaoyou (F1) DH  
lines at four locations   

 

QTLs and QE  interactions for oil content: In total, 18 putative QTLs were detected with 

additive main effects ( a ) and/or additive by environment interaction effects ( ae ) ( Table 2 and 

Fig1 ). Of these, 3 QTLs showed only a effects and 10 showed only significant ae effects while 

the remaining 5 exhibited both a and ae  effects in one or more locations. Results indicted that 

favorable alleles for oil content were dispersed between the two parents. Of 8 additive main 

effect QTLs, Gaoyou alleles increased oil content in three genomic loci on LG7, LG11-1 and 

LG18 while Sollux alleles increased oil content on another five loci. Together, the 8 QTLs with 
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additive main effects sum up to 5.4% of oil content for homozygous genotypes and explained 

about 40% of the mean phenotypic variation observed in the DH population ( difference 

between lines with highest and lowest mean values, Table1). Significant ae  interactions of 

QTLs were detected in 15 genomic regions, and more were found in Hangzhou, China and 

Reinshof, Germany. Furthermore, it was shown that Chinese and European alleles were often 

more favorable for locations in China and Germany,  respectively ( LG1, 2, 3, 9, 11-1,12,16 ). 

But we found five additional ae  loci showing opposite allelic effects on linkage groups 10,14-2, 

15, 17 and 18. 

 

 Table 2. Estimated additive ( a ) and additive x environment interaction ( ae ) effects of QTLs 
  for oil content (%) 

Linkage 
group 

Marker interval Positiona 
(cM) 

a effect b 
  

  ae in  
  Xian  

ae in 
Hangzhou  

ae in 
Reinshof  

ae in 
Weende  

1 HMR292/HMR327 0.0 0.373** - 0.288**  0.239*  
2 HMR300a/ HMR066 0.0   - 0.285** 0.317**  
3 HMR449a/MR12 8.0   - 0.340** 0.370**  

7 HMR300c/MR133.2 2.0 - 0.551**  - 0.269*   
9 HMR612a/ HMR612b 0.0  - 0.413** - 0.563** 0.585** 0.313** 
9 HMR438a/HMR310 14.0 0.338**  - 0.476**   
10 HMR643b/HMR615b 2.0  0.305**  - 0.353**  
11-1 MR148/HMR407a 4.0  - 0.257*  - 0.647** 0.396**  
12 HMR299c/HMR403a 2.0 0.271*     
12 HMR353b/HMR364b 2.0  - 0.753** - 0.343** 0.661** 0.410** 
13 HMR067/ MR64 0.0  0.227** - 0.293**   
14-1 HMR403b/MR229 0.0 0.221**     
14-2 HMR399a/MR155 6.0  0.243** 0.407** - 0.492** - 0.185* 
15 MR97/ MR54 0.0   0.267** - 0.307**  
16 HMR348/ MR133 0.0   - 0.329** 0.342**  
17 HMR438b/ HMR344b 0.0   0.299** - 0.270**  
18 HMR335a/ HMR588 0.0 - 0.517**  0.417** - 0.226* - 0.213** 
19 HMR615a/ HMR288 0.0 0.224**     

 *, ** indicate the significance level at 0.005 and 0.001 respectively to declare the putative QTL positions and  
  genetic effects. a Distance to the first marker of the indicated interval. b The QTL effect, is the phenotypic effect  
  due to substitution of an ‘Gaoyou’ allele by an allele of ‘Sollux’. 
 

 

Epistasis and QE  interactions for oil content: In addition to the QTLs with a and ae  effects, 

11 pairs of epistatic QTLs were mapped, of which 7 showed only epistatic main effects ( aa ) 

and two showed only significant epistasis by environmental effects ( aae ), while two displayed 

both aa and aae effects in one or two locations (Table3). In total, nine pairs of aa QTLs sum up 

to 5.0% of oil content for homozygous genotypes, which is almost the same value as the total 
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additive effects of homozygous genotypes. Of nine pairs of epistatic main QTLs, epistatic effect 

were negative on four pairs of loci, showing that the combination of two alleles from different 

parents at the interacting loci resulted in increased oil content, while on another five pairs of loci, 

the parental digenic combination were favorable for oil content. More important is that most 

identified QTLs simultaneously exhibited additive and epistatic effects for oil content.  Six of 

eight additive main QTLs and  seven of ten ae  QTLs were involved in the pairs of aa QTLs 

(Fig1). That made the genetic system more complicated. For example, for a good combination 

of additive effects, the alleles on LG11-1 and LG12 should be from Gaoyou and Sollux 

respectively, while for the epistatic combinations of these loci, both alleles should be from the 

same parent. Interactions aae  were found in less loci compared to ae  effect, but the directions of 

positive allele combinations were just opposite between the locations in China and Germany. 
 

Table 3. Estimated epistatic ( aa ) and epistasis x environment interaction ( aae ) effects of  
QTLs  for oil content (%) 

LG Marker Interval LG Marker Interval    aa + 
   effect  

aae in 
Xian  
 

aae  in 
Hangzhou  

aae  in 
Reinshof  

aae  in 
Weende  

1 HMR407b/HMR292 2 HMR300a/HMR066 - 0.294**     

1 HMR407b/HMR292 17 HMR318/HMR439  - 0.277**  0.198*  

1 HMR295c/HMR293 12 HMR353a/HMR353b 0.384**     

2 HMR300a/HMR066 10 HMR625/HMR643b 0.323**     

3 HMR449a/MR12 7 HMR300c/MR133.2 - 0.195** - 0.256**  0.219*  

3 HMR449a/MR12 18 HMR335a/HMR588 - 0.199**     

4 HMR637/MD2.2 12 HMR353b/HMR364b - 0.291**     

11-1 MR148/HMR407a 12 HMR299c/HMR403a 0.323**    - 0.246* 

11-1 MR148/HMR407a 16 HMR348/MR133 0.205*     

13 HMR314b/HMR090b 15 MR97/MR54 0.263**     

14-2 HMR399a/MR155 19 HMR615a/HMR288   - 0.340** 0.184*  
  + Sing of epistatic effect: negative indicates that recombinant alleles from two parents and positive  
  means that parental digenic genotypes increase phenotypic value, respectively.  
 
 
QTL genotypes of lines with extreme phenotypes: To confirm the potential utilization of 

mapped QTLs, marker genotypes of  the 20 lines with highest oil content and 20 lines with 

lowest oil content over four locations were compared at 13 marker loci (Table 4, 5). The first 

five loci displayed a effect followed by a pair of loci with a and aa effects, and three pairs of 

loci with only aa effects. The two favorable alleles from Gaoyou with relatively large effects on 

LG7 and LG18 were observed in 18 and 19 of 20 high oil lines, but only in 6 of 20 low oil lines 
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respectively. The frequency of favorable alleles for these two loci reached 90 and 95% for high 

oil and 30% for low oil lines, respectively. For the pair of loci on LG11-1 and LG12,  80 % and 

40% reasonable allele combinations (considering both a  and aa  effects)  were received both for 

high and low oil types. Clearly  the rate of favorable alleles were decreased  on other marker loci  

 
 
Table4. Twenty DH lines with highest oil content over four locations and their marker genotypes   

Locations  and  oil 
 content (%)a

�

 a  effect a and aa
 effects 

  aa  effect Parents  
and DH 
 lines 

X� H� R� W� mean�

HMR 
300c 
(7) b 

HMR 
335a 
(18) 

HMR 
310 

(9) 

HMR 
403b 
(14-1) 

HMR 
615a 
(19) 

MR  HMR 
148    299c 
(11)   (12) 

HMR HMR 
300a  625 
(2)    (10) 

MD  HMR 
2.2   353b 
(4)    (12) 

HMR  MR 
314b  97 
(13)   (15) 

Fit 
(%) 

  Sollux ����� ����� ����� ����� ���	� S S S S S S/S S/S S/S S/S  

Gaoyou ����� ���
� �	��� ����� �
��� G G G G G G/G G/G G/G G/G  

 Unfavorable marker alleles c�
��

� S S G G G S/G 
S/G 
G/S 

S/S 
G/G 

S/G 
G/S 

 

7 ����� ���������� ����� �	��� G G S G G G/S S/G G/S G/S 56 

14 �
��� �
�������� ���	� ���	� G G S S S G/S S/G G/G G/S 67 

15 ����� ���������� ����� ����� G G S S S G/S G/G S/G G/G 100 

17 ����� ���������� ����� �	��� G G S - S G/S G/S S/G S/S 88 

66 ����� �
�������� ����� ����� G G S S S S/S G/S G/S G/S 78 

68 ����� ���������� ����� �	��� G G S - G S/G S/S S/G G/S 63 

70 ����� ���������� ���
� �	��� G S G S S S/S G/G G/S -/S 75 

106 ����� ���	������ ����� �	�	� G G S S G G/S G/G G/S S/S 89 

125 ����� ��������	� ����� �	��� G G G G S S/G S/S S/S G/G 56 

129 �
��� �
������	� ����� �	��� G G S S S G/G S/G G/G G/G 78 

148 �
��� ���������� ����� ����� G G S S S G/G S/- G/G S/S 88 

152 ���
� �
�������� ����� �	�	� G G S S S G/S G/G S/G G/G 100 

198 ����� �
����
�	� ����� ����� G G G G G G/G G/G G/S G/G 67 

201 ����� ���
����	� ����� �	��� G G S S S G/G S/G G/G G/G 78 

203 ����� ��������
� ����� �	��� G G S G S S/G G/S S/S G/G 56 

207 �
��� ���������� ����� ����� S G G G S G/G S/S S/S S/S 56 

214 ����� ���������� ����� �	��� G G S G S S/G G/G S/S G/G 67 

218 �
��� ��������
� ���
� ����� G G S S G S/S G/G S/G G/S 78 

255 ����� �
�������� ���
� �	��� G G G G G S/S G/G S/S S/S 56 

267 ���	� ��������	� ����� �	��� S G G S G S/S G/G G/S S/S 67 

Fit (%)d
� � � � � ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

 a X = Xian, H= Hangzhou, R= Reinshof and W= Weende. 
 b Linkage group.   

 c Marker genotypes that deviate from the favorable genotype are displayed in italics  
 d Fit was calculated according to the favorable marker genotypes.  
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with relatively small a  effect (60~70%) or with only aa  effects (55~75%) for high oil 

genotypes and slightly increased (average 33%) and (45%) for low oil ones. When all 13 SSR 

loci were considered, the fit of favorable alleles ranged from 56% to 100% for high oil and from 

11% to 67% for low oil lines. The average fit was 73% for high oil and 38% for low oil 

genotypes, respectively.  

 

Table 5. Twenty DH lines with lowest oil content over four locations and their marker genotypes 
Locations  and  oil 
 content (%)a

�

 a  effect a and aa  
  effects 

  aa  effect Parents  
and DH 
 lines 

X� H� R� W� mean�

HMR 
300c 
(7) b 

HMR 
335a 
(18) 

HMR 
310 

(9) 

HMR
403b 
(14-1) 

HMR 
615a 
(19) 

MR  HMR 
148    299c 
(11)   (12) 

HMR HMR 
300a  625 
(2)    (10) 

MD  HMR 
2.2   353b 
(4)    (12) 

HMR  MR 
314b  97 
(13)   (15) 

Fit 
(%) 

 Sollux ����� ����� ����� ����� ���	� S S S S S S/S S/S S/S S/S  

Gaoyou ����� ���
� �	��� ����� �
��� G G G G G G/G G/G G/G G/G  

Unfavorable marker alleles c� S S G G G S/G 
S/G 
G/S 

S/S 
G/G 

S/G 
G/S 

 

16 ����� ����� ����� �
�	� ����� S S G G S S/G G/G S/G S/S 44 

22 ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� S S S S S S/G G/G S/G S/S 67 

40 ����� ����� ���
� ����� ����� G S S G G S/G G/S G/G G/S 22 

41 ����� ���
� ���	� ����� ����� S S G - S S/S G/G S/S G/S 33 

44 ����� �	�
� ����� ����� ���
� S S G G S G/S G/S G/S S/S 44 

51 ����� ����� ����� �
�
� ���
� S S G G G S/G S/S S/S G/S 11 

78 ����� ���
� �	��� �
��� ����� S S S G G S/S G/S S/S S/S 33 

79 ����� ����� ���	� �
��� ����� S S S G G S/G G/S G/S G/G 33 

90 ����� �	��� ����� ���
� ����� S S S G G S/S G/G S/S G/G 44 

120 �	��� ���
� ����� ����� ����� G G G G G G/G G/G G/S G/S 56 

153 ����� �	��� �
��� �
��� ����� G S G G G S/G S/G S/S G/S 11 

155 ���	� ����� ���
� ����� ����� S G S G G G/S S/S S/S S/G 44 

178 ����� ���
� �
��� �	�
� ���
� S G G G G S/S G/S S/S S/S 33 

182 �	��� ����� ���
� ���	� ����� G S S G G S/G G/S G/G G/S 22 

246 ���
� ����� ���
� �
��� ����� S G S G S S/G G/G S/S G/S 44 

250 ����� �	��� ����� ���
� ����� G G G S S G/G S/G S/S S/S 67 

252 ����� ����� �
�
� �
��� ����� S S G S G S/G S/S S/G G/S 33 

261 �	��� ���
� ����� �
��� ����� S S S G G S/G G/S S/G S/S 33 

263 ����� �	��� �	��� �
�
� ����� S G S G G S/G S/G G/S G/S 33 

277 ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� G S S S S S/G S/G G/S G/S 56 

������
d
� �

� � � �

��� ��� ��� 	�� ��� 
�� 
�� 
�� 
�� ���

 
   a X = Xian, H= Hangzhou, R= Reinshof and W= Weende. 

 b Linkage group.   
   c Marker genotypes that deviate from the favorable genotype are displayed in italics  
   d Fit was calculated according to the favorable marker genotypes.   
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3.1.4  Discussion  
 
SSR linkage map: The present study reported a genetic map of B. napus integrating  European 

and Chinese genetic background. The number of linkage groups were more than 19 as expected, 

which imply the interruption within chromosomes caused by large gaps between  several small 

groups or pairs, suggesting more markers should be added to get a better genome coverage later.  

We used two methods for identifying polymorphism of PCR products. With separation of 

PCR products on 4% MethaPhor agarose gels, 32 SSR loci from 30 polymorphic primer pairs 

were produced (on average 1.07 loci per primer pair), while by the means of Applied 

Biosystems 3100 capillary sequencer, 109 polymorphic loci were detected from 72 primer pairs 

(max. three loci identified per one primer pair, on average 1.51 loci per primer pair). Clearly, 

with Capillary Sequencer, more polymorphism as small as two base pair difference between 

alleles could be identified. Both methods revealed about one third marker loci with dominant 

and the rest of co-dominant nature, as also observed earlier ( Uzunova and Ecke, 1999 ).  

Genetic basis of oil content: Because of the complicated genetic control, the inheritance of oil 

content in Brassica species is still poorly understood. Our mapping results confirmed the 

previous reports that additive effects are the most important genetic factor and additive by 

environment interaction is significant (Grami and Stefansson 1977a; Röbbelen and Thies 1980; 

Engqvist and Becker 1991). The results suggest that the markers flanking the QTLs with larger 

genetic main effects could be selected as the candidates firstly, while QTLs with QE interaction 

might also be involved to select the markers for breeding purpose in specific environments. The 

occurrence of large transgression for oil content in the mapping population can be explained by 

the dispersion of alleles with positive and negative effects between parents. Integration of 

positive alleles from Chinese and German material into European and Chinese elite breeding 

lines is most  interesting. Another point is that ae  effects sometimes can be expected in a 

specific direction, most ae  loci showed that Chinese and European alleles displayed positive 

effects in the respective locations in China and Germany. That might be due to artificial 

selection for alleles favorable to ecological conditions during the breeding process. 

The importance of epistasis between alleles of different loci is widely reported and highly 

paid attentions in the study of complex economically important quantitative traits and practical 

plant breeding programs ( Lark et al. 1995;  Eshed and Zamir 1996; Li et al. 2001; Luo et al. 

2001 ). The present study strongly supports this point. We found that besides the additive effects 

for oil content, additive x additive epistatic effects were also quite substantial and often 

combined with additive/or additive by environment effects. This has not been recognized in the 
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previous researches by classical genetic analysis ( Grami et al. 1977a; Grami et al.1977b; 

Engqvist and Becker 1991 ).  
 

Exploitation of mapped QTLs: Results from this study revealed several very high oil content 

lines, which are around 15% and 10% higher in oil content than local check varieties both in 

China and in Germany. However the close relation between oil content and high erucic acid 

alleles reported previously ( Ecke et al. 1995; Cheung et al.1998 ) might partly explain the 

relative low oil content of double low check varieties. Although mapping of QTLs for erucic 

acid is impossible in this study because of no significant segregation for this trait in the DH 

population, it does not exclude the existence of possible linkage between QTLs for oil and 

erucic acid. However, the number of loci detected for oil content from this study was clearly 

more than that for erucic acid ( Jönsson 1977 ) and the genetic control system was much more 

complicated, so the potential for increasing oil content combined with erucic acid free rapeseed 

exist by selectively integrating favorable alleles for oil content. Further research for genetic 

relationship between mapped oil QTL and genes for erucic acid is necessary and great effort 

must be taken when QTL with positive linkage of oil with erucic acid were transferred into elite 

varieties or breeding materials. The present results exposed several SSR markers closely linked 

with high oil alleles. Two important alleles on LG7 and LG18 with Gaoyou genotypes are 

suggested to be merged into the elite cultivars or breeding materials. The combination of  

parental alleles on LG11-1 and on LG12 are recommended. Two Sollux alleles on LG14-1and 

on LG19 might be also interesting. Selection only based on epistatic loci seems less reliable. 

Some additive by environment QTLs as on LG 9, 12, 14-2 are proposed for oil improvement in 

specific environments.  

To sum up, the developed SSR linkage map provide the possibility for mapping other 

economically important quantitative traits and for further researches in other aspects. The 

identified high oil lines and mapped QTLs show highly potentials to improve oil content in the 

breeding programs both for Europe and China. 
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3.1.5  Summary 
A linkage map of rapeseed comprising 125 SSR markers and covering 1196.2 cM length of 

genome was constructed using an F1 derived doubled haploid ( DH ) population between two 

high oil cultivars Sollux ( European ) and Gaoyou ( Chinese ). To better understand the genetic 

basis of oil content in B. napus, QTLs with additive  and epistasis as well as their interactions 

with environments were estimated using a mixed model approach. In total, 282 DH lines were 

phenotypically evaluated in  4 environments, 2 in Europe and 2 in China. Mapping results 

revealed 8 QTLs with additive main effects and 9 pairs of digenic loci with epistatic main 

effects for oil content, collectively accounted for 40% of the phenotypic variation observed in 

the population, respectively. The distribution of  alleles increasing oil content were dispersed 

between the parents, which explains the transgressive segregation within DH lines. The present 

experiment identified two important alleles in Chinese parents, two alleles in European parents 

and one pair of digenic loci for oil content. These QTLs were confirmed by the comparison of 

the 20 highest and 20 lowest DH lines for oil content. A number of QTLs with interactions 

between environment and additive effects for oil content were observed. The results indicated 

the complex inheritance of  seed oil content in oilseed rape and suggested a joint utilization of 

QTLs with additive, epistatic and QE  interaction effects by marker assisted selection.  

 

 

Key words  Brassica napus L. · Microsatellites ·  Oil content · Quantitative trait loci 

( QTL) · Epistasis · QTL by environment interaction 
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3.2  QTLs for protein content and their relationships with oil 
content 

 
 
3.2.1  Introduction  

Rapeseed  is  now  the  world’s  number two oilseed crop,  ranking  behind soybeans and  ahead  

of cottonseed, peanuts and sunflower seeds. One reason for this position is that oil from 

double low ( zero erucic acid in oil and low glucosinolate in meal ) or canola  rapeseed 

has one of the best fatty acid composition of vegetable oils for human nutrition, while the meal, 

after extraction of  the oil, has a protein content of 38 to 46% with well balanced amino acid 

components ( Newkirk et al. 1997; Krzymanski, 1998 ) and is a valuable protein in animal feed 

mixtures. Therefore, breeding for both high oil and protein content is  desirable. However, oil 

and protein share the basic sources of energy in the metabolic pathway, which causes the 

significant negative correlation between oil and protein content in seeds ( Grami and Stefansson, 

1977b; Stefansson and Kondra,1975; Röbbelen and Thies 1980 ). For feeding purpose,  protein 

content in meal is practically more important than protein content in the whole seed. Meal 

protein content largely depends on seed protein, but is also influenced by oil and other 

components in the seed. Oil and  protein content in Brassica species are complex quantitative 

traits, controlled by polygenes, and influenced by environments. This makes their genetic 

control system complicated and  difficult to be understood. Additive gene action is regarded as 

main genetic factor, dominance being not significant and epistasis absent (Grami and 

Stefansson, 1977a). Engqvist and Becker (1991) found that for oil content, only additive gene 

action was detected, but in some cases, significant epistatic gene action was identified for 

protein content. Alemayehu ( 2001) reported besides additive and non additive genetic effects, 

also significant cytoplasmic effects for the inheritance of protein content in B. carinata.   

       Recent advances in the construction of molecular linkage maps have led to the detection 

and mapping of important quantitative trait loci (QTL) in B. napus including fatty acids, 

glucosinolates,  disease resistance, yield related traits and many other agronomic traits ( Rajcan 

et al. 1999; Scheffler et al.1997; Schierholt et al. 2000; Hu et al. 1999; Hall et al. 2001; 

Lambrix  et al. 2001;  Pilet et al. 2001; Axelsson et al. 2001; Kole et al. 2002 ; Plieske and 

Struss 2001; Osborn et al. 1997; Somers et al. 2001; Butruille et al. 1999 ). Mapping for oil 

content were also reported in different Brassica species. ( Ecke et al. 1995; Cheung et al. 1998; 

Sharma et al. 1999 ). More recently, Gül (2002) identified six oil QTLs ( two of them were the 
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same as detected by Ecke et al. 1995 ) and four of them showed a close negative linkage with 

protein QTLs, explaining the conflict between oil and protein in seed, while two oil QTLs and 

one protein QTL might be inherited independently, demonstrating the potential for combining 

high seed oil and protein contents.  

       In this study, the genetic basis of protein content in seed and meal were analyzed using  the 

developed SSR linkage map (see thesis 3.1 ) from a cross between European and Chinese high 

oil genetic background. Furthermore,  by combining the statistical procedures for analyzing 

conditional genetic effects ( Zhu 1995 ) and the QTL mapping method based on mixed model 

approach ( Wang et al. 1999 ), conditional mapping analysis among oil, seed protein and meal 

protein were performed. The QTLs detected by the conditional mapping method reflect the net 

effects of oil content under excluding variation in protein content, and vice versa. The 

objectives of the present study were to identify the QTLs  for seed and meal protein content; to 

study the  genetic relationships between oil and protein in seed and meal on individual gene loci 

and to  investigate the potentials of combining high oil and seed protein or high oil and meal 

protein simultaneously in practical rapeseed breeding. 

 
3.2.2  Material and methods 
 

Plant materials and SSR map  

A mapping population of 282 DH lines were derived from a cross ( F1 ) between two winter 

rapeseed cultivars ‘Sollux’ and ‘Gaoyou’ through microspore culture (see thesis 3.1 ). ‘Sollux’ 

is an old variety from Germany and ‘Gaoyou’ is an old landrace from China. Both contain high 

erucic acid and glucosinolate content, and are selected for high oil content in the seeds. 

       The SSR linkage map consisting of 125 genetic markers initially was constituted into 21 

groups with a total length of 1196cM ( Kosambi function ) and were further assigned into 19 

linkage groups according to the previous research ( Parkin et al. 1995 ). The details of map 

construction, SSR primer pairs and PCR analysis were described previously (see thesis 3.1 ).  

Field experiments 

DH population of 282 lines together with the parents Sollux and Gaoyou, the F1 and four check 

cultivars were evaluated in four locations, two in Göttingen (Reinshof and Weende), Germany 

and two in China: Xian ( West  China) and Hangzhou (East  China) in 2000/2001. The field 

experiments were in a randomized complete block design with two replications. The seeds were 

sown in two rows for each plot, 2.5 m in length with 0.33 m between rows and 0.12 m between 

plants within rows in Göttingen, and 2.5 m, 0.33 m and 0.15 m, respectively in China. Seed 
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samples of at least 10 g were bulk harvested from terminal raceme and the two uppermost 

primary branches of five healthy plants in each plot. Seed oil and protein content from all 

locations were measured by near-infrared reflectance spectrophotometry ( NIRS, Reinhardt 

1992 ), based on 9% moisture of seeds. Meal protein was calculated from seed protein and oil 

content:   

Protein content in meal (%) =
%100

)%(
oil

seedinprotein
−

 x 100        

Statistical analysis 

Phenotypic data of seed and meal protein were analysed with MINQUE method (Zhu 1992) to 

test the difference among DH lines and estimate variance components and covariance 

components between two traits. Genetic and phenotypic correlation coefficients were then 

estimated. A map including 125 SSR marker loci  and a data set consisting of marker 

information and replication mean values of seed and meal protein content at 282 individual DH 

lines for four locations were prepared. QTLMapper 1.0 ( Wang et al. 1999 ) was used for 

mapping QTLs of seed and meal protein content. The phenotypic value of the k-th DH line in 

environment h can be partitioned by the following mixed linear model. 
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where µ is the population mean; ia and ja  are the additive main effects (fixed effects) of the two 

putative iQ  ( QTL ) and jQ , respectively; ijaa is the additive x additive epistatic effect (fixed 

effect) between iQ and jQ ; kiAx , kjAx and 
ijkAAx are coefficients of these genetic main effects; 

hEe is the random effect of environment h with a coefficient 
hkEu ; hEA i

e  (or 
hEA j

e ) is the 

random additive x environment interaction effect with a coefficient 
hkEA i

u  (or 
hkEA j

u ) for iQ  

(or jQ ); 
hEAA ij

e  is the random epistasis x environment interaction effect with a coefficient 

hkEAA ij
u  ; )(hfMe  is the random effect of marker f  nested within the h-th environment with a 

coefficient 
)(hfkmu ; 

)(hlMMe is the random effect of the l-th marker x marker interaction nested 

within the h-th environment with a coefficient 
)(hklMMu ; hkε  is the random residual effect. The 

marker factors 
)(hfMe and 

)( hlMMe in the model are used to absorb additive and epistatic effects 

of background QTLs for controlling the noise.  
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The conditional phenotypic value ( )2|1( TThky  ) was obtained by the mixed model approaches 

for the conditional analysis of quantitative traits ( Zhu 1995 ), where T1|T2 denotes trait 1 

conditioned on trait 2 ( oil|SP = oil conditioned on seed protein, SP|oil = seed protein 

conditioned on oil content, and so on). Conditional QTL mapping was then performed using 

QTLMapper version 1.0 (Wang et al. 1999). Results from conditional mapping present the 

effects of QTLs for oil content under the condition of no variation for protein content or vice 

verse. Comparison between unconditional and conditional  mapping results, it is possible to 

identify the genetic relationship between oil and protein content on individual gene loci.  

Mapping procedure was described in detail previously ( Wang et al. 1999; thesis 3.1 ). The 

likelihood –ratio threshold was chosen at 005.0=α  for claiming putative QTLs. Their genetic 

effects were further tested by a t-test with jackknifing re-sampling procedure. QTLs were 

presented when genetic main effects ( a and aa ) or QE  interaction effect ( ae and aae ) were 

significantly different from zero ( 005.0≤P ). 

 
3.2.3  Results 

 Phenotypic variation of protein content in seed and meal 

The phenotypic distribution of seed and meal protein over four locations, as well as the two 

parents are presented in Table1. Transgressive segregation in the DH population was observed  

in all  experiments  for  both  traits.  Protein  content  was  relatively  lower  in Germany  than in  

 
Table1   Protein content in seed and meal under four environments ( measured by NIRs, based  
on 9% moisture of seeds ) 

Parents DH  Population (n=282) Traits Locations 
Sollux Gaoyou 

 

F1 Max Min Mean SD 

Protein Xian 21.7 22.0 21.3 25.0 19.9 22.1 0.99 
(seed %) Hangzhou 24.4 21.8 23.0 26.2 18.5 22.1 1.37 

 Reinshof 16.4 19.4 15.3 24.2 14.1 17.1 1.66 
 Weende 17.8 20.1 16.8 23.5 14.8 17.9 1.46 
 Mean 20.1 20.8 19.1 24.7 16.8 19.8 1.37          

Protein  Xian 39.9 40.3 39.2 43.8 35.5 40.0 1.49 
  (meal %) Hangzhou 41.8 39.5 39.9 43.3 34.8 39.6 1.63 

 Reinshof 35.1 39.2 34.0 41.6 30.9 35.5 1.91 

 Weende 36.9 38.8 35.9 40.7 32.3 36.5 1.80 

 Mean 38.4 39.5 37.3 42.4 33.4 37.9 1.71 

 

China. Sollux showed lower protein content than Gaoyou at both locations in Germany, while 

the opposite situation was observed in Hangzhou, China. In Xian, both parents showed similar 
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content of seed and meal protein.    

Significant phenotypic correlation between seed and meal protein ranged from 0.73 to 0.89 

respectively in different locations ( Fig1). The genetic correlation ( Table2 ) was 0.69 between 

seed and meal protein, - 0.81 between seed oil and seed protein and insignificant between seed 

oil and meal protein. Estimated variance components (Table2) indicated that the variation of 

seed protein observed in the DH population was caused with 33% by  genetic and with 30% by 

genetic x environment interactions, and with 40% and 20% for meal protein, respectively. 

.  

 

Table2. Estimated correlations and variances over four environments 
Correlation among oil and protein content Estimated variances 
Traits Genotype G x E Phenotype Component a Seed 

protein 
Meal 
protein 

Seed protein & meal protein     0.694**     0.884**     0.952** VG 3.084** 6.450** 
Seed protein & oil - 0.812** - 0.943** - 0.982** VGE 2.847** 3.05** 
Meal protein & oil  - 0.137 - 0.691** - 0.370* Ve 3.510** 6.15** 
    Vp 9.440** 15.65** 
*,** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively 
a VG, VGE, Ve and Vp are genetic main effect, genotype x environment interaction effect, residual and  
phenotypic variances respectively. 

 

 

QTLs for protein content in seed and meal 

QTLs with additive ( a ) and additive by environment interaction effects ( ae ) for seed and meal  

protein  are  shown in Table 3.  In  total,  8  and  11  QTLs  with  a ,   and / or  ae   effects  were  
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  *, ** indicate the significance level at 0.005 and 0.001, respectively to declare the QTL positions and 
genetic effects.   +—:  indicate not significant a   or ae effects detected.  ++ The QTL effect, is the 
phenotypic effect due to substitution of an ‘Gaoyou’ allele by an allele of ‘Sollux’.  
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Fig 2. Map positions for QTLs influencing seed and meal protein with additive main ( a ) and/or additive by 
environment interaction effect ( ae ) 

 

identified for seed and meal protein respectively. Of  them, four QTLs with additive effects on 

identical or adjacent positions of linkage groups (LG) 7, 8,13 and 18, and two ae  or a  & ae  loci 

on LG1and LG12 showed same direction and similar effects both for seed and meal protein 

content ( Table 3, Fig 2 ). Another two additive main loci and three additive x environment loci 

were detected specifically for meal protein and only one ae  loci was found specifically for seed 
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protein (Fig 2). Together five and seven main additive QTLs sum up to 2.44% and 3.53% of 

seed and meal protein content respectively for the difference between homozygous genotypes 

and explained about 30% and 40% of the difference between highest and lowest lines observed 

in the DH population. Mapping results showed that alleles with increasing or decreasing effects 

on the trait were dispersed between the two parents, which explained the occurrence of the 

transgressive segregation in the DH population. A number of ae  QTLs were detected both for 

seed and meal protein content. However, ae  QTLs for meal or seed protein were different in 

most cases. Strong environmental interactions for both traits were consistent with the significant 

genotype by environment interaction variance components.   
 
Table 4. Epistatic ( aa ) and  epistasis x environment interaction ( aae ) effects of QTLs for seed 
and meal protein content (%), and conditioned on seed oil (SP|Oil, MP|Oil)  

Seed protein  Unconditional aa and aae effects 

LG Nearest 
marker 

LG Nearest 
marker 

aa † 
effect   

aae in 
Xian  

aae  in 
Hangzhou  

aae  in 
Reinshof  

aae  in 
Weende  

   SP|Oil 

     aa  

1 HMR292 3 HMR440      0.151** 
1 HMR274b 9 HMR573      -  0.120** 
1 HMR292 14-1 HMR416b   0.164**      
2 HMR087c 7 MR133.2  0.113** 0.183** -  0.368**   
2 HMR087c 10 HMR643b     0.204*      
3 MR3 19 HMR327b - 0.125*      
4 MD2.2 7 MR133.2      - 0.099** 
4 MD2.2 12 HMR353b 0.160*      
7 MR133.2 9 HMR363b  0.158**   - 0.167**  
7 MD20 14-2 HMR399a 0.150**      
11-1 HMR148 13 MR61  - 0.126*   0.209**  
11-1 MR288 19 HMR615      0.107** 
12 HMR299c 15 MR97 - 0.220*      
Meal protein          MP|Oil 

1 HMR292 3 HMR440      0.277** 
1 HMR292 11-1 MR314a      0.171* 
1 HMR292 13 MR61 0.152*      
1 HMR292 17 HMR332 - 0.229**      
1 HMR274b 9 HMR573 - 0.271**     - 0.258** 
2 HMR364a 9 HMR573   0.184*   - 0.200*  
2 HMR087c 10 HMR643b 0.210**      
2 HMR364a 11-2 HMR295b      0.187** 
3 MR3 19 HMR327b - 0.243** - 0.185* 0.205*    
4 MD2.2 7 MR133.2      - 0.265** 
7 MD20 8 HMR613      - 0.180** 
7 MR133.2 17 HMR332      0.160** 
8 HMR338 12 HMR364b   - 0.214**    
11-1 MR314a 19 HMR615a    0.212**    0.339** 0.250** 
14-1 HMR363c 19 HMR327b      - 0.173** 

† Sing of epistatic effect: negative indicates that recombinant alleles from two parents and positive  
means that parental digenic genotypes increase phenotypic value, respectively 
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Of nine pairs of digenic epistatic QTLs affecting seed protein, six showed epistatic main 

effects ( aa ) and three exhibited epistatic x environment effects ( aae ) (Table 4). For meal 

protein, eight  pairs of loci were mapped,  four with aa , two with aae  and two with both aa  

and aae  effects (Table 4). In total, six pairs of aa  loci sum up to 2.0% and 2.6% for 

homozygous genotypes and explained about 26% and 30% of the mean phenotypic variation 

observed in the DH population ( difference between lines with highest and lowest mean values, 

Table1) for seed and meal protein respectively. Simultaneous expression of additive and 

epistatic effects of QTLs commonly occurred for both traits as observed earlier for oil content 

(Thesis 3.1). Of eight seed protein QTLs with a  and/or ae  effects, five were involved in the 

pairs of aa  or aae  loci. For meal protein, four of seven loci with a   effects and all the ae   loci 

except one also shared aa  or aae  effects. 

Unlike the situation of QTLs with additive effects, only two pairs of epistatic loci on 

LG2/LG10 and LG3/LG19 were identical for seed and meal protein. 

Relationship among QTLs for oil, seed and meal protein   

Oil content conditioned on seed protein  

QTLs for oil content were largely changed after conditional mapping when seed protein content 

was conditioned (Table 5). Four additive QTLs failed to show significant effects. Two QTLs 

showed reduced effects. However there were two QTLs showing similar effects as in 

unconditional mapping analysis. Six conditional QTLs were observed on additional genomic 

regions. All the ae  loci did no longer exhibit significant effects with two exceptions. Four new 

ae  loci were observed in one to three environments.  

Additive x additive epistatic effects were also markedly changed (Table 6). Eight of   nine  

aa  loci lost significant effects and one reduced effect, while three conditional pairs of loci were 

detected on new genomic regions. 

Seed protein conditioned on seed oil 

To further confirm the interdependency of oil and protein content at individual QTL, conditional 

mapping for seed protein given oil content  was also performed. Results in Table 3 shown that 

three of five QTLs with additive effects on LG1, 7 and 18 had no or reduced conditional effects, 

which was consistent with the results of oil|SP (Table 5). Two loci remained with similar effects. 

Five new conditional loci with small effects occurred. As observed in oil|SP, four of five ae  loci 

did not  show the significant effects, one had a reduced effect and three loci presented 

conditional ae  effects in additional genomic regions.  
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Conditional epistatic effects of SP|oil showed also similar situation as inspected in oil|SP 

(Table 4). All six aa loci lost significant effects and four new pairs of loci were observed. 
 
Table 5. Estimated additive main ( a ) and additive x environment interaction ( ae ) effects of  
QTLs for oil content (%), and conditioned on seed protein ( Oil|SP )  
Traits Linkage 

group 
Marker interval a  effect ae  in 

Xian  
ae  in  
Hangzhou  

ae  in  
Reinshof  

ae  in 
Weende 

Oil 
Oil|SP 

1 HMR407b/HMR292 0.373** 
0.200** 

- 0.288** 
— 

†
 

 0.239* 
  — 

 

 1 HMR274b/HMR430 — 
- 0.166* 

 — 
- 0.181** 

  

 2 HMR066/HMR087c — 
0.243** 

 - 0.285** 
— 

0.317** 
  — 

 

 3 HMR085/HMR440 — 
- 0.143** 

 - 0.340** 
— 

0.370** 
 — 

 

 7 HMR300c/MR133.2 - 0.551** 
- 0.173* 

 - 0.269** 
- 0.190** 

 — 
0.189** 

— 
0.138** 

 7 MD20/MR166 — 
— 

— 
- 0.247** 

— 
0.231** 

  

 8 HMR388/HMR577 — 
- 0.180** 

    

 9 HMR612a/HMR612b  - 0.413** 
— 

- 0.563** 
— 

0.585** 
— 

0.313** 
— 

 9 HMR438a/HMR310 0.338** 
— 

 - 0.476** 
— 

  

 9 HMR284a/HMR359c — 
- 0.213** 

— 
- 0.206** 

— 
0.244* 

  

 10 HMR643b/HMR615b  0.305** 
— 

 - 0.353** 
— 

 

 11-1 MR148/HMR407a - 0.257* 
— 

 - 0.647** 
— 

0.396** 
— 

 

 12 HMR299c/HMR403a 0.271* 
0.229** 

    

 12 HMR353b/HMR364b  - 0.753** 
— 

- 0.343** 
— 

0.661** 
— 

0.410** 
— 

 13 HMR067/ MR64  0.227** 
— 

- 0.293** 
— 

  

 14-1 HMR403b/MR229 0.221** 
0.222** 

— 
- 0.148* 

 — 
0.160** 

— 
0.163** 

 14-2 HMR399a/MR155  0.243** 
— 

0.407** 
— 

- 0.492** 
— 

- 0.185* 
— 

 15 MR97/MR54 — 
- 0.205** 

 0.267** 
— 

- 0.307** 
— 

 

 16 HMR348/MR133   - 0.329** 
— 

0.342** 
— 

 

 17 HMR438b/HMR344b   0.299** 
— 

- 0.270** 
— 

 

 18 HMR335a/HMR588 - 0.517** 
  — 

0.193* 
 — 

0.417** 
 — 

- 0.226* 
- 0.156** 

- 0.213** 
- 0.214** 

 19 HMR615a/HMR288 0.224** 
  — 

    

†  — :  indicate not significant a   or ae effects detected. 
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Meal protein conditioned on seed oil  

The situation of meal protein conditioned on oil content differed as observed for SP|oil (Table 3).  

Four of seven loci kept similar additive effects and all these QTLs were not identified for oil 

content. Two loci lost significant effects, one locus had an increased effect and four new 

conditional loci occurred. Of six loci with ae  effects, three remained similar, two lost significant 

effects and one showed opposite directions between Chinese and German  environments. 

Another five new ae  loci were observed.  

For the QTLs with epistatic effects, the number of pairs increased from six to nine after  

conditional mapping (Table 4). Of them,  two pairs remained almost unchanged, four pairs did 

no longer show significant effects, while seven new pairs of loci occurred.  

 

 
Fig3. Comparison of QTL behavior under conditional and unconditional mapping analysis 
between oil and protein content in common 20 loci, named as QTL with relevant linkage group. 
If there was more than one locus in a group, the letters was added after that.  
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Table 6. Estimated epistatic main ( aa ) effect of  QTLs for oil content (%), oil  
 conditioned on seed protein (Oil|SP) (%)  

aa effect Conditional 
aa   Linkage 

group 
Marker interval Linkage 

group 
Marker interval 

Oil   Oil|SP 

1 HMR407b/HMR292 2 HMR300a/HMR066 - 0.294**  
1 HMR274b/HMR430 10 HMR643b/HMR615b  0.252** 
1 HMR295c/ HMR293 12 HMR353b/HMR364b 0.384** 0.141* 
2 HMR300a/HMR066 10 HMR625/HMR643b 0.323**  
3 HMR449a/ MR12 7 HMR300c/ HMR133.2 - 0.195**  
3 HMR085/ HMR440 11-1 MR148/ HMR407a  - 0.246** 
3 HMR449a/MR12 18 HMR335a/ HMR588 - 0.199**  
4 HMR637/ MD2.2 12 HMR353b/HMR364b - 0.291**  
7 MR133.2/MD20 17 HMR318/HMR349  0.128** 
11-1 MR148/HMR407a 12 HMR299c/HMR403a 0.323**  
11-1 MR148/HMR407a 16 HMR348/MR133 0.205*  
13 HMR314b/HMR090b 15 MR97/MR54 0.263**  

 

3.2.4  Discussion 

In practical breeding programs, breeders normally measure the protein and oil content by 

percentages of dried matter of seeds. However, the protein content in the meal is practically 

more important for animal feeding. According to the genetic correlation in the current study, 

only around 50% ( R2 ) common genetic basis between seed and meal protein were estimated 

(Table2). Therefore mapping QTLs for seed and meal protein is important to understand and 

compare their genetic overlapping and independence on individual QTL. Our results revealed 

that most QTLs for seed and meal protein showed both additive and epistatic effects. This might 

be one explanation for their complex genetic inheritance. The results also provide several 

evidences for explaining their unshared part of genetic basis. First, although almost all the QTLs 

with additive effects for seed protein were confirmed also for meal protein content, two 

additional QTLs specifically for meal protein content were identified. They probably are related 

to oil and fibre content or other substances in seed or meal. Second, significant epistatic effects 

were detected both for seed and meal protein, which are reported previously in B. napus 

(Engqvist and Becker 1991) and other oilseed crops as soybean (Chauhan and Singh 1983) and 

peanut (Upadhyaya and Nigam 1999). All detected pairs of loci for seed and meal protein were 

different except two, which indicates that these two traits are controlled by different genetic 

system in most of the  epistatic loci. Third, it is common situation that protein content is affected 

by environment since its quantitative trait in nature. However our results showed most loci with 

additive by environment interactions for seed and meal protein presented in different genomic 
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regions. This might also be one of the causes for unshared part of genetic basis between seed 

and meal protein.  

QTLs for oil and protein in seed are often reported as linked loci or with pleiotropic effects 

although some independent loci are suggested. Gül (2002) identified six oil QTLs in B. napus 

and found that four of them showed a close negative linkage with protein QTLs, however 

another two oil QTLs and one additional protein QTL were detected in separate linkage groups. 

In soybean, Shoemaker et al. (1996) reported QTL for seed protein and oil showed 

correspondence across homozygous regions, Lee et al.(1996) identified various common 

markers on five linkage groups which associated with both seed protein and oil. Our results, 

based on conditional mapping analysis between oil and seed protein, might provide further 

information of their genetic relationships. This conclusion was supported by the comparison of 

results between unconditional and conditional mapping analysis for oil and protein content, 

which are presented in Fig3 (summarizing two mapping results based on 20 common loci with 

additive effects among oil and protein content) and Table 4 and 6: 1)  It may help to distinguish 

the pleiotropic effect or gene linkage for QTLs which contribute to both traits in the same 

genomic intervals. The QTLs on LG7 and LG18 might be regarded as pleiotropy effects and 

QTL on LG1 more like gene linkage. 2) For the QTLs with significant effects for one trait but 

not for another, conditional mapping might further confirm their independence or related to 

another. For example, two QTLs for oil content on LG12 and LG14-1, and two QTLs for seed 

protein content on LG8 and LG13 kept almost unchanged effects after conditional mapping one 

another, showing the potential to increase, simultaneously, both traits. In another case, gene loci 

showed significant effects only for oil content but still significantly influenced by protein 

content as QTLs on LG9, 11-1 and LG19. These may be explained by the existence of 

insignificant effects for seed protein in the same genomic regions (data not shown). Such 

influence normally is ignored without mapping for conditional QTLs. 3) The appearance of 

number of conditional new QTLs may express the genetic relationship between oil and protein 

of seed on another hand. 4) Large changes of allele  combinations and number of pairs for QTLs 

with epistatic effects between unconditional and conditional mapping results (Table 4 and 6) 

indicate that interaction between loci very much depends on the genetic background and are 

largely influenced each other. This may be also one of explanations for the complex relationship 

and complicated inheritances of oil and seed protein content.  
      To sum up,  results indicate that oil and protein in seed might share large part of genetic 

basis, which is in coincidence with the significant genetic correlation between this two traits 

(   rG=  - 0.812**) but did not exclude the existence of some independent gene loci for both traits 
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and also indicated that in some gene loci, oil content might relate more with other components 

in seed.  

Increase of oil content in seed with stable or even increased protein content in meal are the 

objectives in oilseed breeding. The potential for raising oil and protein in seed simultaneously is 

limited, however our results confirmed that the possibilities for combining  high content of seed 

oil and meal protein exist. The fact that four of seven additive QTL and two of six pairs of 

epistatic loci for meal protein showed similar effects under exclusion of oil content (Fig 3 ), 

indicating that these gene loci were not affected by oil content. Another  three loci (with minor 

effects) and four new occurred conditional QTLs showed their possible relationships with oil 

content or other components in seed. The significant changes and  increased pairs of conditional 

epistatic loci also demonstrate the  genetic contributions to meal protein from oil or other 

components. We notice that when oil content was conditioned, four of five pairs of conditional 

seed protein loci consist with conditional meal loci, which might hint that oil content display the 

same way to influence both seed and meal protein by epistatic effects of loci.  

   After all, the results suggest that seed oil and meal protein share much less genetic 

overlapping than seed oil and seed protein. This might be the explanation for a low and 

insignificant  genetic correction ( r = - 0.14) in between and demonstrates the possibility to 

combine these two traits.  

 

3.2.5  Summary 

Oil content is one of the most important breeding aims for oilseed rape, but there is also interest 

in increasing the protein content in rapeseed meal. To learn more about the molecular genetic 

basis for seed and meal protein content and their relationships with seed oil on individual QTL, 

unconditional and conditional mapping studies were performed using a SSR linkage map of 125 

marker loci integrated European and Chinese genetic background and the mixed linear model 

approach. The mapping population included 282 doubled haploid lines and the phenotypic 

evaluation was investigated in 4 environments, 2 in Europe and 2 in China. The results revealed 

that most QTLs for seed and meal protein showed both additive and epistatic effects. Almost all 

the QTLs with additive effects for seed protein were confirmed also for meal protein, but two 

additional QTLs were identified specifically for meal protein. The QTLs with epistatic and QE  

interaction effects for seed and meal protein were mostly inconsistent, explaining the unshared 

part of genetic basis between two traits. Conditional mapping analysis between oil and seed 

protein provide  the possibilities to distinguish between pleiotropic effect and gene linkage of 
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QTLs for both traits, or to confirm the independence for the QTLs detected for one trait but not 

for another. The results indicated that the genetic relationship between these two traits were also 

through digenic epistatic loci. The conclusion might be that oil and protein content  in the seed 

share large part of their genetic basis. However, it is possible to combine high content of seed oil 

with high meal protein content, which supported by the detection of four out of  seven additive 

QTL and two of six pairs of epistatic loci for meal protein were not affected by oil content and 

thus seed oil and meal protein show much less genetic overlapping than seed oil and seed 

protein. 

 

Key words  Brassica napus L.· Protein content  · Oil content · Conditional QTL mapping · 

 Epistasis · QTL by environment interaction  
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3.3  Relationships between oil and protein content with  
        developmental stages 

 
 

3.3.1  Introduction 

Oil content in B. napus is generally regarded as a character with high heritability ( Loof and 

Appelqvist 1972; Röbbelen and Thies 1980 and Becker et al. 1999 ), but environmental factors 

including nutrients, photoperiod, water supply and temperature are also of influence. Among 

them, temperature has been found to be one of the most important. Low temperature in the 

period of  seed development resulted in increased oil content which decreased with increasing 

temperature ( Canvin 1965 ). Growing European rapeseed varieties in the areas along the 

Yangtse River in China ( dominant regions of rapeseed production in China ) showed a 

markedly decrease of oil content ( see thesis 3.1 ), for which higher temperature during the 

reproductive stage is one of the main reasons. Oil synthesis and accumulation in the rapeseed 

follows a sigmoid curve during seed development. This shows a sharp rise in the middle third of 

the grain filling stage ( Fowler and Downey 1970; Rakow and McGregor 1975 ). Much less 

change in oil content was observed in the later stages to maturity ( Röbbelen and Thies 1980 ), 

some authors have even observed some decrease in oil content with further increase in seed 

weight ( Matile 1975 ). Plant developmental stages largely varied with environmental 

conditions, mainly temperature ( Mendham and Salisbury 1995 ), and consequently indirectly 

affecting oil and protein content in seed. 

        Oil and protein content of rapeseed are typical quantitative traits, partly controlled by the 

same genes (Grami and Stefansson 1977; Gül 2002; thesis 3.2). Developmental stages as 

flowering time and maturity are also quantitative in nature ( Thurling and Das 1977; Ferreira et 

al. 1995; Butruille 1999; Axelsson et al. 2001 ). Therefore the genetic relationships between 

these two types of trait are complicated and difficult to be dissected. The development of 

molecular marker techniques provide the possibilities to trace gene behavior at individual QTL, 

which greatly helps to understand the complex genetics of quantitative traits as oil and protein 

content in oilseed rape. By combining the statistical procedures for analyzing conditional 

genetic effects ( Zhu 1995 ) and the QTL mapping program ( Wang et al. 1999 ), conditional 

mapping analysis between oil, protein content and separated plant developmental stages were 

performed. Results from conditional mapping present the effects of QTLs for oil or protein 

content under the condition of no variation for individual developmental stage. Comparison 
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between unconditional and conditional  mapping results, it is possible to find the genetic 

relationship between oil or protein content and different developmental stages on individual loci.  

The results provide a valuable information of marker based selection of QTLs for  improving oil 

and protein content without unexpected changes of developmental features in the practical 

breeding both in China and in Europe.  

 
3.3.2  Material and Methods 

Plant materials  

A doubled haploid population of 282 DH lines derived from a cross (F1) between ‘Sollux’ and 

‘Gaoyou’ (see thesis 3.1) was used in this study .‘Sollux’ is an old variety from Germany with 

typical winter type, exhibiting later flowering and longer growth period. Gaoyou is an old 

landrace from China, which is normally sown in autumn in China but also flowers under 

greenhouse conditions without vernalization. Both lines contained  high erucic acid and 

glucosinolate content, and exhibited high oil content in the seeds.  

Phenotyping experiments 

The DH lines were evaluated in three experiments with two locations in China, Xian and 

Hangzhou, and one location in Reinshof of Germany in 2000/2001. Xian is situated in West 

China and Hangzhou is located in East China. Reinshof is located near Göttingen in West 

Germany. Four check cultivars from China and Europe were included. The field experimental 

design was a randomized complete block with two replications. The seeds were sown in two 

rows for each plot, 2.5 m in length with 0.33 m between rows and 0.12 m between plants within 

rows in Göttingen, and 2.5 m, 0.33 m and 0.15 m respectively in China.  

        Data have been collected both on morphological and seed attributes. Developmental stages 

were observed, including beginning of flowering ( 50% plants showed first flowers ), end of 

flowering ( 50% plants had no flowers and rest left one flower in maximum ) and maturity 

( siliques changed to be yellow ). The traits analyzed were days from sowing to beginning of 

flower ( DTF ), days from sowing to maturity ( DTM ), flowering duration ( days from 

flowering to the end of flowering, DFE ), grain filling period ( days from end of flowering to 

maturity, DEM ) and days from flowering to maturity ( DFM ) were then calculated. Seed 

samples of at least 10 g were bulk harvested from terminal raceme and the two uppermost 

primary branches of five healthy plants in each plot. Seed oil and protein content from all 

locations were measured by near-infrared reflectance spectrophotometry ( NIRs, Reinhardt 
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1992 ), based on 9% moisture of seeds. Meal protein was calculated from seed protein and oil 

content:  Protein content in meal (%) =
%100

)%(
oil
seedinprotein

−
 x 100 

Linkage map 

The SSR linkage map consists of 125 genetic markers distributed across 21 groups with a total 

length of 1196cM (Kosambi function). They were further assigned into 19 linkage groups 

according to the previous researches ( Parkin et al. 1995 ). The details of map construction, SSR 

primer pairs and PCR analysis were described in previous paper (see thesis 3.1). 

Data analysis and mapping of conditional QTLs 

Data of 282 DH lines, the parental lines and the F1’s with two replications were analysed 

separately at four environments to test the difference among DH lines and further to estimate 

variance components and covariance components between seed quality and plant development 

stages with MINQUE method ( Zhu, 1992 ). Genetic and phenotypic correlation coefficients 

were then estimated.  

       The conditional phenotypic value ( )2|1( TThky  ) was obtained by the mixed model approaches 

for the conditional analysis of quantitative traits ( Zhu 1995 ). Conditional QTL mapping were 

then performed using QTLMapper version 1.0 ( Wang et al. 1999 ). The conditional value 

)2|1( TThky  can be partitioned as: 
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where T1|T2 denotes trait 1 conditioned on trait 2 (oil|DTF = oil conditioned on days to 

flowering, SP|DTF = seed protein conditioned on days to flowering, and so on).  

    For unconditional mapping of the developmental stages, the same mapping program 

QTLMapper v1.0 (Wang et al.1999) was used. The models, explanation of all the conditional 

and unconditional parameters and detailed mapping procedure were described previously 

( Wang et al. 1999; thesis 3.1 and 3.2 ). The likelihood –ratio threshold was chosen at 005.0=α  

for claiming putative QTL and genetic effects.  
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3.3.3  Results 
Environments and developmental stages  

Monthly mean temperatures of the three experimental locations were described in Fig1. The 

mean daily temperature from sowing to flowering was about 1ºC and 4ºC lower in Reinshof than 

in Xian and Hangzhou, and from flowering to maturity was on average 3ºC and 4ºC higher in 

Xian and Hangzhou than in Reinshof, respectively. The difference mainly in temperature caused 

large variation of plant development stages between locations of China and Germany and to 

some extent also between locations within China ( Table1 ). Sollux was 17 days later to start 

flowering than Gaoyou in Xian and 29 days later in Hangzhou and Reinshof. The opposite  

situation  was  observed for flowering duration,  where  Gaoyou  had  longer  flowering duration  

         

Table1. Phenotypic data of  physiological developmental stages under four environments 
(calculated based on days) 

  Parents DH  Population ( n=282 ) Traitsa Locations 

Sollux Gaoyou 

F1 
   Max  Min     Mean     SD 

Xian 193 176 184 190 175 183 3.28 

Hangzhou 189 160 179 190 159 177 6.60 
DTF 

Reinshof 251 222 245 253 225 245 6.05 

Xian 29 32 34 40 27 34 2.02 
Hangzhou 27 31 31 38 22 29 2.80 

DFE 

Reinshof           27             44        27        48        23        29         4.52 

Xian 25 25 26 31 19 25 2.31 
Hangzhou 24 34 27 36 18 26 3.00 

DEM 

Reinshof 45 43 45 51 36 43 2.44 

Xian 54 57 60 72 51 58 2.80 
Hangzhou 51 65 58 65 46 55 3.23 

DFM 

Reinshof 72 87 72 92 64 72 4.93 

Xian 247 233 243 249 232 242 3.58 
Hangzhou 240 225 236 243 220 232 4.00 

DTM 

Reinshof 323 309 317 326 305 316 3.86 
a 

DTF, DFE, DEM, FFM and DTM: days from sowing to flower, flowering duration,  grain filling period,  days from 
flowering to maturity, and days from sowing to maturity, respectively 
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than Sollux. The grain filling period was similar in Xian and Reinshof, and was in Hangzhou 

10 days longer for Gaoyou than for Sollux. Finally, the total growing period was about half 

month different between parents at all locations. No clear transgressive segregation in DH lines 

were found for flowering time, while, to some extent, for maturity and high transgression for 

flowering duration and grain filling period were observed at all locations. Genetic and 

phenotypic correlations ( Table2 ) showed that oil content had a lower positive genetic 

correlation with days to flowering, a small negative correlation with flowering duration and 

days from flowering to maturity, while protein content displayed positive correlations with 

flowering duration and days  from flowering to maturity.  
 

Traits FSD FDD FED FSM TWD 

Oil 0.172* - 0.354** 0.049 - 0.308** - 0.029 
 0.233* - 0.347** 0.018 - 0.296** 0.004 
      
Seed - 0.173 0.467** 0.039 0.474** 0.179 
protein - 0.121 0.497** 0.105* 0.507** 0.362** 
      
Meal - 0.099 0.385** 0.149** 0.458** 0.276 

Table2: Genetic (upper 
figure), and phenotypic (low 
figure) correlation  between 
oil, protein and developmental 
stages 

protein - 0.034 0.424** 0.217** 0.516** 0.487** 
                                *, ** Significant at the 0.05, and 0.01 probability levels, respectively 

                     
a 

Abbreviations of physiological developmental stages are same as in Table 1 
 
           

Genetic contributions of developmental stages to QTLs for oil content  

The results of conditional mapping for oil content when developmental stages were 

conditioned, separately  were compared with the unconditional oil QTLs previously reported 

(Table 3, thesis 3.1 ). Of eight additive main oil QTLs, three retained similar or small changed 

effects after conditional mapping, showing almost independently of all developmental stages. 

Four QTLs on LG1, 11-1, 14-1 and 19 exhibited close relationships with all developmental 

stages except total growth period for QTL on LG14-1 and flowering duration for QTL on 

LG19. The QTL on LG12 was both influenced by DTF and DFM. One  new conditional QTL 

was detected on LG16 when DTF, DFE and DEM was conditioned, respectively. We found 

three QTLs in the same genomic regions controlling oil content and flowering time 

simultaneously on LG12, 14-1 and LG19 with same directions ( Table 3 and 4 ). These oil 

QTLs failed to show significant effects after conditioned on days to flowering, indicating their 

direct genetic overlapping. This also partly  explained  the  observation  of  genetic  correlation  

between  these  two  traits. Under excluding the effects of DFE and  DEM,  three  and  four  oil  
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Table3. Additive main ( a ) effects of QTLs for oil content ( % ) and conditioned on 
developmental stages  
LG Marker interval   Oil

 a
  Oil |DTF 

b
 Oil |DFE Oil |DEM Oil |DFM Oil |DTM 

1 HMR292/ HMR327 0.373**      

7 HMR300c/MR133.2 - 0.551** - 0.547** - 0.437** - 0.464** - 0.523** - 0.554** 
9 HMR438a/HMR310 0.338** 0.325* 0.526** 0.415* 0.341* 0.572** 
11-1 MR148/HMR407a - 0.257*      

12 HMR299c/HMR403a 0.271*  0.308* 0.290*  0.234* 

14-1 HMR403b/MR229 0.221**     0.225** 
16 HMR348/ MR133  - 0.306* - 0.387** - 0.308**   

18 HMR335a/HMR588 - 0.517** - 0.408** - 0.377* - 0.431** - 0.403** - 0.423** 
19 HMR615a/HMR288 0.224**  0.210**    

a The QTL effect, is the phenotypic effect due to substitution of an ‘Gaoyou’ allele by an allele of ‘Sollux’. 
b Oil |DTF, Oil |DFE, Oil |DEM, Oil | DFM and Oil |DTM indicate the oil content conditioned on DTF, DFE, 
DEM, DFM and DTM respectively and abbreviations of developmental stages are same as in Table 1. *, ** indicate  
the significance level at 0.005 and 0.001 respectively to declare the putative QTL positions and genetic effects 
 

 
DTF a DTM 
LG Marker interval   a   LG Marker interval   a   

1 HMR295c/ HMR293 - 1.22** 1 HMR295c/ HMR293 - 0.57* 

2 HMR066/ HMR087c 1.54** 3 HMR376a/MR197 a 0.77** 

11-2 HMR295a/HMR295b 1.15** 3 MR12/MR3 0.74* 

12 HMR299c/ HMR403a 1.13** 7 HD20/MR166 0.85** 

12 HMR353b/HMR364b 1.32**   12 HMR299c/ HMR403a 1.54** 

  14-1 HMR403b/MR229 0.71**   12 HMR353b/HMR364b 1.10** 

16 HMR348/MR133 1.18**   15 MR97/MR54 - 0.56** 

19 HMR643a/HMR615a    1.07*   16 HMR348/MR133 0.70** 

     19 HMR281/HMR327b - 0.67** 
DFE DFM 

9 MR230.1/ HMR363a 0.37*  16 HMR348/MR133 - 0.74** 

Table 4. QTL 
positions and additive 
main ( a ) effects of 
plant developmental 
stages  
(a Abbreviations are 
same as in Table 1) 

16 HMR348/MR133 - 0.71**   14-1 HMR403b/MR229 - 0.61* 
 
 

 

QTLs lost significant effects. However, for the QTL of DFE and DFM ( Table 4 ), no 

corresponding QTLs for oil and protein were identified. When conditional mapping was 

conducted under excluding the variation from flowering to maturity ( DFM ), five of eight  oil 

QTLs could not be detected significantly , which might show that variation of period from 

flowering to maturity more influenced the oil QTLs. Whole growth period showed relatively 

small effect on oil content, three (with relative small effects) of eight main QTLs failed to 

express genetic effects.  

Epistasis caused by additive x additive effects was significant in nine pairs of loci for oil 

content. When individual developmental stage was conditioned,  all the epistatic loci and effects 
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Table 5. Epistatic ( aa ) effects of QTLs for oil content (%) and conditioned on  developmental 
stages  

LG Nearest 
marker 

LG Nearest 
marker 

Oil 
a
   Oil |DTF

 b
   Oil |DFE Oil |DEM Oil |DFM Oil |DTM 

1 HMR292 2 HMR300a - 0.294** - 0.273*     
1 HMR295c 9 HMR310   0.274*    
1 HMR295c 12 HMR353a 0.384**      
2 HMR300a 10 HMR625 0.323**  0.386** 0.350** 0.382** 0.415** 
3 HMR449a 7 HMR300c - 0.195**      
3 HMR449a 18 HMR335a - 0.199**      
4 MD2.2 12 HMR353b - 0.291**   - 0.286* - 0.326* - 0.374** 
9 HMR612a 11-2 HMR295a   - 0.228**   - 0.261* 
9 HMR378 14-1 HMR403b   0.252*    
9 HMR310 16 HMR348    0.225*  0.258** 
11-1 MR148 12 HMR299c 0.323**      
11-1 MR148 16 HMR348 0.205*      
12 HMR403a 19 HMR327b  - 0.325** - 0.276*   - 0.245* 
13 HMR314b 15 MR97 0.263**      

 
a Sing of epistatic effect: negative indicates that recombinant alleles from two parents and positive means that 
parental digenic genotypes increase phenotypic value respectively, b Abbreviations are same as in Table 3. 

 
were markedly changed ( Table 5 ) except two pairs on LG2/LG10 and LG4/LG12. The number 

of epistatic loci sharply decreased to two pairs for oil|DTF and oil|DFM, three pairs for oil|DEM 

and five pairs for oil|DFE and oil|DTM, indicating that epistatic effects for oil content were 

largely influenced by variation of developmental stages. 

 

Genetic contributions of developmental stages to QTLs for protein content 

Conditional mapping results of protein given developmental stages showed that all the stages 

after flowering had larger contributions to protein content. For seed protein, three QTLs on LG1, 

7 and 18 presented similar situation as observed for oil content conditioned on developmental 

stages ( Table 6 ), all the conditional effects on LG1 failed to show and on another two loci, all 

the effects kept almost unchangeable values in most cases except QTL on LG18 for PS|DFE. 

Seed protein QTL on LG8 was independently of the three developmental stages DTF, DFE, 

DEM and affected by the days from flowering to maturity (DFM) and days from sowing to 

maturity (DTM), while QTL on LG13 was more influenced by flowering duration (DFE) and 

grain filling period (DEM). A few new conditional QTLs were detected when specific 

developmental stages were conditioned. 

       For meal protein ( Table 7 ), The QTL on LG8 was independent of all developmental stages,  

three  QTLs  showed  close  relationships  with  all  stages  except  the  QTL  of  LG14-2  under  
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Table 6. Additive main ( a ) effects of QTLs for seed protein content (SP %) and conditioned  
on developmental stages  

LG Marker interval   SP  SP|DTF
 a

    SP|DFE SP|DEM SP|DFM SP|DTM 

1 HMR407b/HMR292 - 0.209*      

1 HMR274b/HMR430  - 0.173**     

2 HMR299b/ HMR299d    - 0.236*   

7 HMR300c/MR133.2 0.303** 0.303** 0.247** 0.281** 0.188** 0.326** 

8 HMR388 - 0.239** - 0.188** - 0.276** - 0.219**   

9 HMR284b  - 0.142** - 0.125**    

11-1 MR148     0.432**  

13 HMR 337/MR61 0.232** 0.169**   0.155**  

18 HMR335a/ HMR588 0.247** 0.234**  0.290** 0.206** 0.268** 
a SP|DTF, SP |DFE, SP |DEM, SP | DFM and SP |DTM indicate the seed protein content conditioned on  
DTF, DFE, DEM, DFM and DTM respectively. Abbreviations of developmental stages are same as in table 1. 

Table 7. Additive main ( a ) effects of QTLs for meal protein content (MP %) and conditioned 
on  developmental stages 

LG Marker interval   MP   MP|DTF 
a
 MP|DFE MP|DEM MP|DFM MP|DTM 

1 HMR274b/ HMR430  - 0.194* - 0.279**  - 0.276** - 0.263** 
5 MR14/ HMR347   - 0.205* - 0.306**   
7 MD20/ MR 166 0.283** 0.212** 0.273*  0.149*  
8 HMR388/HMR577 - 0.492** - 0.542** - 0.506** - 0.497** - 0.618** - 0.447** 
9 HMR284b/HMR284a  - 0.275**   - 0.224**  
10 HMR643b/HMR615b - 0.230*      
13 MR61/HMR314 0.243** 0.270** 0.231*   0.319** 
14-2 HMR399a/MR155 - 0.174** - 0.200*     
16 MR133/HMR563 - 0.182** - 0.326**  - 0.366**  - 0.368** 
18 HMR335a/HMR588 0.159**      

a MP|DTF, MP|DFE, MP|DEM, MP| DFM and MP|DTM indicate the meal protein content conditioned on  
DTF, DFE, DEM, DFM and DTM respectively. Abbreviations of developmental stages are same as in table 1 
 

MP|DTF. Another two QTLs mainly related to grain filling period. The QTL on LG16 was 

linked with the QTLs which associated with  all the development stages except DFM ( Table 4 ) 

and conditional mapping results presented either undetectable (MP|DFE, MP|DFM ) or changed 

effects ( PM|DTF, PM|DEM and PM|DTM ). 

Additive x additive interaction effects between loci displayed similar situation as observed 

for oil QTLs. With few exceptions, almost all the unconditional epistatic pairs did not show 

significant effects and several new conditional allele combinations were detected. The number 

of epistatic pairs were also largely decreased for seed and meal  protein content when 

conditioned on all developmental stages, respectively ( Table 8 and 9 ).  

         Fig 2 summarized two mapping results for oil and protein content based on a set of 

comparable loci with main additive effects. The  comparison  of  QTLs  for  unconditional  and 
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conditional analysis between oil and seed protein content ( Fig 2A and B), it was clear that some  

loci like QTL1a showed sensitive to all the developmental stages,  QTL7a and QTL18 

independently of all stages for both traits only with one exception, which further confirmed 

either  pleiotropy  or close linkage of QTLs for seed oil and seed protein in these three genomic 

regions ( thesis 3.2). Two independent QTL for oil, QTL12a and QTL14-1, and two for seed 

protein, QTL8 and QTL13, were influenced by some of the developmental stages, respectively.   
 

Table 8. Epistatic ( aa ) effects of QTLs for seed protein content (SP %) and conditioned on 
developmental stages  

LG Nearest 
marker 

LG Nearest 
marker 

SP  SP|DTF
 a

  SP|DFE SP|DEM SP|DFM SP|DTM 

1 HMR292 14-1 HMR416b 0.164**  0.192**    
1 HMR338 12 HMR353b  - 0.179**     
2 HMR087c 9 HMR284b   - 0.128*    
2 HMR299d 10 HMR643b 0.204*      
4 MD2.2 15 HMR354  0.168*     
4 MD2.2 12 HMR353b 0.160*      
5 MR14 17 MR127    - 0.148**   
7 MR133.2 14-2 HMR399a 0.150**      
7 MR133.2 16 HMR348     - 0.117* - 0.160** 
9 HMR284a 15 HMR354   0.167**    
9 HMR612a 15 HMR354     0.130*  
9 HMR612a 11-2 HMR295a    0.200**   
11-2 HMR295b 14-2 HMR363c     - 0.287**  
12 HMR353b 13 MR61 - 0.200**   - 0.154* - 0.190**  
12 HMR299c 15 MR97 - 0.220*      

a Abbreviations are same as in Table 6. 
 

Table 9. Epistatic ( aa ) effects of QTLs for meal protein (MP %) and conditioned on 
developmental stages  

LG Nearest 
marker 

LG Nearest 
marker 

MP MP|DTF
 a

  MP|DFE MP|DEM MP|DSM MP|DTM 

1 HMR292 13 MR61 0.152*      
1 HMR292 16 MR133  - 0.234* - 0.231**    
1 HMR292 17 HMR332 - 0.229**      
1 HMR274b 9 HMR573 - 0.271** - 0.180*  - 0.212*   
2 HMR087c 10 HMR643b 0.210** 0.251* 0.397** 0.381**   
2 HMR066 11-2 HMR295a     0.224**  
3 HMR085 11-1 HMR374  - 0.235**    - 0.286** 
3 MR3 19 HMR327b - 0.243**      
7 MR166 8 HMR595      - 0.209** 
8 HMR388 12 HMR364b     0.212**  
9 MR230.1 13 MR197.2 0.277**      
11-1 MR228 19 HMR615a 0.212**      
11-2 HMR374 14-1 HMR363c   - 0.231**    
13 HMR067 14-1 HMR363c    0.191**   
a Abbreviations are same as in Table 7 
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Fig 2. Comparison of QTL behavior for conditional and unconditional mapping analysis of 
oil (A), seed protein (B), meal protein (C) content conditioned on five plant developmental 
stages. Comparative loci among oil, seed and meal protein were named as QTL with linkage 
group. If there was more than one locus in a group, the letters were added after that.  
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and QTL13 exhibited all independently of flowering time while QTL13 was more influenced by 

grain filling period and for seed protein, flowering duration was also of influence. It should be 

noted that QTL18 for seed protein was not influenced by all the developmental stages except 

DTM, while significantly related with all the stages for meal protein. Conditional QTL1b and 

QTL9b were detected in the new genomic regions both for seed and meal protein when one to 

four developmental stages were conditioned.  

 

3.3.4  Discussion 

Genetic relationships between QTLs for seed oil, protein and developmental stages 

Despite the large variation of developmental stages, the oil and protein content between parents 

was about 3% in difference with opposite directions between Reinshof, Germany and Hangzhou, 

China. Xian in China showed almost similar contents  between parents. QTL mapping for oil 

content revealed the dispersion of favorable alleles between parents, which led to several 

transgressive high oil lines produced ( see thesis 3.1 ) and  are of interest for rapeseed breeding. 

However, breeders may also be interested to know the genetic relationship between QTLs for oil 

and protein content and developmental stages. The current study provide some information, 

which might be interesting for breeding purposes in both countries. 1) All the developmental 

stages significantly affected oil content in certain gene loci. Relatively, flowering time and days 

from flowering to maturity exhibited more contributions, which might be mainly caused by 

positive pleiotropy on three QTLs for oil content and flowering time, and the negative 

pleiotropy on two loci for flowering time and days from flowering to maturity. These were 

consistent with the genetic correlations (Table2).  Negative correlation between oil and 

flowering duration ( DFE ) could be the indirect affection of oil with flowering time. Positive 

genetic correlation between protein either with flowering duration ( DFE ) or with days from 

flowering to maturity ( DFM ) corresponded well with conditional mapping analysis, showing 

larger changes of genetic basis for seed and meal protein under these two stages were 

conditioned, respectively ( Table 6 and 7 ). Genetic correlation between either oil or seed protein 

and DEM are not significant, which did not agree well with conditional mapping results. The 

explanations might be firstly, significantly environmental affect occurred in this stage mainly 

due to temperature and disease resistance. Secondly, relatively larger experimental error could 

happen because the calculation for DEM is based on two observations, which may enlarge the 

error. This was supported by the estimation of variance components that DEM has the relatively 

largest environmental effect and  experimental  error  from all developmental stages (data not 
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shown).  2 ) Different  QTLs for oil or protein content showed relationships with developmental 

stages in different ways. The two oil QTLs with the largest effects ( on LG7 and LG18, Table 3 ) 

were identified independently of all developmental stages. The favorable alleles come from the 

Chinese parent Gaoyou, and these two QTLs are good candidates for marker assistant to be 

transferred into European rapeseed breeding materials; The QTL on LG9 did not relate to any 

developmental stages. The QTL on LG12 showed positive pleiotropy or close linkage to QTL 

for flowering time and maturity, indicating that marker based selection for improved oil content 

will lead to later flowering and later maturity. The QTL on LG14-1 also showed positive 

pleiotropy for flowering time but negative pleiotropy effect for period from flowering to 

maturity, demonstrating association of increased oil content  with later flowering and shorter 

duration from flowering to maturity.  

Combined improvement of oil and protein content without linkage with unexpected 
developmental features 
 
The potentials for combining oil and protein content in seed are limited (Gül 2002; Thesis 3. 2 ), 

however the strategy for simultaneously increasing oil content in seed and protein content in 

meal seems practical possible ( see thesis 3.2 ). Environmental conditions can largely alter the 

protein content as observed previously ( Alemayehu 2001) and was also confirmed by molecular 

markers ( see thesis 3.2 ). Results from this study indicated that oil or protein content influenced 

by environmental conditions partly were due to the changes of  developmental  stages. Results 

provide some information for improving oil, protein content with possible linkage or 

independent of development features, which might be valuable in breeding program. 

       First, seed protein QTLs on LG8 and LG13 with favorable alleles from Gaoyou and Sollux 

respectively were found to be independently to oil content ( see thesis 3.2 ) and did not show 

significant linkage with all developmental stages ( Table 4 ). Conditional mapping results ( Fig 

2B ) showed Chinese allele on LG8 independently of three separate stages of whole growth 

period. The Sollux allele on LG13 was not influenced by flowering time and the period from 

flowering to maturity. Integration of these alleles into elite lines might result in increased protein 

content without changing oil content and developmental stages. 

      Second, using flanking markers of  QTLs on LG7, 8 and 13 will result in increased meal 

protein with unchanged oil content ( see thesis 3.2 ), similar flowering time and flowering period, 

while selection based on the QTL on LG16 for meal protein will have no negative effect on oil 

content but may lead to early flower, longer flowering duration and longer period from 

flowering to maturity and finally led to about one and half days early for maturity when Sollux 

allele was homozygous substituted by Gaoyou allele ( 70.0=a , Table 4 and 7 ). QTLs on LG10, 
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14-2 and 18 for meal protein showed an influence by almost all the developmental stages so 

attention might be paid when using flanking markers for these QTLs. 

QTLs with epistatic effects and their possible regulative functions  

Results from this study exhibited dramatic shift of additive x additive epistasis for all three 

quality traits when genetic effects of developmental stages were conditioned. The number of 

epistatic loci largely decreased and most of unconditional epistatic QTLs failed to show 

significant effects and new conditional QTLs occurred with additional allele combinations. All 

of these indicated that additive x additive epistatic effects could be one part of the most  

important genetic basis for oil and protein content and  play an regulative function during the 

formation of  both components in seed. Since epistatic effects are interactions between alleles of 

different loci, any influence for one of pair of loci will markedly change the QTLs and  effects 

as reported previously ( Doebley et al. 1995; Li et al.1997; Cao et al. 2001 ), so it is not difficult 

to understand that the variation of developmental stages can easily alter the interactive pairs 

between loci and thus lead to more complex inheritance for these traits. 

  Our study provided genetic basis of relationships between oil, protein content and individual 

developmental stages on additive main loci, demonstrated the complex genetic influence by 

developmental stages on digenic epistatic loci both for oil and protein content. The results 

indicated that some QTLs for oil and protein content may be independent of developmental 

stages, while some are related to earlier or later flowering, or with some other developmental 

stages. These information are interesting for rapeseed breeding both in Europe and China.  

 

3.3.5  Summary 

Plant developmental stages of rapeseed  largely varied with environmental conditions, and 

consequently indirectly affecting oil and protein content in seed. Since their quantitative traits in 

nature, the relationships between seed quality and developmental stages are complicated. The 

objective of this study was to dissect the genetic relationships between this two types of trait on 

individual gene loci and provide a useful information for breeding purpose. A linkage map of 

125 SSR marker loci and a population of in total  282 doubled haploid lines derived from the F1 

between  the old German cultivar Sollux and the Chinese landrace Gaoyou were used for 

mapping experiments under  4 environments, two in Germany and two in China. A new 

mapping program QTLMapper version 1.0 was used for mapping unconditional and conditional 

QTLs with additive ( a ) and additive x additive epistatic ( aa ) effects. The results showed that 

flowering time exhibited more contribution to oil content, while days from flowering to maturity 
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were more related with seed and meal protein. The two oil QTLs having largest effects were 

identified independently of all developmental stages. The favorable alleles come from the 

Chinese parent. Two QTLs with favorable alleles from the European parent for oil content also 

did not relate to any developmental stages or linked with early flowering gene. These QTLs are  

interesting for practical breeding in both regions.  

 

Key words  Brassica napus L. ·  Oil and protein content · Development stages ·  Conditional 

QTL mapping · Epistasis  
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3.4  Relationships between oil and protein content with plant 
height and yield components 

 
 
 
3.4.1  Introduction 

The interaction and synchronous operation among physiological development stages, plant 

organs growth and the accumulation of oil, protein and other components in seed has been well 

documented by Mendham and Salisbury (1995) in oilseed rape. Each stage and process is to a 

greater or lesser extent under genetic control, and is affected in varying degree by 

environmental factors, mainly temperature and photoperiod ( reviewed by Leon and Becker 

1995 ). Detailed relationship between temperature and flowering time, between temperature and 

period from flowering to maturity were observed ( Thurling and Vijendra 1977; Mendham et al. 

1981b ). Differences in plant developmental stages resulted in marked variations of yield 

potential and its components as siliques per plant, seeds per silique and seed size  ( Tayo and 

Morgan 1975; Mendham et al.1981a ). Genetic relationships between oil ( or protein ) content 

and development stages were analyzed by molecular markers ( Thesis 3.3 ), which exposed that 

some quantitative trait loci ( QTLs ) for oil and protein content were independent of all plant  

developmental stages, while some QTLs were closely linked to or significantly influenced by 

developmental stages. Simultaneous increase of seed oil and seed yield normally are difficult in 

practical breeding although many elite varieties today show high levels for both traits as results 

of great breeding efforts. Olsson (1960) indicated, from several field experiments, that the 

correlation between oil content and seed number was usually positive ( 13 of 15 experiments 

showed positive correlation ) while all the 15 experiments showed negative correlations 

between oil and seed weight, which was reported also by Riemann (1964). Therefore it might 

be difficult to combine high oil content with lager seed size. Plant height, the number of 

primary branches and silique length are not direct components of seed yield, however, they may 

influence the yield components and were analyzed as yield related traits together with seed size 

and seed number in this study.  

     Oil and protein content in oilseed rape are quantitative traits. Recent QTL mapping studies 

gained insight into their genetic basis using different molecular markers ( Ecke et al. 1995; 

Cheung et al.1998; Sharma et al. 1999; Gül et al. 2002; Thesis 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 ). However, the 

genetic relationship between oil, protein and yield related traits on molecular level is still poorly 

understood. 
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Our objectives were to evaluate the genetic relationships between oil, protein content and 

yield related traits on individual gene loci based on an established DH population ( Thesis 3.1 ) 

and by combining the statistical procedures for analyzing conditional genetic effects ( Zhu 

1995 ) and the QTL mapping method based on mixed model approach ( Wang et al. 1999 ) to 

map conditional QTLs. Conditional mapping reflect the effects of QTLs for oil content (or 

protein content ) under the situation when individual yield related trait was conditioned, 

therefore the results might be valuable for combining oil (or protein) content and yield related 

traits or improving oil (or protein) content without negative effects for seed yield by marker 

aided selection.       

 
3.4.2  Material and Methods 

 
 Population and SSR map  

A doubled haploid (DH) population consisting of 282 lines was established by microspore 

culture from a cross between ‘Sollux’ and ‘Gaoyou’ ( Thesis 3.1 ).‘Sollux’ is an old variety 

from Germany with typical winter type, exhibiting later flowering and longer growth period. 

Gaoyou is an old landrace from China, showing earlier to flower and maturity. Parental lines 

contained  high erucic acid and glucosinolate content, and exhibited higher oil content in seeds. 

A linkage map comprising 125 microsatellite markers ( SSRs ) and covering a total length of 

1196cM was used for mapping ( Thesis 3.1 ).  

Data collection 

As described previously ( Thesis 3.1 ),  four separate experiments were conducted at two 

locations in China: Xian and Hangzhou,  two locations in Göttingen of Germany: Reinshof and 

Weende in 2000/2001. The field experiments were in a randomized complete block design with 

two replications. The seeds were sown in two rows for each plot, 2.5 m in length with 0.33 m 

between rows and 0.12 m between plants within rows in Göttingen, and 2.5 m ,0.33 m and 0.15 

m respectively in China.  

At the maturity stage, five representative plants from the middle of each plot were sampled 

for evaluating yield related traits and analysis of seed qualities. Data collection included 

thousand seed weight (SW), number of seeds per silique (NS),  silique length (SL), plant height 

(PH) and number of primary branches per plant (NB). NS and SL were measured  based  on  10  

siliques,  2  from  each  plant,  taken  from  the  low  part  of  main inflorescence. Around 10 g 

seeds were bulk harvested from terminal raceme and the two uppermost primary branches in 

each plot. Seed oil and protein content from all locations were determined by near-infrared 
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reflectance spectrophotometry ( NIRS, Reinhardt 1992 ), based on 9% moisture of seeds. Meal 

protein (MP) was calculated from seed protein (SP) and oil content: Protein content in meal (%) 

=
%100

)%(
oil
seedinprotein

−
 x 100         

Data analysis and mapping of conditional QTLs 

Seed quality and yield related traits of 282 DH lines were analysed firstly with MINQUE 

method (Zhu, 1992) to estimate variance components and covariance components. Genetic, 

phenotypic correction coefficients were then estimated between seed quality and five yield 

related traits evaluated. 

 The conditional phenotypic value ( )2|1( TThky  ) was obtained by the mixed model approaches 

for the conditional analysis of quantitative traits ( Zhu 1995 ). Conditional QTL mapping were 

then performed using QTLMapper version 1.0 ( Wang et al. 1999 ). The conditional value 

)2|1( TThky  can be partitioned as:  
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where T1|T2 denotes trait 1 conditioned on trait 2 (oil |SW = oil conditioned on 1000-seeds 

weight, SP|SW = seed protein conditioned on 1000-seeds weight, and so on).  

Unconditional mapping of three yield related traits used same mapping program 

QTLMapper V1.0 (Wang et al.1999). The models, explanation of all the conditional and 

unconditional parameters and detailed mapping procedure were described previously (Wang et 

al. 1999; Thesis 3.1 and 3.2 ).The likelihood –ratio threshold was chosen at 005.0=α  for 

claiming putative QTL and genetic effects.  

3.4.3  Results 
 
Correlation between oil, protein and yield related traits  

Genetic and phenotypic correlation between oil, protein and five seed yield related traits shown 

on Table1. The correlation coefficients between two types of traits showed either small to 

medium or insignificant correlations. The magnitude of genetic correlation of all the trait pairs 

were similar as or larger than phenotypic correlation, implied the existence of true genetic 

associations between oil (or protein) and some yield related traits.  It was found that silique 
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length and the number of primary branches displayed insignificant or very small genetic 

correlation with oil and protein content. However seed size might be more related to meal 

protein, seed number and plant height be more connected with oil or seed protein. Therefore, 

the latter three yield related  traits were further analyzed by conditional mapping approach to 

dissect  their genetic relationships with seed oil or protein content on individual gene loci. 

 

Table1. Correlation between quality traits and five yield related traits 

SW  NS SL PH NB Traits+ rG rP rG rP rG rP rG rP rG rP 
Oil - 0.211 0.172* 0.468* 0.421** 0.162 0.143* 0.366** 0.403** - 0.050 0.123 

Seed 
t i

- 0.125 - 0.098 - 0.497** - 0.329** - 0.167 - 0.167* - 0.338** - 0.332** - 0.078 - 0.112 

Meal - 0.336** 0.020 - 0.054 - 0.071 - 0.033 - 0.125* - 0.004 - 0.104* - 0.181* - 0.211* 
 
*, ** Significant at the 0.05, and 0.01 probability levels, respectively. rG,  and rP  indicate genetic and phenotypic correlations, 

respectively.  + SW, NS, SL, PH and NB: thousand seed weight (g ), number of seeds per silique, silique length (cm), plant 
height (cm) and number of primary branches per plant, respectively. 

 
The relationships between QTLs for oil content and three yield related traits   
QTLs of oil content showed different responses to yield related traits evaluated under 

conditional mapping analysis ( Table 2 ). Three of eight oil QTLs showed similar or small 

changed effects. Three QTLs on LG ( linkage group )1, 14-1 and 19 lost significant or largely 

changed effects when seeds per silique and plant height was conditioned, respectively. Another 

two QTLs were either significantly influenced by thousand seed weight and plant height 

( LG11-1 ) or more related with seeds per silique (LG9 ). It was clear that more genetic basis for 

oil content was changed under oil| NS and oil| PH than oil|SW. These were principally in 

agreement with the genetic correlations ( Table 1 ). 
 

Table2. Additive effects ( a ) of QTLs for oil content (%) and conditioned on three  
yield related traits  

       Additive main effect (%)†                                    LG Marker  
interval     Oil          Oil |SW ‡    Oil |NS       Oil |PH 

1 HMR292/HMR327c 0.373** 0.390**   
7 HMR300c/MR133.2 - 0.551** - 0.480** - 0.421** - 0.530** 
9 HMR438a/HMR310 0.338** 0.387**  0.362** 
11-1 MR148/HMR407a - 0.257*  - 0.175*  
12 HMR299c/HMR403a 0.271* 0.358** 0.330** 0.228** 
14-1 HMR403b/MR229 0.221** 0.324**   
18 HMR335a/ HMR588 - 0.517** - 0.455** - 0.290** - 0.385** 
19 HMR615a/ HMR288 0.224** 0.206** 0.418*  

*, ** indicate the significance level at 0.005 and 0.001 respectively to declare the QTL positions and genetic effects.   
† The QTL effect, is the phenotypic effect due to substitution of an ‘Gaoyou’ allele by an allele of ‘Sollux’. ‡ 

Oil | SW, 
 Oil |NS, and Oil |PH: Oil conditioned on thousand seed weight, seeds per siliquae and plant height,  respectively.     
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       The number of loci with epistatic effects decreased from nine pairs to three under oil|SW, 

seven after oil|NS and five pairs for oil|PH (Table 3). Under the condition of oil| NS and oil| PH, 

four common epistatic pairs were identified with similar effects and three of them were 

presented with the new pairs of loci, while 7 and 8 out of 9 unconditional pairs become 

undetectable. After oil|SW, two pairs remained similar effects, one new pair occurred and rest 

of seven pairs lost significant effects. 

 
Table 3. Epistatic effects ( aa ) of QTLs  for oil content (%) and conditioned on  
three yield related traits (%) 

Epistatic main effects (%)† LG Nearest 
marker 

LG Nearest 
marker Oil  Oil |SW ‡ Oil |NS Oil |PH 

1 HMR292 2 HMR300a - 0.294** - 0.308** - 0.242*  
1 HMR295c 12 HMR353a 0.384**  0.381** 0.296** 
1 HMR292 14-2 GMR140   - 0.337**  
1 HMR292 17 HMR332   0.256** 0.246** 
2 HMR299b 9 HMR311b    - 0.596** 
2 HMR300a 10 HMR625 0.323** 0.353**   
3 HMR449a 7 HMR300c - 0.195**    
3 MR12 18 HMR335a - 0.199**    
4 MD2.2 9 HMR311b   - 0.266*  
4 MD2.2 12 HMR353b - 0.291**    
5 MD21 17 HMR344b   0.215* 0.240* 
9 HMR612a 11-2 HMR295a  - 0.301**   
9 HMR612a 14-1 HMR416b   0.290** 0.315** 
11-1 MR148 12 HMR299c 0.323**    
11-1 MR148 16 HMR348 0.205*    
13 HMR314b 15 MR97 0.263**    

† 
Sing of epistatic effect: negative indicates that recombinant alleles from two parents and positive means that  

parental digenic genotypes increase phenotypic value, respectively. ‡Abbreviations are the same as in table 2. 

 
The relationships between QTLs for protein content and three yield related traits 

Conditional mapping for seed protein when three yield related traits were conditioned, 

respectively, ( Table 4 ) showed that three QTLs exhibited similar or slightly changed additive 

effects ( LG7, 8 and 18 ). Another two QTLs on LG1 and LG13 were either influenced by all 

three traits or related to plant height. Two additional new QTLs occurred when thousand seed 

weight and seeds per silique, or plant height were conditioned, respectively. Comparison among 

three conditional mapping results ( SP|SW, SP|NS and SP|PH ), it was found  that the genetic 

relationship between seed protein and plant height was larger than that with seeds per silique 

and less related with thousand seed weight.     
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Table 4. Additive effects ( a ) of QTLs for seed protein content (%) and conditioned  
on three yield related traits 

       Additive main effect (%)                                       LG Marker  
interval      SP

 †
    SP |SW 

‡
   SP |NS      SP |PH 

1 HMR292/HMR327c - 0.209*    
7 HMR300c/MR133.2 0.303** 0.317** 0.190** 0.215** 
7 MD20/MR66    0.268** 
8 HMR388/HMR577 - 0.239** - 0.242** - 0.255** - 0.294** 

13 HMR337/MR61 0.232* 0.205** 0.199**  

18 HMR335a/HMR588 0.247** 0.216** 0.184** 0.191** 

19 HMR643a/HMR615a  - 0.129** - 0.146**  
† 

SP: protein content in seed (%).  
‡ 

SP|SW, SP|NS and SP|PH: Seed protein conditioned on thousand  
seed weight,  seeds per siliquae and plant height, respectively.  
 
Table 5. Additive effects ( a ) of QTLs for meal protein content (%) and conditioned  
on three yield related traits 

    Additive main effect (%)                LG Marker  
interval     MP †    MP |SW ‡    MP |NS MP |PH 

1 HMR292/MR327c  0.409**   
1 HMR293/HMR274b    - 0.219** 
7 MD20/MR166 0.283** 0.310** 0.240** 0.261** 
8 HMR388/HMR577 - 0.492** - 0.500** - 0.515** - 0.521** 
9 HMR612a/HMR612b  - 0.215**   
9 HMR284b/HMR284a    - 0.242** 

10 HMR643b/HMR615b - 0.230* - 0.237* 0.219*  

13 HMR61/HMR314b 0.243** 0.312** 0.241** 0.218** 

14-2 HMR399a/MR155 - 0.174**    

15 MR97/MR54  - 0.208**   

16 HMR563/HMR373 - 0.182**     - 0.171* 

18 HMR335a/HMR588 0.159**    
† MP: Protein content in meal (%),‡  MP|SW, MP|NS and MP|PH: Meal protein conditioned on thousand seed  
weight, seeds per silique and silique length, respectively.  
 

        Meal protein conditioned on three yield related traits (Table 5) illustrated that QTLs on 

LG7, 8, 10 and 13 kept all similar additive effects but one on LG10 under MP|PH, and all other 

three loci failed to present significant effects except one on LG16 under MP|PH. Five additional 

QTLs presented on new genomic regions under MP|SW and MP|PH respectively. The genetic 

influence for meal protein caused by SW, NS and PH could be accounted for about 75, 30 and 

60% of total additive effects. 

       Under conditional mapping for seed protein given three yield related traits, most of the 

epistatic pairs of loci lost significant effects, while a number of conditional ones with new 

combinations between loci did appear (Table 6). The epistatic effects for meal protein ( Table 7 ) 

showed less influence by yield related traits. Of six pairs of unconditional loci, three retained 
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similar effects, the one on LG2/LG10 disappeared for PM|NS. Another three pairs were not 

detected and several new pairs occurred.   
 
Table 6. Epistatic effects ( aa ) of QTLs for seed protein content (%) and conditioned  
on three yield related traits   

LG Nearest 
marker 

LG Nearest 
marker 

SP † SP |SW ‡ SP |NS SP |PH 

1 HMR292 14-1 HMR416b 0.164**  0.161**  
1 HMR338 17 HMR332    - 0.169** 
1 HMR338 12 HMR353b  - 0.215** - 0.137** - 0.246** 
1 HMR327c 3 HMR085  0.263** 0.153**  
2 HMR299b 9 HMR311b    0.247** 
2 HMR299d 10 HMR643b 0.204*    
2 HMR299b 15 HMR354   - 0.208**  
3 MR132 7 MD20   - 0.151**  
3 MR3 11 HMR295b    0.141** 
4 MD2.2 12 HMR353b 0.160* 0.208**   
5 MR14 17 MR127     
7 MR133.2 14-2 HMR399a 0.150**    
9 HMR310 11-1 HMR314a   0.186**  
11-1 HMR314a 19 HMR615a   0.154**  
12 HMR353b 13 MR61 - 0.200** - 0.129**   
12 HMR299c 15 MR97 - 0.220*    

†, ‡ Abbreviations are the same as in table 4. 
 

 
Table 7. Epistatic effects ( aa ) of QTLs for meal protein content (%) and conditioned  
on three yield related traits   

LG Nearest 
marker 

LG Nearest 
marker 

  MP † MP|SW ‡ MP |NS MP |PH 

1 HMR344a 3 HMR440  0.325** 0.294**  
1 HMR274b 9 HMR573 - 0.271** - 0.241** - 0.228** - 0.219** 
1 HMR292  17 HMR332 - 0.229**    
2 HMR299d 3 MR123    - 0.280** 
2 HMR066 7 MD20    0.212** 
2 HMR066  10 HMR643b 0.210** 0.280**  0.253** 
3 HMR085 7 MR133.2   - 0.239**  
3 MR3  19 HMR327b - 0.243**    
4 HMR637 7 HMR133.2  - 0.235** - 0.229**  
9 HMR363b 11-2 HMR295b    0.204* 
9 MR230.1 13 MR197.2 0.277**    
11-1 MR228 17 HMR344b   - 0.266** - 0.174* 
11-1 MR228 19 HMR615a 0.212** 0.240** 0.232** 0.293** 
12 HMR353b 13 HMR337  - 0.220**   

†, ‡ Abbreviations are the same as in table 5. 
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3.4.4  Discussion 
 

The present study based on conditional mapping analysis between oil, protein and three yield 

related traits showed principally in agreement with correlation coefficients. The results  provide 

genetic explanations based on QTLs. First, it was found that the genetic relationships between 

oil and three yield related traits is relatively consistent with that for seed protein content. This 

might be due to the larger genetic overlapping of oil and protein in seed (Thesis 3.2 ). 

Furthermore oil and seed protein were affected by seed number and plant height through both 

additive and epistatic loci, which was supported by the observations of  larger changes of 

additive loci or magnitude of effects when these two traits were conditioned, respectively. 

Seven and eight of nine unconditional epistatic pairs of loci for oil and all the pairs for seed 

protein but one ( LG1/LG14-1 for SP|NS ) lost  significant effects, while 5 of 7 and all the 

conditional pairs for oil, 6 of 7 and all for seed protein displayed with new allele combinations 

when NS and PH were conditioned, respectively. Second, the genetic relationships between oil, 

seed protein and thousand seed weight were small and mainly effected by epistatic loci ( 7 of 8 

oil and 4 of 5 seed protein loci kept similar additive effects under oil|SW and SP|SW 

respectively, while 7 of 9 and 4 of 6  pairs of loci lost significant epistatic effects and only one 

and two conditional pairs presented with new allele combinations under oil|SW and SP|SW 

respectively). Third, for the meal protein, the genetic influence from three yield related traits 

was mainly on the loci with additive effects, epistatic loci may play minor function. Thousand 

seed weight presented closer relationship than seeds per silique and plant height ( three 

conditional loci occurred on new genomic regions with relative larger effects and three 

unconditional loci lost significant effects, these resulted in larger changes of genetic basis than 

that under MP|NS and MP|PH ). Relatively small changes of epistatic effects on meal protein 

when three yield related traits were conditioned, respectively, illustrated that genetic influence 

caused by loci with digenic interaction from these traits for meal protein was less important. 

       Our results revealed several types of  QTLs for the relationships between oil, protein and 

three yield related traits. 1 ) QTLs with either pleitropic effect or gene cluster. For instance, 

QTLs on LG1 were detected for oil, seed protein ( Table 2 and 4) and all three yield related 

traits as well (Table 8 ). Conditional mapping results confirmed their influence one another 

(except oil with SW ), so selection based on flanking markers might improve oil content with 

increased seed number and plant hight. QTLs on LG7, 11-1, 14-1 and 19 showed also positive 

linkage for oil with seed number or with plant height. These might be one explanation for  

significant  positive  correlation  between  oil and plant height and between oil and seed number 
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Table 8. QTL positions and additive main effects of three yield related traits 
LG Marker interval SW (g) †

 LG Marker interval PH (cm) 

1 HMR292/HMR327c 0.121** 1 HMR292/ HMR327 3.16** 
1 HMR295c/HMR293 0.125** 3 HMR449a/MR12 3.28** 
7 MD20/MR166 0.152** 5 HMR327a/MD21 1.55** 
9 HMR612a/ HMR612b - 0.182** 7 MD20/ HMR166 1.67** 
   9 HMR612b/MR230.1 - 3.73** 
   11-1 MR148/HMR407a - 1.42* 
LG Marker interval  NS (n) 13 MR203.2/HMR321 1.68** 
1 HMR292/ HMR327 0.808** 14-1 HMR403b/MR229 2.84** 
3 HMR327d/HMR085 0.939** 16 HMR348/MR133 4.64** 
7 HMR300c/MR133.2 - 0.754** 16 HMR563/HMR373 - 2.07** 
11-1 MR148/HMR407a - 0.513* 17 HMR349/MR127 - 2.02** 
   19 HMR643a/ HMR615a  4.43** 
† Abbreviations are same as in Table 1 

 
which coincide with the early observation (Olsson 1960). 2 ) QTLs independent to all three 

yield related traits. Like QTLs on LG12 and LG18 for oil and seed protein or QTLs on LG8 and 

LG13 ( except seed protein with plant height ) for seed and meal protein. Selection using 

flanking markers for quality improvement probably without changes for yield related traits 

evaluated in this study. 3 ) Some QTLs showed genetic relationship with yield related traits, 

while no QTLs could be traced for specific traits like oil QTLs on LG9 ( showed relationship 

with seed number) and LG11-1 (with seed size). The genetic relationships and influence 

directions between two kinds of trait were not clear under such situation therefore careful 

should be taken for  practical breeding purpose.  

      To sum up, the results from this study revealed the genetic mechanisms for the relationships 

between oil or seed protein and seed number or plant height, and also provided the explanation 

for larger genetic correlation between meal protein and seed size. Marker based selection for 

combined increase of oil content and seed number is possible. Four of the 8 QTLs for oil 

content were also QTLs for plant height. This could be caused by pleiotropy,  genetic linkage or 

by environmental influence since the lines with higher plants have a competitive advantage for 

absorbing sunlight to produce more photosynthetic products. The genetic correlation between 

oil content and seed size was insignificant, which is supported by the conditional mapping 

results. However this conclusion is not in agreement with the early observations (Olsson 1960; 

Riemann 1964). In conclusion, present study demonstrated the possible joint genetic 

improvement for oil, protein and yield related traits on individual gene loci, which is of interest 

for practical rapeseed breeding.  
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3.4.5  Summary 
 
Simultaneous increase of seed oil and seed yield normally is difficult in practical breeding in 

Brassica napus. The genetic relationships between oil, protein content and yield related traits on 

individual gene loci remain poorly understood. Present mapping study combined the statistical 

procedures for analyzing conditional genetic effects and the QTL mapping method, using a 

linkage map of 125 SSR marker loci and the doubled haploid (DH) population of 282 lines from 

Sollux/Gaoyou ( European/Chinese) grown under 4 environments, 2 in Germany and 2 in China. 

Conditional mapping results revealed that oil and seed protein were influenced by seed number 

and plant height through both additive and epistatic effects of loci. The genetic relationships 

between oil, seed protein and seed size were small. Meal protein showed closer relationship 

with seed size than seed number or plant height and mainly influenced by the loci with additive 

effects. The results disclosed several types of  QTLs for the relationships between oil, protein 

and three yield related traits. 1) QTLs with either pleitropic effect or gene cluster 2 ) QTLs 

independent to all three yield related traits and 3 ) QTLs showed genetic relationship with some 

yield related traits, while no QTLs could be traced for specific traits. The results of  this study is 

practically interesting in rapeseed breeding. 

 

Key words  Brassica napus L. · Oil and protein content ·Yield related traits · Conditional QTL 

mapping · Epistasis  
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3.5  QTLs for yield components and  their relationships with 

developmental stages 
 

3.5.1  Introduction 
 

The yield of rapeseed is the result of a number of complex growth and developmental processes. 

Seed yield per unit area can be subdivided into four major components, plant population 

density, the number of siliques per plant, the number of seeds per silique and individual seed 

weight ( Diepenbrock  and Grosse 1995 ). Optimum plant densities much depend on 

environments and a large range of plant densities can result in a plateau of nearly equal seed 

yields (Mendham et al. 1981a; Scarisbrick et al. 1982; Ogilvy 1984). The number of siliques 

per plant is under environmental influence and largely varied with plant densities and fertility 

levels, the heritability is, therefore, low and selection for high number of siliques per plant did 

not show any selection response ( Olsson 1960; Leon and Becker 1995 ). Number of seeds per 

silique and seed weight are much less influenced by environment than the number of siliques 

per plant ( Olsson 1960; Diepenbrock  and Grosse 1995 ). The observed high values of 2σ gca 

/ 2σ sca ratios indicated a predominance of additive genetic effects for these two traits ( Lefort  

and Dattee 1985a; 1985b). Silique length was found to show a strong positive correlation with 

seeds per silique (Rives 1957), and was therefore suggested for indirect selection for seeds per 

silique, while Riemann (1964) did not observe such significant relationship. The sequence of 

formation of the yield components and their timing in relation to environment (mainly 

temperature, radiation and water supply), which cause the variation of plant developmental 

stages, are the keys to understand how crop yields vary. 

 Recent advances in molecular-marker technologies have led to map QTLs for  yield and 

yield components in many crops as rice ( Li et al. 1997; Xiao et al. 1996; Xing 2002 ); tomato 

(Eshed and Zamir 1995); maize (Veldboom and  Lee 1996); soybean (Mansur et al. 1996 ) and 

barley ( Bezant et al. 1997). However, mapping studies for seed yield and yield components in 

Brassica species are limited. Butruille et al. (1999) detected two QTLs for seed yield and 

several QTLs for thousand seed weight using different populations in Brassica napus but no 

genetic linked QTL was found between two traits. Upadhyay et al.(1996) mapped QTL for 

seeds per silique by RFLP markers in Brassica juncea. However, we do not have sufficient 

knowledge for QTLs responsible for seed size, seeds per silique and silique length and their 
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genetic relationships with developmental stages. The goal of this study was to identify the 

QTLs controlling thousand seed weight, seeds per silique and  silique length by microsatellite 

markers using lager number of DH population derived from F1 of European and Chinese 

materials; to analyze the genetic respondence to developmental stages of thousand seed weight 

and seeds per silique. The results might be interest for yield improvement in B. napus. 

 

3.5.2  Material and Methods 

 Population and SSR map  

A doubled haploid (DH) population consisting of 282 lines was established by microspore 

culture from a cross between ‘Sollux’ and ‘Gaoyou’ (Thesis 3.1).‘Sollux’ is an old variety from 

Germany and Gaoyou is an old landrace from China. Parental lines largely differed in  many 

morphological traits like flowering time, plant type and yield components. Based on the DH 

population, a linkage map comprising 125 Microsatellite markers (SSRs) and covering a total 

length of 1196cM was used for mapping ( Thesis 3.1 ).  

 Data collection 

As described previously ( Thesis 3.1),  four experiments were conducted with two locations in 

China: Xian and Hangzhou,  and two locations in Göttingen of Germany: Reinshof and Weende 

in 2000/2001. The field experiments were in a randomized complete block design with two 

replications. The seeds were sown in two rows for each plot, 2.5 m in length with 0.33 m 

between rows and 0.12 m between plants within rows in Göttingen, and 2.5 m, 0.33 m and 0.15 

m respectively in China.  

At the maturity stage, five representative plants from the middle of each plot were sampled 

for evaluating thousand seed weight (SW), number of seeds per silique (NS) and silique length 

(SL). The latter two traits were measured based on 10 siliques, 2 from each plant, taken from 

the low part of main inflorescence. Thousand seed weight was weighed using bulk harvested 

seeds from terminal raceme and the two uppermost primary branches. Developmental stages 

were observed, including beginning of flowering (50% plants showed first flowers), end of 

flowering (50% plants had no flowers and rest one flower left in maximum) and maturity 

(siliques changed to be yellow ). The traits analyzed were days from sowing to beginning of 

flower (DTF), days from sowing to maturity (DTM), Flowering duration ( days from flowering 

to the end of flowering, DFE), grain filling period (days from end of flowering to maturity, 

DEM) and days from flowering to maturity (DFM) were then calculated.  
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Data analysis  

QTLs with additive and additive x additive epistatic effects as well as their environmental 

interaction effects for three evaluated traits were mapped by QTLMapper version 1.0 (Wang et 

al. 1999). The conditional phenotypic value ( )2|1( TThky  ) was obtained by the mixed model 

approaches for the conditional analysis of quantitative traits (Zhu 1995), where T1|T2 denotes 

trait 1 conditioned on trait 2 (SW|DTF = thousand seed weight conditioned on days to flowering, 

NS|DTF = seeds per silique conditioned on days to flowering, and so on ). Conditional QTL 

mapping used same program QTLMapper version 1.0 ( Wang et al. 1999 ). Results of 

conditional mapping present the effects of QTLs for trait 1 under the condition of no variation 

for trait 2. Comparison between unconditional ( mapping for trait 1 ) and conditional ( mapping 

for trair1 conditioned on trait 2 ) mapping results, it is possible to find the genetic relationship 

between two traits on individual gene loci.  

The models, explanations of all the conditional and unconditional parameters and detailed 

mapping procedure were described previously (Wang et al. 1999; Thesis 3.1 and 3.2). The 

likelihood –ratio threshold was chosen at 005.0=α  for claiming putative QTL and genetic 

effects. 

 

3.5.3  Results 
Phenotypic variation 

Phenotypic distributions of thousand seed weight, seeds per silique and silique length, and their  

relationships  in  between  at  separate environment showed on  Fig1. The   relationships  among  

pairs of these traits were significant in low correlation coefficients or insignificantly correlated. 

Genetic correlations further confirmed their small genetic relationships one another ( rNS/SW = - 

0.369 **, rNS/SL = 0.292**, rSW/SL= 0.343**,  01.0=α ). Sollux showed larger seed size and longer 

silique length than Gaoyou in locations of Germany, but similar at test site in China;  seeds per 

silique between parents showed no big difference in German experiments but Gaoyou was more 

seeds per silique than Sollux in locations of China. Large variation and transgressive 

segregation were observed for all three traits in each  environment.  

QTLs and epistasis for thousand  seed weight, seeds per silique and silique length    

In total, 7 QTLs with additive main effects ( a ) and/or additive by environment interaction 

effects ( ae ) were detected for thousand seed weight ( Table1 ). Of these, 2 QTLs showed only 

a  effects, 3  showed only significant  ae   effects and 2 exhibited both a  and ae  effects. Results  
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Fig 1.Distributions in the DH population for 1000-seed weight, seeds per silique and silique length in four 
environments and their correlation in between. *,** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, 
respectively. Mean values of two parents are indicated by arrows.  
 
 

Table 1. Estimated additive ( a ) and additive x environment interaction ( ae ) effects of QTLs 
for 1000-seed weight (g) 

LG Marker interval Position 
†

 
(cM) 

a  ‡  ae in 
  Xian  

ae  in 
Hangzhou  

ae  in 
 Reinshof  

ae  in 
Weende  

1 HMR292/HMR327c 2.0 0.121** - 0.087** - 0.157** 0.142** 0.117** 
1 HMR295c 0.0 0.125**     
3 MR123 0.0  - 0.058*  0.076**  
7 MD20/MR166 2.0 0.152** - 0.073** - 0.071**  0.100** 
8 HMR388 0.0  - 0.071** - 0.068**  0.109** 
9 HMR612a/ HMR612b 6.0 - 0.182**     
12 GMR132/HMR399b 6.0  - 0.096** - 0.091**  0.103** 

*, ** indicate the significance level at 0.005 and 0.001 respectively to declare the putative QTL positions  
and genetic effects. † Distance to the first marker of the indicated interval. ‡ The QTL effect, is the phenotypic 
effect due to substitution of an ‘Gaoyou’ allele by an allele of ‘Sollux’. 
 
Table 2. Estimated epistatic ( aa ) and epistasis x environment interaction ( aae ) effects of QTLs for 
1000-seed weight ( g ) 
LG Nearest marker  LG Nearest marker  aa † aae in 

Xian 
aae  in 
Hangzhou 

aae  in 
Reinshof 

aae  in 
Weende 

2 HMR364a 10 HMR625    0.169**  
2 HMR364a 11-2 HMR295b - 0.078**     
8 HMR388 17 HMR318 0.070* - 0.081** - 0.095** 0.192**  0.062* 
9 HMR363b 19 HMR615a     0.126** 

† Sing of epistatic effect: negative indicates that recombinant alleles from two parents and positive means that 
parental digenic genotypes increase phenotypic values, respectively.  
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indicted that of  4 QTLs with additive main effects, positive alleles  were three from  Sollux and 

one  from Gaoyou. Together,  they sum up to 1.16 g of 1000-seed weight for homozygous 

genotypes and explained about  40% of the mean phenotypic variation observed in the DH 

population ( difference  between lines  with  highest and  lowest  mean  values,  data not shown). 

QTLs with ae  interaction were detected in 5 genomic regions and all the Gaoyou and Sollux 

alleles showed positive effects for locations in China and Germany, respectively. Additive x 

additive epistatic QTLs accounted for small part of genetic basis for thousand seed weight,  two 

pairs of loci with minor aa  or combined aae  effects and additional two pairs of  aae  loci were 

detected.     

       Six QTLs with a  and/or ae  effects and seven pairs of digenic epistatic loci with aa  and/or 

aae  affecting seeds per silique were identified ( Table3 and 4 ). Four additive main and six 

pairs of epistatic main QTLs sum up to increase 6 and 7 seeds per silique for homozygous 

genotypes. Of four additive main QTLs, the favorable alleles were two from Sollux and two 

from Gaoyou. Of six pairs of epistatic main loci, recombinant type of alleles (negative value of 

effects) on three pairs and parental digenic genotypes on another three pairs of loci ( positive 

value of effects) were resulted in increased seeds per silique. QTLs with ae  effects for seeds 

per silique were clearly less important, while pairs of loci with aae  effects were detected more 

than that for thousand seed weight. All the aae  loci for seeds per silique displayed favorable 

combinations between alleles in opposite way at locations in  China and Germany.  
 

Table 3. Estimated additive ( a ) and additive x environment interaction ( ae ) effects of QTLs for 
seeds per silique  (n) 
LG Marker interval Position  

(cM) 
a     ae in 

    Xian  
ae  in 

Hangzhou  
ae  in 

 Reinshof  
1 HMR292/HMR327 0.0 0.808**    
1 HMR274b/HMR430 6.0  0.545**   
3 HMR327d/HMR085 14.0 0.939**    
7 HMR300c/MR133.2 4.0 - 0.754** - 0.566** 0.582**  
11-1 MR148/HMR407a 12.0 - 0.513**    
13 HMR363c/MR140 0.0   - 0.561** 0.752** 

 
Table 4. Estimated epistatic ( aa ) and epistasis x environment interaction ( aae ) effects of QTLs for 
seeds per silique ( n ) 
LG Nearest marker  LG Nearest marker  aa  aae in 

Xian 
aae  in 
Hangzhou 

aae  in 
Reinshof 

aae  in 
Weende 

3 HMR440 15 HMR354 0.670**     
3 MR123 11-2 HMR295b - 0.630**     
7 MR133.2 11-1 HMR314a 0.647**  - 0.645** 0.724** 0.547** 
9 HMR311b 11-2 HMR295a - 0.478** - 0.510*    
11-1 HMR314a 12 MR132 0.645**  - 0.667** 0.823**  
11-1 HMR335b 13 MR61 - 0.746**     
14-1 MR155 17 MR127  - 1.310** - 1.235** 0.475**  
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Table 5. Estimated additive ( a ) and epistatic ( aa ) main effects of QTLs for silique length  
(cm) 

LG Marker interval a effect  LG Marker interval LG Marker interval aa effect  
1 HMR407b/HMR292 0.108** 1 HMR274b/HMR430 8 HMR613 0.074** 

1 HMR274b/HMR430 - 0.079** 1 HMR274b/HMR430 13 HMR321/HMR067 - 0.063* 

2 HMR066/HMR087 0.197** 3 MR12/MR3 19 HMR327b 0.057** 
4 HMR637/MD2.2 - 0.069** 11-1 MR228/HMR314a 16 HMR348/MR133 0.074** 
7 HMR300c/MR133.2 - 0.127** 11-1 MR228/HMR314a 19 HMR615a - 0.067** 
9 HMR363b/ HMR612a - 0.225** 14-1 HMR403b/MR229 16 HMR563/HMR373 - 0.108** 
11-1 MR228/HMR314a 0.169**      

12 HMR353a/HMR353b 0.115**      
17 HMR438b/HMR344b - 0.083**      

 

 

        
 
       Nine QTLs with main effects and six pairs of loci with epistatic effects were detected for 

silique length ( Table 5). These QTLs explained 70% and 25% of the mean phenotypic variation 

observed in the DH population ( difference between lines with highest and lowest of mean 
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values, data not shown) respectively. QE  interaction effects were minor both for additive and 

epistasis ( ae and aae , data not shown). 

      Genomic locations of QTLs with additive main effects affecting thousand seed weight, 

seeds per silique and silique length were presented on Fig 2. QTLs for three traits were found 

adjacent on linkage group (LG)1 and LG7. Thousand seed weight and silique length were 

detected on another two closely linked genomic regions, and seeds per silique was found to be 

linked with silique length on LG11-1. Four QTLs of silique length and one QTL for seeds per 

silique were  separated on different groups.  

Genetic relationships between seed size, seed number and developmental stages 

Correlation analysis between three evaluated traits and individual developmental stage (Table 6) 

showed that seed weight had a weak negative correlation with flowering time, while strong 

positive correlation with grain filling period. Seeds per silique exhibited positive correlation 

with flowering time (DTF) and negative correlation with flowering duration (DFE) and grain 

filling period (DEM). Silique length showed similar magnitude and same directions as seeds per 

silique with developmental stages, showing consistent relationship with individual stages as 

seeds per silique. 
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       Genetic and phenotypic correlations among developmental stages ( Table 7 ) showed  that 

flowering duration,  period from flowering to maturity and maturity were all highly related with 

flowering time, and the strong positive correlation between DFE and DFM was observed. 

However, we found the genetic and phenotypic correlation coefficients on the pairs between 

flowering duration and grain filling period or both related to maturity showed large difference 

even in opposite directions, hinting that maturity could be much influenced by environmental 

factors, for example, temperature and disease resistance, therefore larger random error could 

happen and the phenotypic correlations might be overestimated.  

       For the purpose of dissecting the genetic relationships between seed size, seed number and 

different developmental stages on individual QTL, conditional mapping analysis were further 

conducted ( Table 8  and  9 ). Results  showed  that  both  traits  were  influenced  by  all  the  

 

developmental stages more or less. Grain filling period had largest contribution to seed weight 

and followed by flowering time and maturity, two QTLs lost significant effects and one to two 

conditional QTL occurred on new genomic regions in each of three cases. The results were in 

agreement with genetic correlations ( Table 6 ). Of four main-effect QTLs, two loci on LG7 and 

LG9 showed no response to and one loci on LG1 were influenced by all developmental stages, 

while another QTL showed no relationship with flowering duration and days from flowering to 

maturity. Two QTLs for seeds per silique with favourable alleles from Gaoyou were influenced 
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by all developmental stages, while another two loci with Sollux alleles favourable to this trait 

showed no response to any of developmental stages but one of SN|DFE. Flowering duration and 

grain filling period expressed larger affection to seeds per silique than other stages, which 3 and 

2 of 4 QTLs lost significant effects when these two stages was conditioned, respectively and 

one conditional QTL was detected under SN|DEM. These were also in general agreement well 

with the genetic correlations (Table 6). 

3.5.4  Discussion  
Seed yield and yield components of B. napus are complex quantitative traits and selection based 

on yield components to improve seed yield is difficult because these components are often 

negatively correlated ( Leon and Becker 1995). Recent QTL mapping studies provide the 

information of genetic basis for yield and its components in many crops ( Li et al. 1997; Xiao et 

al. 1996; Xing et al. 2002; Eshed and Zamir 1995; Veldboom and  Lee 1996;  Mansur et al. 

1996 and Bezant et al. 1997 ), which are practical interesting for breeding purpose. Our results, 

using the DH population integrated European and Chinese rapeseed genetic background, 

revealed some genetic basis  for three evaluated traits, analyzed the genetic relationships 

between thousand seed weight, seeds per silique and developmental stages on individual gene 

loci. Several important points were indicated from this study and merit further discussion.  

       First, QTLs affecting seed size, seed number and silique length often expressed in different 

patterns. This was supported by the observations that seed weight was controlled by QTLs 

mainly with additive effect and epistasis was minor, which in principle consistent with previous 

genetic analysis ( Lefort and Dattee 1985a and 1985b ), the additive x environmental 

interactions were pronounced and positive alleles presented with same directions between 

parents and regions ( Europe or China ), which might be due to a ecological adaptation; seeds 

per silique was determined by QTLs with both additive and epistatic effects and QE  interaction 

was medium, while for silique length, additive effect of QTLs was found to be more important 

than epistasis and QE  interaction was very small.  

       Second, the genomic locations and genetic effects of  QTLs for three evaluated traits partly 

disclosed the genetic relationships one another. It was proved that QTLs with additive main 

effects for thousand seed weight and seeds per silique occurred on two nearby genomic 

intervals, showing same and opposite effect directions for each pair, respectively. QTLs  

associating seeds per silique and silique length were located on the three adjacent genomic 

regions, two presented effects with same and one with opposite directions. The QTL 

distribution for thousand seed weight and silique length showed also two combinations of 
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alleles on four genomic regions, either linkage of alleles from respective  parent or parental 

genotype combinations on two regions for each, respectively. All the epistatic pairs of loci for 

three traits were completely different. These results might be explanation for small genetic 

correlation among three traits observed in this study.  

      Third, the linked QTLs among three traits provide some useful information for combined or 

indirect selection in breeding programs. For example,  selection based on marker HMR292 of 

LG1, simultaneous increase of seed weight and seeds per silique is possible. Selection for 

silique length on marker intervals of HMR300c/MR133.2 on LG7 and HMR407b/HMR292  on 

LG1 might increase seeds per silique, showing the possible utilization of indirect selection for 

seeds per silique as suggested previously ( Leon and Becker 1995 ).  

      Fourth, conditional mapping analysis revealed, to some extent, the genetic response of 

thousand seed weight and seeds per silique to the variation of physiological developmental 

stages on individual gene loci. The fact that seed size was more related with days to flowering 

and grain filling period was in agreement with the genetic correlations (Table 6). The 

correlation between seed weight and period from flowering to maturity might be caused by 

significant correlation between DEM and DFM ( Table 7 ). The positive genetic relationship 

between thousand seed weight and grain filling period is consistent with previous observation 

( Hocking and Mason 1993). Two QTLs for seed weight on LG1 linked QTL for days to 

flowering in opposite direction (Thesis 3.6 ), which may cause the weak negative correlation 

between these two traits. Both genetic correlation and conditional mapping analysis showed that 

seeds per silique was largely influenced by flowering period. This might be explained that most 

of seed abortion were happened in the first few days with continual reduction in a 2-3 week 

period after flowering ( Pechan and Morgan 1985; Schulz 1987 ) and longer period of flowering 

result in more energy consumption for developing flowers and subsequently with more aborted 

seeds in silique. Seeds per silique showed similar genetic correlation with the period from 

flowering to maturity (DFM) as observed with flowering duration and this might be due to the 

variation of DFM highly depends on flowering period ( Table 7). More growing days before 

flowering normally lead to vigorous plants with stronger photosynthesis, therefore increase of 

seeds per silique is possible. This could be one of explanations for positive genetic correlation 

between seeds per silique and days to flowering, which is also agreement with the previous 

observation that  later sowing significantly decreased seeds per silique ( Mendham et al. 1981b) 

because of shorter growing days and small plant status before flowering. Two QTLs for 1000-

seeds weight on LG7 and LG9 and two QTLs for seeds per silique on LG1 and LG3 were 

independent of all development stages with one exception for SN|DFE, therefore using flanking 
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markers for breeding purpose will not change physiological features. Marker based selection 

with  HMR295c on LG1 for increasing seed size will result in about 2 days ( pleiotropy or close 

linkage a QTL for flowering time with a = - 1.22 , thesis 3.6 ) earlier flowering and with 

MR133.2 on LG7 for seeds per silique combine 1.5 days ( pleiotropy or close linkage a QTL for 

maturity with a = 0.85, Thesis 3.6 ) earlier maturity than Sollux, respectively when 

homozygous genotype of loci, which might be also of interest for practical breeding.  

 

3.5.5  Summary 
Seed size and seed number are two important yield components, and silique length is normally 

highly correlate with seed number. In this study, we analyzed the genetic basis of these three 

traits by analysis of QTLs with additive and  additive x additive epistasis as well as their 

interactions with environments using a population of 282 doubled haploid lines derived from a 

cross between European and Chinese rapeseed cultivars. When combining the statistical 

procedures for analyzing conditional genetic effects and the QTL mapping method, the genetic 

relationships between yield components and plant developmental stages were also analyzed on 

individual QTL. Measurements for the traits were obtained over 4 environments, 2 in Europe 

and 2 in China. A linkage map was constructed with 125 microsatellites marker loci.. Mapping 

results revealed in total, 7, 6 and 9 QTLs with additive main effects  and/or additive by 

environment interaction effects for these three traits and collectively explained about 40, 35 and 

70 % of the mean phenotypic variation observed in the DH population by additive main loci, 

respectively. Digenic epistasis was small for seed size, negligible for silique length but 

significant for seed number. Significant QE  interaction were detected for seed size, while 

minor for other two traits . The genomic locations and effects of  QTLs for three traits partly 

disclosed the genetic relationships one another and consistent with the genetic correlations. 

Some QTLs provide valuable  information for combined or indirect selection for yield 

components in breeding programs. Conditional mapping analysis revealed that QTLs for seed 

size were more related with flowering time and grain filling period, while QTLs for seed 

number were more influenced by flowering period. 

 

 

 
Key words  Brassica napus L. · Yield components ·  QTL mapping · Conditional QTL 
mapping · Digenic interaction  · QTL by environment interaction  
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3.6  QTLs for plant height and branching number and for time of 
flowering and maturity 

 

 
3.6.1  Introduction 
 
Plant height and the number of primary branches are two of the most important plant type traits 

related to yield potential in Brassica napus. Flowering time is a major determinant of the 

regional and seasonal adaptation of rape seed varieties and has a large influence on  maturity 

( Buzza 1995 ). Plant height may contribute to lodging resistance ( Becker et al. 1999 ), 

therefore breeders have attempted to select for shorter genotypes,  however, commercial 

cultivars have shown little reduction in height ( Buzza 1995 ), indicating its genetic linkage with 

seed yield. Significant gca- and sca- variances were found for plant height (Grant and Beversorf 

1985; Lefort et al.1986; 1987 ), demonstrating both additive and dominant gene effects. The 

number of primary branches is largely related with sowing date ( Diepenbrock and Grosse 

1995 ) and influenced by plant density or fertility levels, therefore the heritability is low ( Leon 

and Becker 1995 ). Flowering time is  controlled by a number of genes influenced by daylength 

and vernalization ( Thurling and Das 1977 ) and often used to select indirectly for maturity.  

        There have been many studies to analyze the genetics of flowering time using molecular 

markers in Brassica species. Three QTLs were detected by Ferreira et al. (1995 ) and Osborn et 

al. (1997) in B. napus (VFN1, VFN2 and VFN3) and two of them (VFN1 and VFN2) 

corresponded to two QTLs in B. rapa ( VFR1 and VFR2 ) ( Teutonico and Osborn 1995 ). The 

regions containing these two pairs of QTLs may correspond to two genes ( FLC and FRI ) that 

regulate flowering time from Arabidopsis thaliana located at the top of chromosome 5 and 

chromosome 4 ( Koornneef et al. 1994; Lee et al. 1994; Osborn et al 1997; Kole et al. 2001 ). 

Butruille et al. (1999) identified seven QTLs for flowering time and two of them may 

correspond with VFN1 and VFN3 ( Ferreira et al. 1995; Osborn et al. 1997 ). Axelsson et al. 

( 2001 ) reported that all the major flowering QTLs detected in the different species of Brassica 

could be the result of duplicated copies of the same ancestral gene. Camargo and Osborn (1996) 

mapped three QTLs for flowering time in B. oleracea and detected epistasis between two 

genomic regions, however the mapped QTLs were found not at similar genomic regions as 

observed in B. napus and B. rapa. Mapping results on plant height and number of primary 

branches are limited in oilseed rape. Butruille et al.( 1999 ) mapped four QTLs for plant height 

and showed pleiotropy with flowering time genes on two loci with large genetic effects.  
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       Present study analyzed genetic control system of four agronomic quantitative traits – plant 

height, the number of primary  branches per plant,  flowering time and maturity using a SSR 

linkage map and a large DH population derived from a cross between European and Chinese 

cultivars ( Thesis 3.1 ) by mapping QTLs with additive and epistatic effects and their 

interactions with environments. The objective of this study was to characterize the genetic basis 

of these four agronomic important traits and dissect the genetic relationships between pairs of 

traits.  The mapping results may give suggestions for improvement of these traits to get higher 

seed yield both in China and Europe. 

 

3.6.2  Material and methods    
In total 282 doubled haploid lines ( DHLs ) were produced from the F1 between the old German 

cultivar Sollux and the Chinese landrace Gaoyou by microspore culture. A linkage map was 

constructed using 125 microsatellite markers. Details of developed DH population and SSR 

map were described previously ( Thesis 3.1). The DH lines, F1 generation and parents were 

grown in four environments in 2000/2001: two locations in Xian and Hangzhou, China, and two 

locations in Göttingen of Germany: Reinshof and Weende. Each plot consist of two rows with 

0.33 m distance in between. Around 40-50 plants per plot and two replications were used in all 

locations. Four agronomic traits – plant height, the number of primary branches, flowering time 

and maturity were scored. Five representative plants of each plot were sampled for measuring 

plant height ( cm ) and counting the number of primary branches before harvest. Flowering time 

and maturity were recorded as number of days from sowing until 50% plants showed first 

flowers and from sowing until siliques changed to be yellow. Plant height was observed at all 

four locations, the other three traits were only investigated at three locations ( Weende was not 

included ).  

QTLs with additive and additive x additive epistatic effects as well as their environmental 

interaction effects (QE ) were mapped by QTLMapper version 1.0 ( Wang et al. 1999 ). The 

model, explanations of all parameters and detailed mapping procedure were described 

previously ( Wang et al. 1999; Thesis 3.1). The likelihood-ratio threshold was chosen at  

005.0=α  for claiming putative QTL and genetic effects. 
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3.6.3  Results 
 

Phenotypic variation 
 
The phenotypic frequency distributions of the 282 DHLs for four agronomic traits under three 

or four environments were continuous but different among traits and locations ( Fig 1). Both 

plant height and the number of primary branches behaved mostly between 120-160 cm height 

and 7-11 branches in Xian, while majority between 130-170 cm and 9-14 in Hangzhou and 

Reinshof ( Weende for plant height as well ). The distribution of flowering time and maturity 

were in general agreement. Lines in Hangzhou were much earlier in start of flower and maturity 

than that in Reinshof and these two traits in Xian were somewhat between Hangzhou and 

Reinshof. On average, Hangzhou showed highest plant height, earliest flowering time and 

maturity, Xian showed both lowest plant height and number of primary branches, while 

Reinshof had the longest vegetative and reproductive growing periods ( Table1). Standard 

deviation for each trait among locations were similar except flowering time, where less 

variation was observed in Xian than at other locations. Sollux was 40 cm taller in plant height 

than Gaoyou averaged over three locations except Hangzhou, where almost no difference 

between the two parents was observed. The number of primary branches  between parents 

varied  with  environments.  For flowering time,   Sollux was 17 days  later  in Xian and 29 days 

 
 
Fig1. Frequency distribution of four agronomic traits of the Sollux/Gaoyou derived  DH lines 
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later in Hangzhou and Reinshof than Gaoyou. The total growing period was about half month in 

difference between parents at all locations. Larger transgressive segregation were observed for 

plant height and the number of primary branches, and, to some extent, also for maturity but not 

for flowering time.  

 
Table 1. Phenotypic variation of four agronomic traits 

Parents DH population ( n= 282 ) Traits Locations 
Sollux Gaoyou 

 
F1 Max Min Mean SD 

Xian 156 100 153 166 78 135 14.0 

Hangzhou 149 147 175 184 106 152 13.2 

Reinshof 161 120 163 180 93 144 14.4 

Weende 155 120 165 177 83 140 15.2 

Plant  
height (cm ) 

Mean 155 122 164 177 90 143 14.2 
         

Xian 7.8 8.0 8.0 12.0 5.0 7.8 1.10 

Hangzhou 10.9 12.4 10.2 16.2 6.9 11.0 1.50 

Reinshof 11.7 9.2 11.9 17.5 5.3 11.3 1.65 

No. of primary 
branches ( n ) 

Mean 10.1 9.9 10.0 15.2 5.7 10.0 1.42          
Xian 193 176 184 195 175 183 3.28 

Hangzhou 189 160 179 190 159 177 6.60 

Reinshof 251 222 245 257 226 245 6.05 

Days from 
sowing to 
flower (DTF) 
 Mean 211 186 203 214 187 202 5.31 
         

Xian 246 233 243 249 232 242 3.58 

Hangzhou 239 224 236 243 220 232 4.00 

Reinshof 324 309 317 326 305 316 3.86 

Days from 
sowing to 
maturity (DTM) 

Mean   270 255 265 273 252 263 3.81 

 

QTLs  for plant height  

The segregation of DHLs for plant height and the number of primary branches could be largely 

explained by several QTLs with additive or epistatic effects and their complex interactions with 

environment. In total, 17 QTLs with additive ( a ) and /or additive x environment interaction 

effects ( ae ) located on 14 linkage groups and 7 pairs of loci with epistatic ( aa ) and/or epistatic 

x environment interaction effects ( aae ) were detected for plant height ( Table 2 ). Of these 

QTLs,  12 had significant a  effects and alleles from Sollux at 8 loci were in the direction of 

increasing plant height, while alleles from Gaoyou on the remaining 4 QTLs increased plant 

height. The change of plant height caused by individual a  loci with homozygous genotype 

could range from about 3 to 9 cm in this population. All 12 QTLs collectively sum up to 

increase (or decrease) 65 cm in plant height with homozygous substitutions and explained 74% 

of the mean phenotypic variation observed in the DH population ( difference between lines with 

highest and lowest mean values, Table1). Ten QTLs had significant ae  interaction effects, five 
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combined with a  effect and the total effects of such QTLs  were the sum of a  plus ae  ( if any ) 

at  a specific environment, another five QTLs only showed ae  effects in two or three 

environments. More ae  QTLs were found in locations of  China than that in Germany,  

furthermore,  5 of 7 ae  loci showed Gaoyou alleles in Hangzhou and all the ae  loci but one had 
 
Table 2. Additive ( a ) and epistatic ( aa ) effects of QTLs for plant height ( cm ) and  
with environmental interaction effects ( ae , aae ) 

LG Marker 
interval 

Position  

(cM) a 

b a   ae in  
Xian  

ae  in 
Hangzhou  

ae  in 
Reinshof  

ae  in 
Weende 

1 HMR292/ HMR327 0.0 3.16**     
2 HMR364a/ HMR300a 6.0   - 2.09** 1.18** 1.24* 

3 HMR449a/MR12 4.0 3.28**    2.53** 
3 HMR376a/MR197.1 0.0  - 2.53** 2.56**   
4 HMR637/MD2.2 0.0   - 1.92** 1.07* 1.45** 

5 HMR327a/MD21 0.0 1.55**     
7 MD20/ HMR166 4.0 1.67**  1.70**   
9 HMR612b/MR230.1 2.0 - 3.73**     

9 HMR359a/HMR370a 0.0  2.31**   - 1.73** 
11-1 MR148/HMR407a 14.0 - 1.42*     
12 HMR353b/HMR364b 2.0  2.46** - 2.59**   

13 MR203.2/HMR321 4.0 1.68**     
14-1 HMR403b/MR229 4.0 2.84** - 2.32**  2.07**  
16 HMR348/MR133 0.0 4.64**  - 1.59**   

16 HMR563/ HMR373 4.0 - 2.07**     
17 HMR349/MR127 6.0 - 2.02**     
19 HMR643a/HMR615a 4.0 4.32** 3.11** - 1.44*   

Epistatic effects                
 LG Marker 

interval 
LG Marker 

interval 
aa c 

  
aae in 
Xian 

aae in 
Hangzhou 

aae in 
Reinshof  

aae in 
Weende  

1 HMR292 14-1 MR229 - 1.64**     

2 HMR300a 12 HMR399b - 1.77**     
3 MR12 5 MR14 2.49** - 1.49**   1.25* 

3 MR123 9 HMR359a - 1.56**    1.48** 
7 MR133.2 13 MR64 - 1.33*     
9 HMR311b 11-1 HMR314a   2.78** - 1.98*  

12 HMR353b 15 MR97 2.31**     
*, ** indicate the significance level at 0.005 and 0.001 respectively to declare the putative QTL positions and 
genetic effects. a Distance to the first marker of the indicated interval. b The QTL effect, is the phenotypic 
effect due to substitution of an ‘Gaoyou’ allele by an allele of ‘Sollux’.  c Sing of epistatic effect: negative 
indicates that recombinant alleles from two parents and positive means that parental digenic genotypes increase 
phenotypic value respectively. 
 

Sollux alleles in two locations of Germany increased plant height respectively, while in Xian, 

three alleles from Sollux and two alleles from Gaoyou displayed positive effects for plant height. 

Of seven pairs of epistatic loci for plant height, one showed only aae  effect and the remaining 

six exhibited either aa  or aa  combined aae  effects. Of these six pairs with main effects, two 
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combined additive and three shared ae  effects simultaneously. The sum of epistatic effects 

caused by six pairs of loci accounted for one third of total additive main effects.  

QTLs for number of primary branches 

For the number of primary branches, much less QTLs with additive main effects were identified 

compared to plant height ( Table 3 ). Four QTLs with favorable alleles of three from Sollux and 

one from Gaoyou located on four different linkage groups were detected, which jointly 

explained 22% of the total mean phenotypic variation with homozygous genotypes in this DH 

population ( difference between lines with highest and lowest mean values, Table1 ). Additive x 

environment interaction were substantial for three to six QTLs in different environments, 

showing dispersed alleles of parents. Also four digenic pairs of loci with epistatic main effects 

and more significant aae  loci were detected. Together  four  pairs  of  main  epistatic  loci  

explained 17 % of  mean phenotypic variation for the number of  primary branches  among  DH 

 

 
 

lines,  while  effects  caused  by  aae   loci  collectively accounted for 23, 37 and 19% of 

phenotypic variation observed in DH population respectively in Xian, Hangzhou and Reinshof. 
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It should be noted that all the QTLs with a  and with ae  effects were located on different 

linkage groups, and  all the pairs of loci with aa  and with aae  effects but one presented with 

different combinations of gene loci. 
 

QTLs  for flowering time and maturity  
Since the parents largely differed in flowering time, a strong segregation for this trait was 

observed in the DH population at all locations ( Fig1). Mapping analysis discovered ten QTLs 

with a  and/or ae  interaction effects for flowering time ( Table 4 ). Of  these QTLs, two showed 

only ae  effects and eight QTLs displayed a  or combined ae  effects, and for seven of them, the 

Sollux alleles were delaying days to flower. The additive effects of eight main QTLs sum up to 

19 days for flowering time when all loci were homozygous genotypes and explained about 70% 

of the mean variation in DH population (difference between lines with highest and lowest mean 

values, Table1 ). Additive x environment interaction effects were identified at six genomic 

regions and four of them combined with additive main effects. One QTL on LG12 combining a  

and ae  effects causing small effects in locations in China, but resulted in 5 days earlier start of 

flowering  than Sollux when homozygous at Reinshof. Alleles of ae  loci were dispersed 

between parents, showing QE  interaction in different way at individual ae  loci.   

Table 4. Additive ( a ) and additive x environment interaction ( ae ) effects of QTLs for 
flowering time (DTF ) and  maturity (DTM ) 

DTF  DTM  LG Marker 
interval 

Position  
(cM) a   † ae 1  ae 2  ae 3 a   ae 1  ae 2  ae 3 

1 HMR295c/HMR293 2.0 - 1.22**    - 0.57*  - 1.05** 1.16** 

2 HMR066/HMR087c 26.0 1.54*  1.68** - 1.17**     

3 HMR376a/MR197.1 0.0   - 0.79** 0.85** 0.77**  0.58** - 0.89** 

3 MR12/MR3 16.0     0.74* - 0.69**  0.52* 

7 MR133.2/MD20 8.0     0.85** 0.56** 1.19** - 1.96** 

11-2 HMR295a/HMR295b 8.0 1.15**        

12 HMR299c/HMR403a 0.0 1.13**   1.21** 1.54**    

12 HMR353b/HMR364b 2.0 1.32** - 1.12** - 0.79** 1.41** 1.10**    

14-1 HMR403b/MR229 4.0 0.71**        

15 MR97/MR54 0.0     - 0.56** - 0.55** - 1.63** 2.18** 

16 HMR348/MR133 0.0 1.18**    0.70**  0.97**  

18 HMR335a/HMR588 2.0   - 0.57** 0.68**     

19 HMR643a/HMR615a 4.0 1.07* 0.87**  - 0.75**     

19 HMR281/HMR327b 24.0     - 0.67** 0.93** - 1.11**  
†

1ae , 2ae   and 3ae  represent the additive by environmental interaction in Xian, Hangzhou and Reinshof, 
respectively 
 

  Nine QTLs for plant maturity were resolved, two showing only additive main effect and  the 

remaining seven joined a  with ae  effects. Nine main effects of QTLs sum up to 15 days change 
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of maturity with all homozygous genotypes, collectively accounted for about 70 % of total 

variation observed in DH population over three environments. Sollux alleles delayed maturity 

on six gene loci, but caused early maturity on another three loci, furthermore, evenly alleles 

dispersion of ae  loci between parents were observed at all three locations. These might be the 

reasons for transgrassive segregation of this trait observed in DH population. Four of eight main 

QTLs for flowering time were also QTLs for maturity with same effect direction. Significant 

ae  interaction with relative larger effects for maturity on several gene loci were identified.  

    Epistasis of aa  effects clearly accounted for small portion of genetic basis for flowering 

time as well as for plant maturity ( Table 5 ). Three digenic pairs of main loci were detected 

both for flowering time and maturity, respectively. The significant level and magnitude of 

effects were relatively low, the aae  effects were detected on five and two pairs for flowering 

time and maturity, respectively. Four of five  pairs of loci with aae  for flowering time were 

different  as aa  loci. Larger aae  effects were identified at one pair on LG3/LG14-2 for 

flowering time,  causing 10 and 4-5 days  earlier  flowering  when  two alleles  from  different  

 

Table 5. Epistatic( aa ) and epistasis x environment interaction ( aae ) effects of QTLs for 
flowering time ( DTF ) and maturity ( DTM ) 

Trait LG Marker interval LG Marker interval aa  
†

1aae   2aae   3aae   

DTF 1 HMR274b/HMR430 12 HMR364b/GMR132   0.73** - 1.19** 

 1 HMR407b/HMR292 13 MR64/HMR376b - 0.93**  - 0.63**  

 3 HMR376/MR197.1 14-2 HMR399a/MR155  - 2.59** - 2.16** 5.07** 

 4 HMR637/MD2.2 12 HMR353b/HMR364b - 0.84*    

 8 HMR577/ HMR613 9 HMR612b/MR230.1   0.54**  - 0.55* 

 9 HMR612b/MR230.1 12 HMR353b/HMR364b - 0.54*    

 14-1 HMR403b/MR229 17 HMR318/ HMR349   0.49**  - 0.71** 
         
DTM 1 HMR292/HMR327c 1 HMR293/HMR274b   1.22** 1.47** - 2.77** 

 7 HMR300c/MR133.2 13 HMR067/MR64 - 0.30*    

 7 MD20/MR166 13 HMR337/MR61  0.40* - 1.02** - 0.41* 0.92** 

 11-1 HMR335b/HMR374 12 HMR299c/HMR403a - 0.46*    
 

† 
1aae , 2aae   and 3aae  represent the epistasis by environmental interaction in Xian, Hangzhou and Reinshof, 

respectively  
 
   

parents were homozygously recombined in Reinshof  and when two alleles from the same 

parent were homozygously recombined in locations of China, respectively. Another aae  pair of 

loci on LG1/LG1 for maturity, might lead to 5 and 2-3  days earlier maturity in German and 
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Chinese locations, respectively, when the parental alleles were combined in the opposite way as 

described for flowering time on LG3/LG14-2. No identical aa  and aae  pairs of loci were 

detected between flowering time and maturity.  

Relationships among QTLs for different traits  

Genetic and phenotypic correlations among four agronomic traits ( Table 6 ) showed two types 

of correlation in agreement well. Plant height showed significant correlation with flowering 

time and maturity, and flowering time also highly correlated with maturity and with the number 

of primary branches in medium coefficient, while there was no significant correlation observed 

between plant height and the number of primary branches. Inspection of the map locations and 

effects of the QTLs for these four  traits disclosed that three genomic regions on LG14-1, 16 

and 19 for plant height were also detected for flowering time and the additive effects of these 

QTLs were relatively larger (Table 2 and 4 ); three common or adjacent genomic regions with 

additive and one pair of common loci with epistatic effects were found both for plant height and 

total growth period as can be seen from Table 2, 4 and 5; larger significant correlation between 

flowering time and maturity might  be  due to  the gene  overlapping at four additive main loci 

on  LG1, 12  and  16,  collectively   accounted  for  around  50%  of  total  additive  effects  for  

 

 
 

flowering time and maturity, respectively; however only one identical genomic region was 

observed for flowering time and the number of primary branches. For all the alleles occurring 

on common regions for pairs of traits, the additive effects had the same direction. These results 

provide the genetic evidence for relationships among four traits estimated by conventional 

genetic analysis.  
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3.6.4  Discussion 
 
We used a mixed model based QTL mapping approach to detect QTLs with additive and 

epistatic effects, as well as their QE  interaction effects for four agronomic important 

quantitative traits. This new method, compared with frequently being used ones as interval 

mapping or composite interval mapping, might provide more genetic information and be of 

interest for plant breeding. The results demonstrated that each trait was controlled by several 

additive main QTLs  plus a number of QTLs with epistatic and QE  interaction effects. Plant 

height was controlled by many QTLs and additive effects were predominant form, which are in 

agreement with previous researches ( Lefort et al.1986, 1987; Grant and Beversorf 1985 ). The 

variation of plant height caused by one main QTL in this DH population could be up to 9 –10 

cm in maximum with homozygous genotypes, this is generally consistent with previous 

mapping results ( Butruille et al. 1999 ). The detected digenic epistasis loci and their complex 

combination with a  or ae  effects are not reported  before in oilseed rape to our knowledge. 

Most of QTLs showed Sollux alleles increase of plant height, while there were also four loci 

with Gaoyou alleles increased plant height. The dispersion of allele phases between parents 

explained the large transgressive segregation observed in the DH  population. QTLs with ae  

interaction effects were significant from three to seven at individual environment. It should be 

noted that most of ae  QTLs in Hangzhou and all but one in two locations in Göttingen showed 

Gaoyou and Soullx alleles in the direction of increasing plant height, respectively as observed 

for oil content ( Thesis 3.1 ), indicating genes for plant height are, to some extent, under 

regulation of ecological environments. Allele distribution in experiment of Xian behaved 

dispersion of alleles with three by two, this might be explained that the environmental 

conditions in Xian, mainly temperature, are somewhat between Hangzhou and Göttingen 

( Thesis 3.3 ). 

      Few QTLs with additive and epistatic main effects were identified for the number of 

primary branches, which jointly explained only around 22 and 17 % of mean phenotypic 

variation observed in the DH population, respectively, while both ae  and aae  effects were 

quite substantial with dispersed alleles of parents. Furthermore, all the QTLs with a  and ae  or 

pairs of QTLs with aa  and aae  presented on the different genomic regions or with different 

combination of loci. All these features might explain that the number of primary branches are 

highly influenced by environmental factors and led to less QTLs with additive or epistatic main 

effects. This is in agreement with low heritability reported earlier (Leon and Becker 1995 ). No 

common or adjacent QTLs were shared for plant height and the number of primary branches, 
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explaining the insignificant genetic correlation between two traits (Table 6 ). 

     Seven of eight main QTLs showed early flowering alleles from Gaoyou and no clear 

transgressive segregation was observed. Gaoyou behaved more like a spring type cultivar under 

Europe growing conditions and the mapping results are similar as previously reported for 

populations from annual x biennial rapeseed ( Ferreira et al. 1995; Osborn et al. 1997 and  

Butruille et al. 1999 ). Since different marker system used as reported before, our results can not 

be directly compared with previously mapped QTLs, however, the total number of main QTLs 

and the magnitude of effects were similar as observed by Butruille et al. ( 1999 ). Each of two 

homozygous loci on LG12 could be 4-5 days early for  flowering than Sollux at environment of 

Reinshof , which may be interesting for practical breeding. Another important point is that three 

QTLs with larger additive effects for plant height on LG14-1, 16 and 19 might be pleiotropy for 

flowering time as suggested by  Butruille et al. ( 1999 ) and also provide the genetic basis for 

significant genetic correlation between two traits. However, QTLs on LG14-1 and 19 also 

positive linked QTL for oil content ( Thesis 3.4 ). Selection for reduced plant height and early 

flowering time might reduce oil content.   

       Plant maturity is largely determined by flowering time. The results from this study revealed 

four of nine QTLs for maturity overlapping with flowering time and the genetic effects in these 

loci are relatively larger, which is in agreement with highly significant correlation between two 

traits ( Table 6 ). The unshared QTLs might be related with flowering duration or grain filling 

period. There were three loci where Gaoyou alleles delayed the maturity, which provided the 

genetic explanation for transgressive segregation of maturity observed in the DH population. 

Unlike the situation for plant height and the  number of primary branches, most of a  and ae  

loci both for flowering time and maturity were detected in the same genomic regions, while the 

alleles of parents were dispersed in all environments, which results in similar total genetic 

effects for two traits, respectively, in each environment. This might be the  explanation for  

highly  positive correlations observed among three diverse environments both for flowering 

time and maturity ( Table 7 ). 
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      Digenic epistatic QTLs both for flowering time and maturity were detected but much less 

than QTLs with additive effects. This observation is genera x  environmental interactions. 

These information  are important in practical breeding programs. The pleiotropy or close 

linkage of QTLs among traits provide the possibilities for joint selection of traits based on 

marker assistant according to breeding purposes and specific environments.  

 

3.6.5  Summary 
 
Plant height and number of primary branches are two most important plant type traits related to 

yield potential in Brassica napus. Flowering time is a  major determinant of the regional and 

seasonal adaptation of rapeseed varieties and has a large influence on  maturity. Using a 

doubled haploid population of 282 lines from the cross of European with Chinese cultivars, 

agronomic phenotypic data sets from four environments, two in Germany and two in China, and 

a 125 SSR-marker linkage map, we performed QTL analyses using mixed model approach to 

detect QTLs with additive, epistasis as well as their interactions with environments (QE ). The 

results demonstrated that each trait was controlled by several QTL with additive plus a number 

of QTLs with epistatic and QE  interaction effects. Plant height was controlled by many QTLs 

( 12 loci with a  or combined ae , 5 loci with ae ). Additive effects were predominant and often 

combined with digenic epistasis effects. Most of QTLs with additive x environment effects 

showed  ecologically favourable alleles in diverse regions. For the number of primary branches, 

few QTLs with additive and epistatic main effects were identified,  while QE  interaction  

effects were quite substantial. No common or adjacent QTLs were found for plant height and 

the number of primary branches. 

      Seven of eight main QTLs showed early flowering alleles from Gaoyou. Each of two 

homozygous loci on LG12 could be 4-5 days early flowering than Sollux at environment of 

Reinshof , which may be interesting for practical breeding purpose. Another point is that three 

QTLs with larger additive effects for plant height on LG14-1, 16 and 19 were pleiotropy for 

flowering time. The results confirmed that flowering time largely influence maturity. Digenic 

epistatic QTLs both for flowering time and maturity were detected but much less than QTLs 

with additive effects. 

 

 
Key words:  Brassica napus L. ·   Plant height ·  Number of primary branches · Flowering · 
Maturity · QTL mapping · Digenic interaction  · QTL by environment interaction 
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4.    Summary 
 
QTLs for oil content and their relationships to other agronomic traits 
in an European x Chinese oilseed rape population 
 
 
Rapeseed oil is one of the most important vegetable oils for edible consumption  both in China 

and Europe, while the meal, after extraction of  the oil, has a high protein content with well 

balanced amino acid composition and is a valuable protein supplement in animal feed mixtures 

today. Therefore a better understanding of the genetic basis for oil and protein content by 

mapping QTLs ( Quantitative trait loci ) with molecular markers is important for rapeseed 

breeding. Analyzing the genetic relationships of these two traits with developmental stages, and 

with yield related traits on QTL level is of interest. A total of 282 doubled haploid ( DH ) 

population, which derived from the F1 between  the old German cultivar Sollux and the Chinese 

landrace Gaoyou of Brassica napus by microspore culture, was developed and a linkage map 

including 125 SSR marker loci was constructed. The DH lines were grown in 4 environments, 

two in Germany ( Reinshof and Weende ) and two in China ( Hangzhou and Xian ). A new 

mapping program QTLMapper version 1.0 was used for mapping unconditional and conditional 

QTLs with additive ( a ) and additive x additive epistatic ( aa ) effects, as well as their 

interaction effects with environments (QE , including ae  and aae ).  

        Both parents showed high oil content. Although the maximum difference between parents 

either for oil or for  protein content were around 3 % in  all locations, large transgressive 

segregation for both traits within the DH lines was observed in each environment with extreme 

differences up to 17 and 10 percentages for oil and protein content in Germany, and 10 and 7 %, 

respectively, in China. Mapping results revealed 8, 5 and 7 QTLs with additive main effects, 

and 9, 6 and 6 pairs of digenic loci with epistatic main effects for oil, seed and meal protein 

content, respectively. The additive effects of these QTLs explained about 40, 30 and 40 %,  and 

the epistatic effects of theses pairs accounted for about 40,  25 and 30 % of the phenotypic 

variation observed for oil, seed and meal protein, respectively. For oil content, two important 

alleles were identified in the Chinese parent and two alleles in the European parent. These QTLs 

were confirmed by the comparison of the 20 highest and 20 lowest DH lines. A large number of 

QTLs with ae  interaction effects demonstrated the complex inheritance for oil and protein 

content and suggest a joint  utilization for QTLs with additive, epistatic and QE  interaction 

effects by marker assisted selection in breeding programs.  
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        By combining the statistical procedures for analyzing conditional genetic effects  and the 

QTL mapping program, conditional mapping analysis between oil and seed protein were 

performed. Results of conditional mapping present the effects of QTLs for oil content under the 

condition of no variation for seed protein content, and vice versa. Comparison between 

unconditional ( conventional QTL mapping) and conditional (oil conditioned on seed protein: 

oil|seed protein, or vice versa  ) mapping results make it possible to distinguish between 

pleiotropic effect and gene linkage in the same genomic regions.  The  results  can be 

summarized as follows: 1) Two QTLs might be responsible for pleiotropic effects because 

under conditional mapping for oil|seed protein and seed protein|oil, the QTLs did no longer 

show significant effects for both traits,  and one QTL more likely shows gene linkage, since 

reduced genetic effects were detected for both traits under conditional mapping. 2) Two QTLs 

for oil and seed protein content respectively were independent while three oil QTLs were 

significantly influenced by seed protein content. 3 ) Large changes of  QTLs with epistatic 

effects under conditional mapping analysis reflected the close genetic relationship between 

these two traits also through digenic epistatic loci. Oil and protein content  in the seed share 

large part of their genetic basis. However, it is possible to combine high content of seed oil with 

high meal protein content. Four of seven additive QTL and two of six pairs of epistatic loci for 

meal protein were not affected by oil content and thus seed oil and meal protein show much less 

genetic overlapping than seed oil and seed protein. 

       The genetic influence on QTLs for oil and protein content due to the variation of 

developmental stages were analyzed by conditional mapping. Flowering time had more 

contribution to oil content, while flowering period and grain filling period were more related to 

seed and meal protein. The two oil QTLs having largest effects were identified independently of 

all developmental stages. The favorable alleles come from the Chinese parent. Most oil QTLs 

with favorable alleles from the European parent were closely linked with flowering time, but 

there was one QTL not related to any developmental stages and one linked with early flowering 

QTL.  

       Conditional mapping for oil and protein content when seed weight, seed number and plant 

height were conditioned, revealed that oil and seed protein were influenced by seed number and 

plant height both in additive and epistatic loci. The genetic relationship between oil, seed 

protein and seed weight was small.  

       Seed size and seed number are important yield components, and silique length is  normally 

correlated with seed number. In total, 7, 6 and 9 QTLs respectively, were  identified for these 

traits which explained about 40, 35 and 70 % of the mean phenotypic variation, respectively. 
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Digenic epistasis was small for seed size, negligible for silique length but significant for seed 

number. QTLs for seed size were more related with flowering time and grain filling period, 

while QTLs for seed number were more influenced by flowering period. 

In the last part of this thesis, the QTLs for two plant type traits and two important 

developmental traits were mapped. The results demonstrated that each trait was controlled by 

several additive main QTLs plus a number of QTLs with epistatic and QE  interaction effects. 

Plant height was controlled by many QTLs ( 12 loci with a  or combined ae , 5 loci only with 

ae ). Seven of eight main QTLs showed early flowering alleles from Gaoyou and no clear 

transgressive segregation was observed among DH lines.  

        It is possible to create new breeding materials or cultivars with increased oil content in 

seed and protein content in meal by marker assistant integration of favorable genes identified in 

this study. The genetic relationships between QTLs for oil ( or protein ) content and 

developmental stages ( or yield related traits ) further provide useful information for the 

utilization of these QTLs both in China and in Europe.  
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Zusammenfassung 
 
QTL für Ölgehalt und deren Beziehung zu anderen agronomischen 
Eigenschaften in einer Europäisch x Chinesischen Winterraps-
Population 
 

 

 
Rapsöl dient sowohl in China als auch in Europa als eins der wichtigsten pflanzlichen Öle der 

menschlichen Ernährung. Das Rapsschrot hat einen hohen Proteingehalt und eine ausgewogenen 

Aminosäure-Zusammensetzung und wird als wertvolle Eiweißquelle im Mischfutter eingesetzt. 

Für die Rapszüchtung ist es daher wichtig, die genetische Grundlage von Öl- und Proteingehalt 

besser zu verstehen. Dafür ist die Identifizierung einzelner Gene (QTL = „Quantitative Trait 

Locus“ ) mit Hilfe molekularer Marker sehr hilfreich. Ebenfalls von großer Bedeutung ist es, den 

Zusammenhang zwischen QTL für Öl- und Proteingehalt und Entwicklungsstadien sowie 

Ertragskomponenten zu untersuchen. Aus einer Kreuzung zwischen der alten deutschen Sorte 

‚Sollux’ und der chinesischen Landsorte ‚Gaoyou’ wurden über Microsporenkultur 282 

verdoppelte haploide (DH) Linien entwickelt. Für diese Population wurde eine Kopplungskarte 

mit 125 SSR Markern erstellt. Die DH-Linien wurden an zwei Orten in Deutschland (Reinshof 

und Weende, beide in der Nähe von Göttingen) und an zwei Orten in China (Hangzou und Xian) 

angebaut. Es wurde eine neue Software (QTLMapper 1.0) verwendet, um für die QTL die 

additiven (a) und die additiv x additiv epistatischen (aa) Geneffekte sowie deren Interaktionen 

mit den Umwelten zu bestimmen.  

Beide Elternlinien zeigten eine hohen Ölgehalt. Obwohl der Unterschied zwischen den 

Eltern für Öl- und Proteingehalt an allen Orten maximal 3 % betrug, wurde bei den DH-Linien 

eine sehr große Variation beobachtet, die in Deutschland für den Öl- und Proteingehalt 17% bzw. 

10% betrug und in China 10% bzw. 7%. Für die Merkmale Ölgehalt, Proteingehalt im Samen 

und Proteingehalt im Schrot konnten 8, 5, bzw. 7 OTL mit additiv-genetischen Effekten und 9, 6, 

bzw. 6 Genkombinationen  mit epistatischen Effekten identifiziert werden. Die Additiveffekte 

erklärten für die einzelnen Merkmale zwischen 30 und 40 % der phänotypischen Varianz, und 

die epistatischen Effekte erklärten zwischen 25 und 40 % der phänotypischen Varianz. Für die 

wichtigsten vier Gene stammten je zwei der positiven Allele für den Ölgehalt von dem 

europäischen bzw. dem chinesischen Elter. Dieses Ergebnis wurde bestätigt durch die 

molekulare Charakterisierung der jeweils 20 DH-Linien mit dem höchsten bzw. niedrigsten 
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Ölgehalt. Viele QTL zeigten außerdem Wechselwirkungen mit der Umwelt und bestätigten 

damit die sehr komplexe genetische Bestimmung von Öl- und Proteingehalt bei Raps.  

Der Zusammenhang zwischen Öl- und Proteingehalt wurden näher analysiert durch ein 

„conditional mapping“, bei dem die Variation eines Merkmals (z.B. Ölgehalt) untersucht wird 

unter der Annahme, dass sich ein zweites Merkmal (z.B. Proteingehalt) nicht gleichzeitig auch 

ändert. Die Ergebnisse dieses „conditional mapping“ zeigen, dass (i) es möglich ist, Pleiotropie 

und genetische Kopplung voneinander zu unterscheiden, (ii) die QTL für Öl- bzw. Proteingehalt 

teilweise voneinander unabhängig sind, teilweise aber auch QTL für eines der Merkmale direkt 

das andere Merkmal beeinflussen, und dass (iii) besonders für epistatische Wechselwirkungen 

zwischen Genen das „conditional mapping“ zu stark veränderten Ergebnissen führt. Öl- und 

Proteingehalt des Samens hängen genetisch eng miteinander zusammen. Daher ist es einfacher, 

einen hohen Ölgehalt im Samen mit einem hohen Proteingehalt im Rapsschrot zu kombinieren. 

Die meisten QTL für Proteingehalt im Schrot zeigten keinen Zusammenhang mit den QTL für 

Ölgehalt in den Samen.  

Der Einfluss der Entwicklungsphasen auf den Öl- und Proteingehalt wurde ebenfalls mit 

dem „conditional mapping“ untersucht. Der Blühzeitpunkt wirkte sich vor allem auf den 

Ölgehalt aus, während die Kornfüllungsphase enger mit dem Proteingehalt zusammenhing. Die 

beiden wichtigsten QTL für dem Ölgehalt wurden in allen Entwicklungsphasen nachgewiesen, 

und die jeweils günstigen Allele stammten von dem chinesischen Elter. Drei QTL mit günstigen 

Allelen von den europäischen Eltern waren dagegen mit einem frühen Blühtermin assoziiert.  

Ein „conditional mapping“ von Öl- und Proteingehalt unter Berücksichtigung von 

Samengewicht, Samen je Schote und Wuchshöhe zeigte sowohl additive als auch epistatische 

Genwirkungen. Die Merkmale Ölgehalt, Proteingehalt und Samengewicht hingen kaum 

miteinander zusammen.  

Das Einzelsamengewicht und die Anzahl Samen je Schote sind wichtige 

Ertragskomponenten, und die Schotenlänge ist normalerweise hoch korreliert mit der Anzahl 

Samen je Schote. Für diese drei Merkmale wurden 7, 6, bzw. 9 QTL identifiziert, die 40, 35, bzw. 

70% der phänotypischen Variation erklären. Für die Schotenlänge wurden keine und für das 

Samengewicht nur sehr geringe epistatische Effekte nachgewiesen, während diese Effekte für die 

Anzahl Samen je Schote signifikant waren. QTL für Samengewicht sind vor allem assoziiert mit 

Blühzeitpunkt und Kornfüllungsphase, während QTL für Anzahl je Schote eher mit der 

Blühdauer zusammenhängen.  

Der letzte Teil der Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Kartierung von zwei Eigenschaften, die 

den Wuchstyp betreffen (Wuchshöhe und Anzahl Verzweigungen), sowie zwei phänologische 
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Eigenschaften, Blüh- und Reifzeitpunkt. Für die Wuchshöhe wurden sehr viele QTL identifiziert. 

Beim Blühzeitpunkt fiel auf, dass bei  sieben der acht identifizierten QTL das Allel für frühe 

Blüte aus dem chinesischen Elter stammt.  

Zusammenfassend kann gesagt werden, dass eine markergestützte Erhöhung von Öl- und 

Proteingehalt erfolgversprechend ist. Dabei wird es wichtig sein, das komplexe Netzwerk aus 

Sameninhaltsstoffen und Umweltfaktoren sorgfältig zu analysieren und besser zu verstehen.  
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5.    Appendix  
Appendix 1. Raw data of seed oil, seed protein ( SP ) content ( % ) and days from sowing to  
beginning of flower ( DTF ) used for mapping analysis ( based on 9% moisture )  
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Appendix 2.1 General information on the development of DH populations 

 Genotypes ( F1 ) 

Items SolluxX Gaoyou   
 
Gaoyou X Zhenyou 

 
Shenyou X Jan45 

No of  donor plants 4 6 5 

Experiments (n) 28 36 18 

Transferred embryos 
to S-Medium(n) 3200 1200 1000 

No of embryos 
treated with col-
chicine (0.01%/24h) 

2300 230 600 

No of plantlets 
transferred to peat 
soil 

672 383 405 

No of plantlets 
measured by flow 
cytometry(n) 

629 273 313 

No of plantlets 
treated with col-
chicine (0.05%/16h) 

300 205 180 

No. of  plants 
transferred to pots 
(11 x 11 cm) 

645 312 336 

 
No of DH plants 
(with seeds) 

380 230 300 

DH plants 
/plants(pots) (%) 59 74 89 
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Appendix 2.2 Ploidy levels of plantlets and their fertility of plants with and without colchicine 
treatment during plantlet stage 

Donor  Sollux x Gaoyou (F1)   
Ploidy 
levels  

Colchicine treatment ( plantlets 0.05%/16h) Without treatment 

(by  Flow 
Cytometry) 

Diploid  (D)                     Diploid/haploid (D/H) Diploid(D)                      Diploid/haploid(D/H) 

 Total 
(D) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

Total 
(D/H) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

Total 
 (D) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

Total 
(D/H) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

D(T), T(D) -- -- -- -- -- -- 105(80) 43.4 4.9 105(16) 25.0 4.1 

D(H, T) 27(3) 45,3 4.5 27(14) 14.6 3.3 59(6) 45.8 4.8 59(9) 14.0 2.3 

D(H), D 72(5) 35,4 4.4 72(56) 15.8 4.4 51(5) 40.2 4.5 51(4) 25.5 3.4 

H(D) 127(6) 31,2 4.0 127(87) 14.7 4.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Total plants 226(14)   226(157)   215(91)   215(29)   

Donor  Gaoyou x Zhenyou  ( F1 )         

Ploidy 
levels 

Colchicine treatment (plantlets  0.05%/16h ) Without treatment   

(by  Flow 
Cytometry 

Diploid(D)           Dioloid/haploid(D/H) Diploid(D)           Dioloid/haploid(D/H) 

 Total 
(D) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

Total 
(D/H) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

Total 
 (D) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

Total 
(D/H) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

D(T), T(D) -- -- -- -- -- -- 54(32) 33.1 6.5 54(14) 13.0 4.3 

D(H, T) 21(0) -- -- 21(19) 13.1 6.1 39(0) -- -- 39(19) 7.3 3.9 

D(H), D 35(3) 27.0 5.0 35(29) 10.7 4.9 21(2) 40.0 3.2 21(10) 6.6 4.0 

H(D) 78(0) -- -- 78(53) 10.0 6.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Total plants 134(3)   134(101)   114(34)   114(43)   

Donor   Shenyou xJan45 ( F1 )         
Ploidy 
levels Colchicine treatment (plantlets  0.05%/16h ) Without treatment   

(by Flow 
Cytometry) Diploid(D)                      Dioloid/haploid(D/H) Diploid(D)                      Dioloid/haploid(D/H) 

 Total 
(D) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

Total 
(D/H) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

Total 
 (D) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

Total 
(D/H) 

No of 
silique 
/plant 

Length 
of 

Sili.(cm) 

D(T), T(D) -- -- -- -- -- -- 75(44) 32.2 4.3 75(20) 15.1 2.8 

D(H, T) 25(7) 35.1 4.4 25(18) 17.2 3.4 52(7) 36.0 3.8 52(28) 12.6 2.4 

D(H), D 67(19) 33.4 4.0 67(46) 17.8 3.5 17(0) -- -- 17(11) 9.3 1.8 

H(D) 37(5) 27.2 3.5 37(30) 15.4 3.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Total plants 129(31)   129(94)   144(51)   144(59)   
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                Appendix 3. Some examples of marker segregation within DHLs by SSR primer pairs, 
separated on 4 % MethaPhor agarose gels. The first three slots are always P1 (Sollux), F1 
and P2 (Gaoyou ) over all primers 
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                Continued 
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